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THE HOUR OF PRAYER.

Unfolds its tardy wreaths, and multiplies

-

Its soft, chameleon breakings in the rare
.

the

dream

opera.

On

the

be | club, which

indulges

once

Hampton
Many, old

a

success.

there

could

-

powers

have been no previous

The lecture by James Parton on

Wednesday evening was full of suggestion

to the student about tg go into the ‘* big:
world” for himself.
Itis possible that it
did not contain suflicient encouragement
for young people: to make the most of
.their

opportunities

for

self-culture,

though they niight not thus secure
cess’in a worldly point of view.
. A well-stored hind, 2

even

suc-*

'refined- character.

and & clear judgment, made so by habits of

thought and study, will bring their own‘rex' ceeding ‘great reward,”, though the lot of
those who possess them may be lowly.
Better be the rich poor “man, than the
Nan,

DO

unaoie

O

APPree

Ee

world of opportunities for Binge sid

fined enjoyment,

that

ty;

and

served fh the

re-

Lis wealth Highs

- bring him.
* The dinner given by the Social

Fraterni-

Commercial

Hall,

‘was very flne. About three hundred persons sat at the tables.
After it was over,

camé exercise in the shaded grounds in
front of the- Institution buildings. They
consisted of music,

speeches and the cereMr. Parton made some very happy finpromptu
remarks upon the occasion.
He congratulated the young men, of the

" 1. ‘mony of planting the class-tree.

and

the

god

of this world,

is,

and buried itself in the leg of a horse.
The canteen was gplit open, and dropped
to the ground in halves.

habits, which’

At the second battle of Bull Run, as’
a New York infantryman was passing his
plug of tobacco to” a comrade; a bullet
struck the plug, glanced -off, and buried
itself ina knapsack. The tobacco was.
rolled up like a ball of shavings and oarried a hundred feet away.
Directly in4
line of the ball was the head of a lieuten-

clouded by ‘spirituous liquors that they
* could neither think nor reason clearly.
He told them they could be quite a8 good
. scholars as those of the famous schools of
the Old World, and with their better habits, they were sure to be better men.
The day closed with the usual festivie
ties in the hall, where ¢
“ Soft eyes looked love to eyes) which spakeagaing

~~

And all went mrt

hundred and sixty in 1875, till last year

‘try adds to the life of every child.

2

as a marriage bell.”
€.

ant, and had not the bullet been deflected

he would certainly have received it. As
it was, he had both eyes filled with tobaeco dust, and had to be led -to the rear.

At Brandy’ Station bne of Custer’
troopers had his left stirrup strap. cut
away by a grape-shot, which passed be-

"‘}tween hisleg and ‘the: horse, blistering
5 his skin asif with a red-hot iron. He

PERTINENT QUESTIONS.
"The : Christian Intelligencer
(Reformed) represents a. church of unusual
‘wealth in proportion to .numbers.
It

sometimes sharpens its quill and pursues
certain of the brethren in this energetic
style :—
¢ Perhaps certain persousin the churches, whose names are on the roll of mem‘bers and who appear atthe communion

tablg, are Christians. Let us hope that
they are; that, beneath all the rubbish of

2

have filled

everyday = pursuits~-of. life, - and is not
Beri rested, refreshed, ened.
i

so that- the work goes hopefully on.
J¥hen we think of the vast mass of heathenism to be converted, all that has been
gained is really but a fringe around the
border, but methods are jmprbv ing
i
and
esults’are held more securely. By-aud-

refining influences of homelifé unlike
their own. Many instances could be
given of the good done the children by hy the arm of thé Lord will be outstretchsuch visits, and many times have homes ed and a ‘‘ nation will be born in a day.”
opened of their own accord for lengthen- It is our privilege to help in this
workas we may be able, and God will
éd and return visits.
oi
Agents of the “Country Week” have Hotta] to add his blessing.
a
met with a cordial response to their
places that they have been ‘able to. visit,

and many invitations for the

children

have already been received. As it would
be impossible to visit every town, the
‘committeé -in charge would ask those
who read this article, who fegl willing

dismounted to ascertain -the nature of his

injury, and as he bent over a bullet
knocked his hat off and killed his horse.

bullet would have buried it in his chest.
‘| Fortunately for him the candle - by Which
hg was reading sat on & stand between

personal

The branches and leaves of the

may

be just as important as the roots—and trunk;
but who would thereby reason that ‘it is less
important to care for the latter than for the

former.

Yea, who does not see thift

ward branches can not. prosper

the

out-

them already distinguished, scattered over
all the Jand,-and in other lands,

the deep roots are filled with healthy forces?
For a while the boughs might flash out in the
blight atthe roots, and

decay

at

the

brotherhood

rejoice .in

our

the blessing

with

for the roots of our denominational” tree, that
it may long stand to bear rich fruits on its: ¢xtending branches, and to scatter its “leaves for,

the healing of the nations.” But it is - to, be
hoped that the garnered wisdom of our first
hundred years, soon to voice itself in General

old-time

enthusiasm :—‘“Hitherto

hath

ing cut this old mill-stone from about its neck.
Of course, there is plenty of work, and much
of it hard work, too, requited, to bring this
charch up to the place it ought to occupy as
representative of Free Baptists, in this part “of
the country.
The church building
much |
‘needs repairing, both inside and without; besides
e spiritual work, which is too often
néglected.
But I hope that these, as well as
all other improvements, looking to .both the
spiritual andtemporal interests of our cause

world.

Hillsdale college stand

ligion generally.

bet-

It has a high

pered and fulfilled to the satisfaction of
its friends, and the progress
righteousness.—J. J. B.”

of truth

Reduced fares to Conference, so far as
arrangements

are now completed,

dre “as:

follows, for the round trip :
‘From Chicago, Til.
¢

Hillsdale, Mich.,

“

Detroit & Monroe J unction,

$22.00

te

Buffalo, N.Y;

“
+

Providence, R.I. via Worcester,
Boston, Mass, via Lowell,

. 20.00
5.00
4.00

.-

‘Bowel
& Lawrence, Mass., via. Mun.,
St. Johnsbury,
one way.
|

°

18.00

Vt., Lyndonville,
;

3.25

&c.,
™

fare
Pow

The route from the West is via Detroit,
Canada; Buffalo, N. Y. Central, Hoosac
Tunnel, Boston, Lowell & Concord.
In Boston, goto

the

Lowell

Depot.

Trains leave at 7 and §a.3, 12 m. and

.

7P. M.

at the Confer-

addressed

Bridge.

dithe Alumni have had the most enjoy-

and

Fares to General Conference.

|-

Letters sent to persons

‘The twenty-fifth Commencement of this
institution occurred this week. The five
Literary Societies have had their re-unigns, which were exceedingly interesting ;

to

‘nation, the country and mankind.
Let it
be remembered, especially in the offerings
of this centennial year, that its worthy.:
mission 80, well inaugurated may be pro

ence - should” be

Hillsdale COollege Commencement. ;

claim

their regard, to that of our whole denomi-

the

Benominational.

success,[*

beyond our own limits, in time to come.
Henceforth, this church ought to hold a new
lease of life, and take advance steps after hav-

of the

“Never did

All its departments
are
But such prosperity is‘only,for;the present; it ter than to-day.
can not last; its very usefulness cuts short its “well represented and prosperous,
though
life. Our Zion is a tree of slow
th.
all needing improvement.
It has already
Would that, like many trees of the woods, its
done & great work for our churches at the
very slowness of growth may prophesy its en- ‘West, and for science, literature, and redurance.
May God give us wisdom 80 to care

‘which came none too soon.

We hope to be better able to do something :
‘| worthy of ourselves and the cause we love,

are doing

a great and noble work for her credit, and

heart.

Lord helped us.” - While our growth has not
been as great.as could have been wished, «and
fiearty thanks in this public manner to both thé while we are not wholly free’ from disappointments over past failures,yets ave have witnessed
yoo Home Mission Society and the Central
not a few glorious victories especially in fhe
ssociation for helping this church accomplish
realm of thereat moral questions, where our
what it has planned and attempted, but failed. Zion led the lost, and we have a right still to
sing with the inspiration of hope and with the
to do until this present time. But for thisgaid
courage of faith grown stronger from past exfrom both these Societies, it is doubtful whethperiences :—*‘The Lord hath done great things
er this old debt would ever have been removed. - for us; whereof we are glad,” ‘Through
Tn the name of this church, I wish to render God we shall do valiantly; for he it is that
shall tread down our enemies,”—T. H. DRAKE.
thanks again and again to all who heard our
pleas and came to our assistance.
Doubtless

all the

¢

neglécted. . . . ‘The four or five hundred
graduates of Hillsdale college, numbers of

long, . except

beauty and promise of fraitfulness, even

ood

Dunn preached. the. sermoq in his usual
forcible and successful manner, emphasizing some vital truths that are too much

sympathies.

oak-tre¢

be

to

Weirs

~,

Under this head,

Rev. Geo.

v

H.

Ball

sends the following notice : .
I will purchase tickets to General Conference from Buffalo and return, for any
persons east of Buffalo, on receipt of $18.
Ticket will be on sale at'the
New York

able reunion that they have ever held. Central tickets office, to Weirs and return
The presence of ex-Pres. Fairfield, a for $18.
i
%large number of the former professors
It would be well to leave Buffalo ‘at
and teachers and scores of the Alumni ‘8.50, P. M., Monday, July 19, and reach
made these occasions such ‘as can never Weirs Tuesday night.
be forgotten.
If those who desire tp start on. the 19th
*here, will come in due time, whoever may ‘be
. The Board of Trustees met on¢ the four- will notify me I will ayrange to have the
the future pastors to go in and out before this
flock. ‘Free Yo
might have, ought to teenth and continued in session till the whole company go in one car.
have, must have,
a strong, healthy, aggressive, siXteenth, doing a large amount of busiThose desiring a Sleeper, on notif gis
sound church in this part of Pa. With wise ness in the most harmonious manner.
me, will get their birth a redusss rate, .
management and a liberal stipport of a worthy"
The discontinuance of Prof. J. H. But- probably at one half.
to do the work opening before it. (
pastor bere, our cause will see Wetter times.
ler'as
Professor in Latin and the resigna.
We
sometimes
smile
at
the
ambition
of
The Lake Shore &
sohigas Southern:
|.
Any person who understands this population,
those who seek to help the cause of Chris- that it is mostly Pedo-Baptists, will “mot be tion of Prof. Mauck, Professor in Greek, R. R. will sell tickets at-ha}{ rates to Buf<
tian-education by founding schools which, surprised that our faith wins its way 50 slowly Both of whom had rendered invaluable falo and return, from any station on their
as it seems; can never exert more than a in these parts. And yet I doubt not, that if service for several years, was a painful
road. *
,
local influence or meet more than a locak we only had one strong representative Free loss to the faculty and the college. .The
All tickets will be good until the 1st of
Baptist church in this city or in Philadelphia, election of Prof. Dodge, of Berea college,
want, and call them colleges; but some
‘September, but the return ticket must be
it would serve as a rallying point, about which
Ky., to the chair of the Greek language,
of these are evidently doin,
ood work
endoxsed by the ticket agent at Weirs«
would soon gather quite a number of other
in spite of the burden of their name, and chifrches, which would seek to walkiwith us. with hil’ many ‘eminent qualities” in part station, where the Conference is to
is held.
may, by-and-by, come to such a fullness Already there are quite a number of places. made 1 up the great loss.
Geo. H. Bair.’
The
'
annual
Report
of
Treasurer
looking
to
this
church,
weak
as
it
isg~for-enof stature as. will justify the name. Let us
456 Niagara §t., Buffalo, N. Y.
:
couragement to plant our faith among
them.
Mills was cheering indeed.
The report
not despise. the day of small thin a.
But, while we have been barely existing ourWe are glad to notice the statement in selves,here,we were illy fitted to reach out the, showed : that the income of the college
Stereoscopic Views of Places of Interest.
..a% New Durham, N. H
the report from one of our excellent pre- helping hand of sympathy needed to - start during the last year exceeded the current
pataingy schools, that several of its youu churches in other places. It'is my firm con- expenses more than $1200. The condiThis being the centennial suniversary of
._gradyates have: the ministry in view. viction, that, if the Home Mission Society only tion of all invested funds was also better.
the denomination and knowing that many
would'or
could
put
a
strong
man
in
‘this:
part.
than
a
year
ago.
The
Endowment
Fund
Let us hope that others will ,before they
interested in its early history would be
complete the college course thay mean to |. of Penhsylvania, to look after “new interests had been increased. by donations and glad to visit .the ground. and vicinity

take, be called of God to this work, The, 1|

demand for well trained men'in the

istry is, steadily

and help them, giving all his

extension, we might

min-

soon

time »to

church

raise! up

a

large

number of promising churches in important
centers.
That we have -80 few churches in

increasing, and - these

young men need have no fear of not be-_ this pipag the country, along these great railroad
wh es, where .flow so much of the
ing needed, provided only, it is God who

coming

year, and

do all

we can

to

in-

so great

He was lying down and the course of the

over ten years’ standing wiped out at all, especially.on this centennial year of our beloved de‘nomination.
Then we wish to express our

to

)
In the same fight was a trooper who had “calls them to the work.
suffered several days with “the toothache. . We rejgice in the evidences of increased
In a hand- to-hand fight he received a pis- power in our schools, as shown in the
It knocked enlarged libraries, improved buildings
tol-ball in the right cheek.
out his aching double tooth and. passed and apparatus, and in the larger patronout of the left-hand corner of his mouth, age enjoyed. Letus give these institutaking = part of au upper tooth - along. tions a generous support during the

The joy of being rid of the toothache was

-are not to be settlel by

Conference, by all our delegates, will not for
ope hour forget, as it plans for our new century of denominational life, that the trunk bears
.the boughs, and not ti boughs the trunk.
.
It is refreshing to
take a backward glance
towards the times of our Randall, and Jook at
Our Interests in Pennsylvania.
Our First church in the city of, Harristrurg, | the little acorn, which he planted in New Durham soil ,—sprouting, growing, spreading, unPa., has abundant: reason. to rejoice greatly
til, under the shade of its goodly. boughs, the
over the pgyment of its old church debt of three
tribes of our Israel gather, during this blessed
thousand dollars. First.of all, we praise God,
for enabling us to see this burdensome debt of | centennial year, to sing, with somewhat of the

effofts to securé-such invitations in the

that the . trooper could ‘not be crease their efficiency.
© ITEMS FOR THOUGHT,
their hearts, there is still a true, although | made to go.to the rear to have his wound
“It is evident from the historical sketch
very weak; faith in Jesus Christ and a dressed.
An object, no matter how trifling, will ofthe Massachusetts Q. M. given in the
love in God. - But they dre strange creatures, amazingly inconsistent. On Sun- turn a bullet from its true course. This | last ¢“ Star,” that in our church building
day morning they have at the ‘breakfast was shown one duy at the remount camp enterprises, as in many other human untable a daily secular newspaper. As in Pleasant Valley. They had a * bull dertakings, it has sometimes. happened
.they sip their coffee they read and talk pen "-there, in which about five hundred that mistakes have been -made. Wise
about stocks and bonds, polities, | amuse- bounty-jumpers and other hard cases men have often learned as much from
Once in a while one their mistakes and failures as from any
ments, concerts, theatres; lectures, the were under guard.
~ last'news from the British elections, socie- of these men would make a break for lib- other source, and it behooves us to study
ty news, and every thing that pertains to erty. Every sentinel in position would carefully the causes of the failures already
‘the make up of an ordinary daily journal. open fire, and it did not matter ‘in the experienced, that we may avoid like mis.
:
The reading is continued between . break- least if the man ran toward the.crowded fortunes in the future.
If we: could only distribute our minisfast and church time. * After church the camp. On this occasion 4 prisoner made
family {s ‘summoned to: the most elabor- for the camp, and as many as six shots erial force so that there should be no
ate dinbr of the week. Then comes a ‘were fired at him without effect. One of surplus in one section and no destitution
:— doze, and a little more ‘secular newspaper. the bullets entered the tent of;& captain in anotherit would be a great advantage;
The. mind is occupied with the ordinary in the Twelfth Pennsylvania Cavalry. “but, under our polity it sdems at present
worldliness, with-which they

the steadfastnessof the native Christians,

The best results have attended those
instances where children have been receiv-

aid in the good work by "receiving into
their homes. one or more of these little
**| ones for ten days during July and AuNARROW ESCAPES IN BATTLE.
gust, to ‘send their names and the number
- Many computations have been made of and ages of children preferred to the
tito number of bullets fired in battle for Secretary, Miss H. G. Putnam, 18 Boyle.
ton- Street, Boston, who will cheerfull
every man killed. The following stories, furnish any further information desired.
collected by the Detroit Free Press, show Children will be sent and returned free
how near some of the stray bullets come of expense.
to doing fatal work :
MISSION WORK.
- At the battle of Peach Orchard, when
A
CONDUCTED BY REY. GGa C.
WATERMAN.
McClellan was making his change of
"OUR SCHOOLS.
base; a Michigan infantryman. fell to the
ground as if shot dead, and was left ly- We are now inthe midst of the season
ing as “the regiment changed position. ‘of Anniversaries and Commencements.
The ball which hit him first struck the ‘The reports of these exercises have albarrel of his gun, glanced, and knocked
really ‘be gun to appear in our columns,
a button off his coat, torg the watch out ‘and if our readers wiN give some attention
of his vest pocket, and then struck the to them they will find much that is sugman just over the heart; and was stopped | gestive and- encouraging: It is evident
there by a song-book in his shirt pocket. ‘that our work at Harper's Ferry has but:
He was unconscious for three-quarters of just begun. It is still in the infancy of
an hour, and it was a full month before its usefulness. .. Probably no money .invested by us in benevolent work has
the black and blue spot disappeared.
At Pittsburg Landing a member of the brought larger returns, or returns more
'Pwelfth Michigan Infantry stooped dowh satisfactory to the donors than that put into give a wounded man a drink from his to Storer college. We domost earnestcanteen. * While in the act a bullet aimed ly wish that friends would soon come forat his breast struck the canteen, turned ward and double its capacity and power.
aside, passed through the body of a man It.would then be no more than fairly able

gave them so great an advantage over the
students in the schools of England. and
Germany whose brains were. so apt to be

school on their temperate
i

in a

thére in the lives of such. professors?
Ought not the church to warn, rebuke,
and exhort them? Although they may be%
rich, although they put gifts in the place
of service, although they enjoy social
distinction, is the church strengthened or
'| commended by their membership?”

assignment of parts.
Where all was excellent it may not be
eut of place to mention the class in Botany
which was large, and gave abundant evidence
of having been most efficiently

taught.

a week

| of an acquaintance. And so this strange
and feverish life goes on. Are ‘these
people Christians? If they - ate, who are
worldings distinctively? What self denial,
what crucifixion of the body, what pressing on to the crown of life and glory,
what fellowship with God, what hungering and thirsting after righteousness,
what wrestling with principalities and

and new friends of the Institution were
present at tke various exercises of the
school, which were uniformly interesting.
e examination exercises “threughout
Were
satisfactory. The recitations
were generally conducted by topics which
were drawn at the time,.showing plainly
that

baptisms- by foreign. missionaries. Of
course nothing like a ‘complete list is at-

party. Thursday evening isenliv- ed into families as guests, and have thus
ened with a dance at home or in the house 3 been bronight more directly under
the

HAMPTON ANNIVERSARY.

_ The recent gala week at New

atthe

card

Ww

was in every

The work has steadily grown from one

as jaded as ever

they entertain

~Hartley Coleridge.

way

evening

evening

truel=—
praying souls are purged from mortal
hue,
And grow as pure as He to whom they pray.

NEW

of the

Wednesday

That

HP

unrested,

seen in the best seats

And naught is seen beneath the pendant blue,
The undistinguishable waste of day.

oh,ymay

be,

This | and a few hore go to the

the bullet entered.

thing exciting, and ‘absolutely without’|" thirteen hundred and twenty shared its | tainable, but it is worthy
te that in
the freshness, the vigor and the compos- benefits. © ©
the last number about 2500 a
mention:
ure of those who honor the Lord's day
The ‘children &¥e carefully selected ed, most of which have taken place since
and keep it holy. Monday evening this | from among those who wouldfnot other- the beginning of the present year.
jaded, worldly Christian group go to the wise have an opportunity of ¢ ljoying the
From all directions we hear of steady
theater. Tuesday evening they are to be pleasure which a short visit to the coun- gains in the number of converts and in

But see, the blue smoke as a voiceless prayer,
Sole witness of a secret sacrifice,

* So have I'dréamed!

but the music

on a family

Capaciotis ether—so it fades away,

may

with worldliness, blaze, hungry {Gr some-

*

And the sad earth, with moist, imploring eye,
Looks wide and wakeful at the-pondering sky,
* Like Patience slow subsiding to Despair.

*

There

and where

was struck and cut squarely in two, and
the lighted end dropped to the floor with-

is technical, classical, and presented toshow off the attainments or the voice of
PROGRESS OF THE FOREIGN WORK.
somebody. ¢ They do this on, Sunday “has sent into ‘the country, for vacations
evenings in Europe, you know, and it is of a week or longer periods, over thirtyThe ¢ Missionary Review” makes a
quite the thing.” Monday morning dawns seven hundred children.
.specialty . of reporting the number of

oh

There is an awful quiet in the air,”

religious.

ey hymns, and perhaps one or two familiar hymns and tunes for the sake of -ap-

the

and $2.50 if not.

Sabbath

usually are, one or two, Moody and Sank-

strictly

$2.204f
paid

place of the drive.

is sacred in about the same-degree as the

ein

Terms $2.00

in adeawce;

the

at home or at the house of a friend. It
consists professedly of sacred music, and

a All communications designed for publication.
- should be addressed to Editor The Morning har,

:

park is enjoyed.

evening is given up toa musical display

oe
Dover, N. H.

inthe

If it is in the season a tripto Coney Island

THE

Rev. I: D. STEWART,

fyatsely oceu-t will push this mother of missions inte any sec- ing it the happiest
and best Commence~
pied fields of the: West they could find ondary place, Not for years, if ever, ‘has it ment ever known at Hillsdale.
+
ample opportunity to do a much needed occupied the first place in our. plans and la+!
i CONTRIBUTOR.
We should not he.a people of ones idea,
out being snuffed out. The ball was de- work, and in many cases they could easi- bors.:
Hillsdale, Mich., June 17.
We cam not afford to be narrow in our” policy,
ES
flected;
and = buried itself in the pillow ly be spared from where they now are.
or exclusive in our sympathies. / All our interAnother
correspondent,
writing
of
this
under the officer's head, passed out of
Itis certainly gratifying to see that ests are one. Yet there is a relation existof things, between the differ- Commencement, says:
that and through his tent, entered one be- many of our Western churches and Year- ing in the nature
‘*Sabbath 'afternoon’ the - Puccalaureate
hind “ft, passed - between two men, and ly: Meetings are deeply interested in and ent parts of our benevolent work, that must be
sermon was delivered by Pres.
Durgin;
recognized in gll healthy thought. -Cicero’s
‘brought up against a camp-kettle.
are doing much for the Foreign Mission
+040
motto in political action was “to follow God”: one of his best, well timed, replete with
work. We can not believe that their own In our Christian work we.find room for the
‘sound suggestion and counsel, clearly and
THE COUNTRY WEEK FOR 1880.
local work will suffer because of their same motto. There is an ordained order, forcibly impressed. We ‘trust it will be:
“ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the
giftsto the far away fields of India. * There which you can not flippantly toss out of the published. In the evening four ‘members
least of these, ye have done it unto me.”
way, with impunity, by a stroke of the pen,
- Since its inauguration in 1875,” the isthat scattereth and get increaseth,” and nor ovdrcome by majorities. Some’ things lie of the Theological department, all gradu‘ he that watereth shall himself be water. ;
ates from the college, -were set apart
to
“++Country Week,” under the auspices of- ed.
at the foundation, It is well fo recognize this
”
. Prof.
the Boston Young Men's Christian Union,
fact in denominational building. All. things ‘the work of the gospel minist

the fashionable hour the carriage is order-|. him

a difficult thing to accomplish.

wealth and’ ‘population of the. world, is not to
our praise.
This
State is really missionary
ground,
which greatly needs ‘Free Baptist churches,
and which would doubtless yield rich ‘returns

for

all

the

aftention

and

labor

bestowed

upon its cunltivation,—if . only wisdom were
used in starting churches in proper places, and
with fit materials.
Many churches are embarrassed all their days because they were never

notes about $10,000. Several wills had
also been made in favor of the .college,

where the first church was organized, buf
that a ‘large part of this number. will be
increasing the former bequests to some deprived of this privilege, - we ‘have as a.
$20,000.
church on New Durham Ridge decided to
Large additions have been made to the. provide for this ¢lass, something as’ near

‘Museum.

'

The friends of the institution

were aly

greatly cheered by assurances of large
donations to the Building Fund, the En-

able elements!

Why

may we not

have

some

godly man,-with wisdom to plant and to. build
.new interests,——some man full of faith and

of

the Holy Ghost,and withal thoroughly loyal to
our beloved denomination,—sent by the Home

Mission Society into this State, during! this
centennial year, to extend our lines and to
plant our banners on new ground?
A strong,aggressive policy is the duty of this
hour!
It is glow suicide merely to seek to.

hold our own,. These are no times for creeping or hesitating plans or. aetions. Huet us all
lift high our standard of faith, and unitedly advance, with sowething of, the enthusiasm o
the fathers, with the hopefulness that is born

of the conviction that-we havea grand
filled mission still

before

us,—so

Kansas to Maine shall ring the
“church extension!’ This-id

that

“unfiNfrom

battle-cry of
the “watch

Alumni are all bringing
and all are rejoicing in
the college.
Eo
The Commencement
unusually interesting.”

forth their wit, |
the’ . prospects of
PL
exercises
* were
' An audience of

nearly two thousand people assembled at
the college church at 9 o'clock to-day
and listened with unusual and unabated

interest till nearly 2 o'clock to the exercises of the gradimting class of 20, enliv‘ened ‘with choice music) after which a
Commencement dinner’ has served at the
college: "About 350 persons sat down at
the dinner—which by the WAY Was a new

feature at Hillsdale—after which speeches “were ‘made

by

Chancellor

few able-bodied and able-minded men fill- work into its only legitimate plauce—at the
ed’ with the Holy Ghost could lend a “very front of our columns. There is no broad
=e hand iin the Ontario Association .view of our work; as a Christian. people, that

Normal

School, and many.

others,

The

day closed with" ‘the singing of - “The
Sweet: Likyan By,” and all retired declar-

little changed except by age and use

2

~

[
5 FA,

»

3

i

ni
od

since’

that time.
Also one of the exterior of: the
house contathing this room.- The profits

.on the sale of the views, if any, are
used to liquidate the debt

on

to. be

the ,parson-

age incurred last year in repairs. Pastors
of our churches are invited to act” as
agents. to sell in .their own parishes.
We
would be
grateful’
'if- they will
thus aid us, and confer a. favor on their
friends by providing at so reasonable a
cost, beautifully executed views of such’
places of historical; interest to every .F.

Theprice of single'views will be

Baptist.

twenty-five cents each, or the five for one
dollar. These views ‘may be had at the ses-

Conference in any quan-

“titles. All orders by mail will be promptly

filed and satisfaction ay to workuansuip
guaranteed.
Address Rev. G. S. Neal, Naw Durham,

N. H.
bh. |

wo yd

-

each of the parsonage and church on the.
Ridge, also one of the interior of the room
.where the first Freewill Baptist‘ church
was organized, the room having been bus

Fairfield; sion'or the General

word” by which we are 0 conquer, if victory: Judge Pratt, Prof. Churchill, of Oberlin,
is still awaiting us. This’ hundredth year of | Prof. McLouth, of the Michigan ‘State
our history ought to bribg our Home. Mission

If dnly a

the actual thing as possible, in the, shape *
of stereoscopic views, of several of
the
most interesting bolus inthe vicinity and
have already employed
a skillful artist to

ive, different} Views:
dowment and the Museum
from: the perform the work. Alumni.
Indeed the : comparative free- “have been taken... One. of the monudom from debt,the increase of the Endow- ment at the grave of Eid." Randall, oné

ment, the iincrease of the patronage and‘atstarted right,—tdo much “wood, hay and stub-" tendance, the faithful work.of instruction
ble” being used in their construction—perish=
together with the warm Shosusan
be

:

°

a

“THE

$

8. S. Department.

th

Sabbath-School Lesson. July 11.

Ohrist

Gromiaiontiane.

shall destroy’

THE GRAVE OF
OP BEV, HOSEA QUINBY.

.

BY

PRACTICAL Lidsoxs.
L Contentriefit with the good that God

SUMMER RELIGION.

REV. JOSEPH FeLovtox.

v

Bro. Purinton possessed - - naturally,
| good qualities of mind and a strong

physical constitution.

He found

time,

or, residige

Bhaaare

non

say

to

oo

~y

[8

ane rise thy

lita
3

Satan shall

ae Bolingss» =. - Wesiey Ys.

:

| of bonseieRte, =<

Chalmers.

Willing to give. -

know of. what ) aver,
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STAR, JUNE 30, 1880.

: Rev. H. Quinby died ‘in ‘Acton, Me., amid the cares of life, for thought-and | Mr. Edward Sly
“I want you to:
a
| Oet. 11, 1874, aged 74 years. In 1868, reading. His preaching was rathef me- come, down and see me, and Wwe will si,
REV. J. J. HALL.
dives us.
II. Danger in listening to erbptir,.
1t is a matter of surprise th at many’ and '69 he was living in Concord, N. H., thodical and quite instructive. He was on the piazza, and talk Bible all day.»
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J, A. HOWE.
IIL. The good they promise is death in church-going peeple can leave behind where he served for a time’ by- the ap- sound’and well established in Bible doc: Mr. Kimball, in referring to it afterward,
pointment ofthe Governor and Council trine and Cliristian experience, and on said: ¢ That was a most fascinating invi.
a
«
the end.
them their’ professien when they go to
’ GE
(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)
as chaplain ofthe State Prison. In that' all the moral, educational and political tation.”
IV: Sinean not be undone.
.
pa
the Beach or the.Mcuntains, as if religion
.
V.
‘Sin
can
never
be
excused.
~
THE FALL AND THE PROMISE.
were something to assume and lay aside place his excellent wife died, and he pur- questions of his times.
And, indeed, to the intelligent” Chris.
VI. Christ redeems us from sin and at pleasure and adapted only for city life, chased a lot for himself in the new ceme- | He showed himself a true man and ‘tian, there is hardly anything more
truly
tery.
death.
DAILY READINGS.
Christian in all the relations of ‘life, en- delightful than exchanging thoughts with
or to be manifested: only before acquain- |.
40-000
Concord is an inland town on the: right joying the esteem and confidence of his a Christian
The temptation of Christ. Matt. 4: 1-95
of, kindred mind; on the Bible,
tances and friends. Itis indeed astonTempted without sin. Heb. 4:1—16.
-* ON THE EFFECT OF THE FALL.
bank of the Merrimac River, and being brethren in the ministry and laity, and clearing
his own views by giving them
ishing to what lengths of questionable
‘Way of escape. 1Cor.10:1—13.Nothing can really be plainer than that
elevated is beautiful for situation.” It of bis fellow vitizens. In 1875 he repreSip and grace. Rom. 5: 12—21.
conduct persons will go. to at our samartef
expression, finding sympathies in the dif.
the narrative describes a most deplorable
was settled in 1725, was incorporated a sented his town in the State Legislature
Extent of sin. Rom. 2:1-23.
resorts. We have known of ministers
ficulties which attend the reading
of the
change in the conditign of the first pa;
Christ makes alive. 1 on 15: 12—22.
city in 1849, ‘and in 1870 had over telve ~with credit to all parties. Most
of all; gi Scripture, gaining a few view : Fa the
at
such
places
leading
in
the
most
gro‘S. The fall and the promise. gen, 3: 1-15,
rents of mankind, a change from a state
thousand inhabitants. “ly is the-.Capital it should be,-did his own family esteem
help of one who has looked at truth from
amusements
of
of holiness resulting from the presence of tesque ~ performances,
of the State. him and confide ba Jim: To them his a different direction.
In studying the
EN TEXT: ¢“ By one man sin entered /God and, a life in dependence on. his sup- which the only thing which can be said
On the morning of May 20, being in memory is very sacred:
Gop
indo the world, and death by sin.’ —Rom.
In his sickness, Scriptures and not least in studying ther
in
their
favor
is
that
they
are
laughable.
|
3:12. y
“| port, to a state of sin and shame followthe ¢ity, a friend accompanied me on a down to the very evening of life, his with a congenial friend, the Christian
”
ing on disobedience to his will and a de- Now, we do not say that a preacher drive two milesor more ‘forth of: the mind was clear and serene,
and his soul realizes the force of these words: «I re.
Gen, 3: 1-135.
sire to-become independent of him.
It should carry about with him a’ certain compact part of the place on the Fisher- was pscent,
o
Two daughters preceded joice at thy Word, as one that findeth
parsonic
air,
as
much
as
to
say
to
all
who
is the distinctest possible account of a
ville road. Perhaps a mile out we came him, passing over the river in advance, great spoil ; ” which Dr,
Wats bias vorefNotes. and Bits. ee
ra sin-and-of-its- “punishment: “Moreover-| come near bim, ‘‘I'm a minister!” But “to the new cemetery, which is on the left, | onein her childhood
and the other, a fied | thus ;
The - serpent." ftrmnciont. the in all subsequent teaching of Scripture we do affirm that preachers of the gospel and on being informed that is the resting very interesting
and promising young laAnd when my spirit drinks her an”
. East the serpent was used as an emblem the whole human race “is ‘represented ‘as of Christ should ' refrain from making place of Dr. Quinby, also of the wife of
dy, in ber 17th’ year. - He leaves to
‘At some sweet word o
ine,
-of the evil principle.” Jews and early sharing in the exile of Adan from his fools or clowns of themselves anywhere, Rev. Silas Curtis, a drive in there was
Not mighty men that share the spoil
mourn
their
loss
the
wife
of
his
youth
Christians often speak of Satan as a ser- Maker, and hence in his sinfulness ; for | The obligations of the Master are upon proposed.
Haye joys compared with mine.
The Semetery iis called “‘Blos- and¥iper years, who has been a faithful
pent. Here Satan appears in the ser- holiness and happiness are inseparable us as much in one place asin another, som Hill.”.
"There is a profound: ‘enjoyment to mind
consort
and
a
true’ helpineet,
three
pent and speaks through it. oi,
from the presence ard the Spirit of ‘God. and Ne should not want to act.4s if they
and heart and soul in thinking over the
‘We have visited several "of the. large. daughters and their families, and
other
«More subtle.”
More cunning and It may be impossible fully to explain all weré “hot. We'diiter no protest ‘against | city cemeteries in Nesv England
thought
s of God, and finding the mind
and
were
near. relatives. At the’ funeral of this
innocent amusement, and have too much
wily..
the justice or the mercy of this -dispensaand
the
moral nature expand to the meas.
more interested, indeed delighted with
servant of God-there was a large gather-** Beast of the field.” "Any animal.
tion. Yet we may reflect that man “was of youthful vigor ourselves to live the re- this than any. It contains some fifty
ure of these great conceptions.
ing
of
people,
six
brother
ministers bv:
“ He said unto the woman.”
Satan created a reasonable, free-willing, re- cluse. There are sports enough which acres, variegated with hills, elevated pla-And there is moral safety. If tesgft
spoke through the serpent. Some think sponsible being. All this ipplies power are inviting; and _ do not run counter to teaus, vales, a pond of water, clusters of "ing their charges on the Sabbath to be is filled with divine thoughts, there
is al
this account of the serpent is to be taken to will as God wills, ahd power to will either one’s manliness or spiritual pros- trees, all of nature’s arrangement, with present and to perform the last offices of the less danger of the low and the debasrespect
and Christian affection, _eagh takliterally throughout; Others think that, as God does not will. It implies too perity. Such should be in more favor. somé improvernents of art as fine
ing finding an entrance. That experience *
car- ing part in the services.
:
like the parables of the New Testament, ‘something like a condition of trial, & There is no need why a person should be. riage roads, nite avenues, well
arranged | All that is mortal of our dear brother -is repeated : *¢ The Prince of this world
and like the allegories of the old, it is a state of probation.
If each man had been less a disciple of Jesus on a vacation than abd fitted, up lots, planted with beautiful
lies in the graveyard on the farm near: cometh, and hath nothing in me.”
figurative representation of the process put on his trial separately, ‘as Adam was; in the church or the Sabbath- school, and flowers, ag well as the erection of suitHow often it is the case that two or
his late residence #nd the present resiof temptation.
ig.
judging from experience as well as from | what one would condemn to himself at ‘able monuments. One who rests there,
wore Christians meet together, perbaps
“Yea, hath ‘God said?" .« Iffeed the history of Adam, we may see “the home. cannot be commendable away. rests as is said of ‘Washington .at Mount "dence of his family consisting of our wid- on the Sabbath, and allow the time to
owed sister, son-in-law and wife.
* then,” or, ‘* is it true, then, that God hath probability that a large
number” of Are you sure that you have nothing to Vernon, amid the sublimities of nature.
pass in aimless conversation; each of
G. W. Gourp.
do
for
Christ
at
the
beach
or
the
mounsai? The implied thought is, that it Adam's descendants would have sinned
them wanting to hear something that is
My friend did not know the locality of
ah
ought not to be so.
as he sinned.
The confusion so intro- tain? Are’ there no opportunities for use- | Dr. Quinby’s lot,but oneat w ork there told
improving, yet neither of them knowing
- MISPLACED POLITENESS.
«“ We may eat of the fruit,” &.
God duced into the world would have been at fulneds at these places? The power of a where we could find it. It is on-perhaps
how to get hold of it. So they talk about
There
true
Christian
‘life
will
be
felt
wherever,
is no question as to the value of+ gives richly, ‘fully, super-abundantly to least as greatas that which the single
~ jhe most elevated and beautiful plateau
the weather, the meeting-house, the sing-~
men.
The earth is full of delights of fall and the expulsion once for all of our exemplified, and burdened and sorrowful in the place, overlooking a large territo- politeness and courtesy. It is the pack- ing, the minister, and very likely before
which they may partake, and be happy. first parents from Paradise have actually souls may "be met at summer resorts. ry around, especially. off |to the east. Rev. ing by means of which much of the frail they know. it, they are talking gossip and
No good thing does he withhold.
‘brought in. A#d the remedy would have Quietly, but surely, let it be known where S. Curtis’ is not far away in which is a crockery of this world.Jsi saved from utter scandal. , Suppose that one should say to
But of the fruit of the tree,” dc. been apparently less simple and more "you stand, “and be ready for a good word monument, suitable, substantial, but ap- demolition. But there aré other things the other, ‘‘ I was reading, this morning,
in the world that are quite as important
This. tree is called * the tree of whe complicated.
As the Séripture history or work. Should openings for usefulness propriately modest.
these words of our Lord about so and so:
as
politeness and smoothness of speech.
unto.
oth¢rs’/
not
be
apparent,
there,
is
‘knowledge .of good
and evil.” The represents it to us, andas the New TestaOn Dr. Quinby’s Jot no monumental
do
you suppose they are nsed literally?
. meaning is that it is a tree ‘which would | ment interprets that history, the’ Judge surely the best opportunity, when we are stone of any sort marks his resting place Politeness is exceedingly agreeable in a Or some passing ev ent, some scenery,
lap-dog, but if we set a watch-dog to
away from the cares of business and the
make known the difference between good of all the earth punished the sin of Adam
might call up a passage of Scripture. Or .
nor that of his wife. It is trusted there
guard our lives and our treaspres, we do
pressure of city life, to be often alone
and evil.
The temptation to "eat of. it, by depriving him ‘of His presence and
a sermon just heard might give the key,
will be before long. We: could; simply
Tesisted, would make known * good”; His Spirit (that ¢¢ original righteousness’ with God. - What reviews we may take see where his remains slumber al the not insist on politeness as an indispen- and might start a very profitable, as well
| sable qualification.
Tn fact we rather as pleasant conversati
anresisted, « evil.” Before the tempts. of the fathers and the schoolmen, see Bp. of the wy we have been led, and how morning of the last day.
on, - which would
prize the surly growler who
makes leave only elevating recollections, so dif-"-.
tion Adam and Eve were innocent rather Bull, Vol. 11. Dis. v. and Aquinas, profitably we may at tinies spend an hour
We lingered there a little space with |
| friends with nobody, warns off strangers,
than positively good.
‘Summa,’ ii. I. qu. 82 art. 4), and thus in self-examination. And then, the Bible feelings of intense. interest. We
ferent from the humiliating reflections
knew | | showing his teeth viciously in
should
ever
be
our
delight,
and
its
peruanswer to | thut so often beset us after we have spent
« Ye. shall not eat of it.” Ne good subjecting him to death. But though he
him soon after his graduation at Water- |
all
their
blandishments,
and
attends | an hour in profitless and perhaps ini inthing will God withhold from the good, -thus *¢ concluded all under sin,” it was. “sal a pleasure unto us when away from ville College when he became
Principal | strictly to the business in hand;
and de- jurious conversation.
that is, nothing which will ‘be for their indeed, ** that he might have niercy on home. Dr. Parker, of London, says that of the first Free Baptist ‘Instituti
on at |{ livers up his trust uninjured at the
end.
good. Good that would, if possessed by all,” Rom. 11. 32. The whole race of every summer he gets away to the fnoun- Parsonsfield, Me., opened in
Men of the world talk hor: se, they talk
1832.
We | _ The politeness and smoothness
which shop, they talk business,
them, be evil is prohibited them. This man condemned in Adam, receives in tains and in solitude reads his Bible knew him'as an industr
they talk stocks,
ious - worker in | some: mistake for goodness
and _piety, is they
prohibition was not desighed to tempt Adam also the promise of recovery for through, and that such a course has been teaching, preachin
talk farms, they talk saddle, they
g and writing, living | very ‘oftén misplaced.
In caring for the an irreproa
It is joined with
‘them to do evil, but to do good.
all. And
in the Second Adam,
that most helpful to him.
chible life, as a “preacher |
craft and trickery, with selfishness and talk fishing tackle, they talk gun; why
body and the mind Jet us lot be negligent never striving
“¢ Neither shall ye touch it.” In respect special Seed of the woman, the recovery
to be great but good. And | | self-righteousness
should not Christians talk Bible?— Na; and there are persons
to dangerous things the temperance ‘peo- -of the whole race is effected, insomuch of the soul, and when going on our as we drove away, felt, that-in-t
tional Baptist.
hat place | in whose ears a smooth
vacations
let
us
take
our
religion,
or
betlie sounds much |
ple have a good motto: + touch not: that as ig Adam all died, even so in
the birds will sing plaintively, perhaps
En
| more sweetly than a rough and honest
taste not; handle not.”
:
Christ all shall be made alive. And thus ter still, our Saviour, with us.
lovingly, the rains will fall lightly and | truth.
THE
RICH MAN OF TO-DAY.
»
In
the
most gracious manner pos“Think on these things.”
“¢¢ Lest ye'die.” To lose. the for of Nn truth the mystery of sin can oafy be
soft winds fan the resting place of loved |
sible
The
they
rich
misrepresent,
man of to-day as a rule is not _
deceive,
and deGod, tH® consciousness of innocence, the cleared uf by the mystery of redempand valued ones who have gone on be- |
| lude those who confide iin them, who are the representative of the selfish idea, so
state of obedience to God is often call- tion ; whilst both exhibit the justice of
fore.
~ CALL TO THE MINISTRY.
| astonished that ‘such’, good men could much as of the Christian idea.
In our
we
- ed death. This is to die in the soul. Phy- God. brought out into its" fullest relief
TE
BY REV. D. WATERMAN,
prove to be deceivers at last; when in modern society those who get rich do so
——
Eran
sical is only a type of spiritual death. only under the light of his | love.—
| fact the only evidence of their goodness: by. self-denial, rather'than by fraud. We
— REV. ELISHA PURINTON.
Romi.s:6
NO. IV.
Speaker's Commentary.
In closing my last article,on this subject,
Rg a ano
Rev. Elisha Purinten was born in Bow- which they ever gave was simply a hear a good deal of thé speculators and of
“ Ye shall not surely die.” The truth
I remarked, that, a call to the ministry doin, Maine, Nov. 1, 1811. He
boundless capacity for ‘soft solder” and the forgers, but the number of men who
THE DAYS BEFORE RAIKES.
"of God is often contradicted. It is our
married
was
a
call
to
all
needful
smooth
preparation
talk. The apostle had to deal get rich by wrong means in these days,
for
The
Sunday-school
was
not
so
much
a
Miss Deborah Brawn, Nov. 26, 1837, and
duty to distinguish between contradicit.
This
is
so
creation
evident,
with
as
a
such
that
growth.
it
men, and it was of such that is very small as compared with the numseems
The
school
settled
abopened
in
the
|.
town
of
his nativity, spendtions of his truth and disputes over the
‘meaning of it, Here the denial is dirent- by Raikes in Gloucester, in 1780, repre-- surd, to- call it in question. But there ing the years (save -one) of his earthly he said, ‘By good words and fair speech- ber who get rich by right meuaiis. The
sented an entire century of preparatory are some who seem to think, that all life there. After repeated and
ly in the face of God's words.”
painful es they deceive the hearts of the simple.” former make a great deal of noise in their
‘|'work.
that
There
is
needed,
were
is
to
reformers
be
zealous,
before
and
feel
the
sicknesse
s,
a * For God doth know.” Satan charges
occurring the last-two years Human society will have gaimed
im- showy barouches, but the latter are modReformation.
Ullman’s
impressed
that
*
I
must
preach.”
If
God
Book
gives
mensely
an
when
it
finds
of
out
his
some
life,
£ od. ‘th a deliberate i
he
means
digd
Feb.
of est, kind hearted and far in the majority
5,
1880,
aged
68
Of Satan it
insight
into
the
lives
of
many
callsa
man
to
preach,
he
will
give
a
detecting
of
these
smooth-tongued frauds, and in number. ‘Then again, even speculayears.
was gH by our Lord,
‘he was a liar
-unnamed- men. Without them, Luther
»
message right - from heaven. “But God _ Bro.
when
it
lear
os that rough, plain truth, | tors do not live off the people so much as
Durinton was converted "in his
* from the be "inning.
would
have
been
‘has
promised
no
new’
TeVelation.
He
impossible,
spoken
and
by
honest
the
and godly men is far off one another. To-day there are sever27th
year,
baptized
by
Rev.
Nathaniel Puep gos,
knowing good and evil.”
ninety-five theses nailed Jap at Witten- "has given us the. gospel, and when a rinton and joined the Second Lisboir
niore to be prized than. the sleek- decep-|, al million dollars invested in ‘Maine minFree
©. 'THis'should rena 25 God,” not «as berg would have been meaningless writ- man is called of God to preach the gospel, Baptist chugch.
Soon a voice was heard | tions of oily-tongued knaves and flatter- ing stocks. Somebody will probably lose
gods.”
The knowl ~dge of good and evil
ing. . In physical and spiritual discovery he is called to unferstand it, for he can by the inner man, saying, ** Go preach.” ing hypocrites.— The Christian:
| nearly as many millions, but T fancy that
which Satan ‘promise. 1 was gained in one now
reaps the results of: the sowings
those who have got rich in mining stocks,
not preach that he does not understand.
He did not long confer with flesh and |
"rote
_part. Eve saw "that sh © was free: to of many others. The ‘school
in nine cases out often will get poor by
of “Raikes When a father intends his son for a phys- blood but yieldes obedience to the call of
PIETY AMONG ENGLISH AGRIOULT- *dealing in the same stocks.
“choose good or evil, but fou, ™ herself the lived, and the idea of Raikes took hold ician, a lawyer, Or even a mechanic, he
The other
his Master.
The next winter
‘hile
' willing slave of sin.
URAL, LABORERS.
upon men’s minds because the age: was requires’ him to make the necessary prep- | teachingat West Bath, and-laborin
day
I
asked
a
man
versed
in
these
stocks,
g to |. " The religious Selenish
pale That the ‘tree was good fo, S209” ripe for it.
takes a deep if he knew of anybody who had made aiyaration for his calling, and directs his stud- save souls, he saw the desire of his heart
hold on the: hearts and lives of English thing. * He cited three names—all the . She did not need other'food. She a. “lied
Two centuries before this, a law of the ies'to that end? 1f God calls him -to the
‘with Satan; she gave herself up to 2" Church of England required that chil- ministry, why is he'no} called to prepare; in the conversion of sinners, the Lord agricultural’ laborers, according to .a rest were rich, on “paper.~Lawislor
inspection of evil, and, dazed by. the dren should be gathered -for-half an hour for it, and why not direct his studies to putting the seal of4iis approbation on his | Yriter) in the Commercial Bulletin :
Journal.
sight, yielded to its fascination. Be | onl Sunday for instruction in : the cate. that end. If a man goes out to, Jearn ministry. He was licensed by the Bow- | “The agricultural laborer is religious
Cereae
doin Q. M. when in his 31st year.
About
Sari all ye who read these lines! *
hi - Both, Luther and Knox establish: | the science of . salvation, to be an ambas= one year after he received ordination at but he makes no parade of his piety, In.
SIDNEY SMITH OF LIQUOR. &
deed, he makes no parade of anything.
k. of the fruit ‘and did eat.”
sador for Christ, ‘why not seek to know the June session of the Bowdoin Q. ‘M.
I~
The
following. letter, written by the
His "condition of semi-serfdom imposes
Sielded, chose, took the fruit, ate it, lost
« what the Bible: teaches on hat most im- held in a barn jn Bowdoin, Rev. Daniel
Rev.
Sidney
Smith in 1828, is a good temupon him a kind of restraint. ‘ He whisinnocence, lost Eden, lost God, died,
in’ March, in. 1st ‘the following resolu: portant subjéct?
perance
sermon
: ‘My Dear Lady HolJackson
preaching
the
sermon.
His
tles merrily when alone at the plow but
< brought death into the world With all tion was passed by ‘the Hightstown Bap-|. "How can he know that but by study?
land : Many thanks for your kind anxiety
ministry
of
some
40.
years
was.
_confined
Hin-co
mpany
he is extrethely modest and
our woe.”
:
respecting my health, Iam ndt only béttist church: « Conc!
that all church Should he not be able toTead and speak to the Bowdoin Q. M. He preached some
retiring. Therefore he carries his religs’
« Heard the voice of thé Lord God?
correctly?
aes
God
teach
men
grammar
members and others ‘that find freedom “to
ter, but never felt half so well. Indeed,
with
the
South
Gardiner
and
Second
Lis-*
on in his heart and Mot upon his lips.
. Not now with delight, but with disIfind I have been very ill all my life
comply herewith, do endeavor to instruct and logic, and rhetoric by inspiration? bon. churches with a measure of success You would
never suspect that he is im= may. - So sin makes our God our enemy.
‘without knowing it.
Let me’ state some
their children in their catechisms in order Does he teach them even the first princi- ‘in each place.
bued with a deep reverence of the Deity
«In the cool of the day.” - At evening.
ples
of
any
science,
‘or
history;
*
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‘of
the
good
arising
from
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to be catechised'in the church every secHis
ministry.
with
the
Wey
Gardiner
until you saw Him in his own home con
\¢ Hid themsélves.”® Vain but natural
all fermented liquors.
First, sweet sleep
ond Sabbath in the month from the study? So far as the writer. knows, le church was greatly b
He.
bapducting
attempt. All sinners now do the same,
” family worship on. a Sunday
—having never known what sound sleep
second Sabbath iin April to the second’ in does it by human instrumentalities, or tized and receivedqe; the
chris a good evening.
“with like fesult.
severe
study.
In
these
days
of
gener
al
was... I sleep like an infant or plow-boy.
October.”
Xt
won
only
a
handful
of
bapnumber
of
converts.
is
longest
pasto¢ Where art thou 2" God calls after. us
Formerly it wad the custom to hofd’
information = and education, no young Tate was with the ehurch in his own
If I awake, no needless terrors, no black
tized
«believers,
..
numbering
about.
a
|
family worship every evening but now
ail; asks this question of every ore of us,
‘man has a right to be ignorent, much less
visions of life, but pleasing hopes and
Sev- once a week is thought
Spiritusily- “considered, where is the sin- score, who félt crowding on them a sense a right to attempt to teach others what neighborhood—the First Bowdoin.
to be often recollections.
Holland House past and
of
responsibility
for
the
training
of
their
pi
eral
good
revivals
were
enjoyed
by
this
enough. What has caused this change I to come! IfI dream, it is not of lidns.
ner?
-he
does
not
understand,
and
will
not
try
the
It had: init
church and many additions were made to can not #ay ; I only know
“J was afraid.”
The fear of God. children-in Scriptures.
and ti ers, but of Easter dues and tithes.
that it is so.
to learn. God has in this Christian land
-arises from sin alone. It is an unnatural, the marrow of the modern - Sunday- placed the means of culture and educa- it during his pastorate. He also preached
Oh Sunday evenings the hind gathers Secondly, I can have longer walks and
make greater exertions without fatigue.
school—the church teoling the truths of
with the East’ Bowdoi 1ham church at dif23 Frbut universal feeling with falleft men. *
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I sec
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de-

ceased, was held on Sunday, June 6, in
the Freewill Baptist church, Concord, N.
Hz, of which she had been a faithful and
honored member for nearly twenty-five

Wood,

The pastor, Rev. H. F.

years.

preached an appropriate sermon from the

text :—*“Chat ye be not slothful,

"lowers of them who
patience inherit the

fol-

but

through faith and

promises.”—Heb.

whose influence

6:

12. . At the conclusion of the sermon the
‘
- *, congregation voted to request the publi--

cation in the Morning Star of at least that
part which referred directly to her lifein a general
‘and work. After speaking
way of the importance of faithful study
and imitationof the lived of the saints,
Mr. Wood spoke as follows - conegrning
a
the life and work of Mrs. Curtis :
We can best show. our love* for the
© ‘saints of God by imitating their example.
1f we really love them we shall love what
‘they loved, and seek to carry forward
the work which they loved most. . God
grant that each of us may give this most |
substantial proof of our love for Sister
Curtig, and may all the honor we render
to her blessed memory to-day be given to

will

ever live

ominent

features

of

this

tians in their work for the

Master

here,

andto secure the eternal glory hereafter
into which she has now. entered, she

said, *‘Yes; anything

=

¢. would have

by

which saints.are.blessed, Christianity extended, God honored, and the name of

ANY

he rule 4s

murmuped
submitted
shadow of

remarkable

church

day, and always will.
They closed their

:
with

work

to-

that

church in the fall of 1838, and during
this pastorate the foundation was laid for

the strong church that has since been
built up. Most of the year following the
close of their work/in Augusta was spent
in‘Nashua, N. H., where a Freewill Baptist chiirch wassorganized.
From Nash-

labor, and the warmest

ua they

went to Great Falls,

where

they

remained 4 years. “Here they witnessed
a most wonderful display of the power of
God in the conversionof souls. Kighty-

three persons went forward ‘at

two

bap-

tisms, and were regeived to membership
both Brother and Sisin the church. To
ter Curtis these years have been like an
oasis

the deseit—one

in

of

the

brig spots to which it is a pleasure
look
back. In 1843 they removed

very

to
to

pleasure in light and

little

These

words seemed more precious than ever to

this last reading and were. several
repeated during the ‘day. Let us
and magnify the grace of God
will thus enable a feeble worm of

1860,

of June,

Rumford

wien wi aiimawhich house they had lived

St.,

20 years

®

in

herself,

but

un-

her

to which

the earlier part of her life.

wonder cohstantly how ‘God could

of

her

without

wreck, and drown

the

cares

himselfin

I forget thee,

O

Jerusalem,

her.

!

:

it

as-

pired after more of the likeness of Christ.
This helped her to attain to that exalted
egree of piety which she reached, and to
leave behind such a bright example of

what the grace of God can do.

o

character let us not fail to notice her remarkable eare for thie words she spoke.
She sought constantly to watch and to
"govern her tongue. James makes this
ome of the tests of Christian perfection. He
say8: **1f any man offend not in_word|
the same is a perfect man.” I don’t believe there is a person: on earth to-day
who can say that he or she ever heard a
word of reviling or falsehood or slander
spoken by that tongue that is now silent
and so she was very seldom

retract.

Catarrh

throw its broad mantle over them

ever it could be done consistently.

our last resting place before the realiza-

© Many,

circumstances would

doubtless,

thought

have

always managed with economy.

was self-denying.”

She

of God’s- work

and desire for its

af-

was

She

was

fre-

always

One of our thissionaries now laboring in India called fipon her just before leaving the
country fof her work, and said toja friend
after leaving the house: “Why I" did not
She
inquire after Sister Curtis’s health.
was so interested in the work of the Master, she would not allow me to ask after:
herself, and even made me forget that she
was an invalid.” And thus her spirit of
cheerful self-denial” over and ower again
‘has cheered and encouraged her compan-

jon and multitudes of others in their work
this

May

spirit

possess

ready- than he to admit that the credit

she ‘was not natufally so.
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foreboding and timorous disposition. At
first she: could not! plainly see why a God
of love should aftict her so; and she. had

these feelings were

to one
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her disease tended to the development of a
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Lung and Throat Affe ctions.

was certainly in an eminent degree: one of
the ‘‘helps” of which Paul speaks.
In
” She was possessed of great courage.
p
i
the language of another:
«She was also.brave and hopeful. # But

in

. And so has it been in part with the lit’
members of the Concord church
tle family, One has made the last and or twenty
Curtis's house and observed
Bro.
to
went
glorioys removal, the other still stands
on with them. No | odr
upon the earthward shore, looking over, the Communi
of mine can fifly describe the bless. and waiting for the crossing. - May he words
.

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

‘not Sister Cuitis lived, much of this work
might never have been accomplished. She

manifested in

;
read-

-An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist,
now traveling in this country, says that most of the
Horse and Cattle Powders sold here are worthless
trash. He says that Sheridan’s Condition Powders
are absolutely pure and - immensely
valuable.
Ni
a, rth will make hens lay like SheriNo!
ondi
owders. Dose: one teaspoonful
dan’

[v4

| very deep interest in the life-work of Bro.
Curtis for the denomination, and was of
:
great service to him in that work.
God-hat enabled Bro. Curtis to do a
great work for the Fruewill Baptist de‘nomination in melding it§ interests and
But:nob/ one is more
shaping its work.
to

V

MARE.
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ty towered above every other thought and
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And other Lung Affections,

The Extract is the only specific
« for this disease, Cold in Head-

Burns and

never penurious butalways frugal. She tried
to be a faithful steward of the temporal
things which God committed to her trust.
And this enabled her to exercise another |
featureof her character,—that of generosity, She followed Wesley's rule of-gaving
all:she could that she might give all shé

conld.
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Sprains and Bruises.

could not do it, but this part of her work
And I
was never turned over to another.
may add that her household affairs ‘were

let

all that pértainedto its welfare, in: the
earnest prayers she offered, and ian the
enerous offerings which she regularly
and cheerfully made in aid of its work.
~The last communion service. which. she
observed on earth was on the first Sabbath
of the present year. On that day fifteen

herself.

promptly.
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She had

In our estimate off*her Christian

in'death.”

remarkably

Testimonials,

. THE GREAT VEGETABLE

strong faith ingthe power of ‘prayer, and
that she was greatly helped by it, spiritu-ally and temporally. She: believed. that
ofteh her bodily sufferings were lessened
in answer to prayer, as doubtless they

were.

so

po

THE BOWELS,

This combined action gives: tt
derful powerto cure all diseases.

g#-slend for Pamphlet.

EXTR

:

but she could see, and she constantly

her

>

ME ON §

ACTS AT THE SAME

THE LIVER,

EV

Cv + Proprietors, . -.
Rochester, N. Y,

_PONDA’CST.

to

She often felt greatly humbled because
of her many imperfections which none

last twenty-five
was a member during the
i.
years of her lifes
Absence from the meetings connected
with any enterprise, and inability ta engage directly in its work, often, generally

various ways, in the interest

¥

shortly
parting

ling the Liver, Bowels and Kidneys to perform
their functions perfectly.

was her chief delight to magnify the
grace of God which was able to save even

and especially for the church of which she

church: was

|.

knowing

of judgment
and experience’ at such ‘tines kind, for
make use of Kidney-Wort. as this great remedy.
keeps up the tone of the whole body: by enab-

bless

and

so richly one so unworthy as she,

storms, and he who attempts to cross the
sea of life

death,

d sale, are sufficient evidence of
Heat relaxes the system and opens the way the unparallele
for diseases to attack the weary body. People its superiority over all other remedies of the

The low esti- [

mate she placed upon herself led

As in the case ®f our sister, it keeps the
soul steady to her course in the severest

ship-

her’

bd

her hope of heaven was often a trembling
one, and often -accompanied by doubts
and fears.: But these grew less as she
grew in grace, and daring the last years
of her life did not trouble her as during

midst of intense bodily sufferings and
earthly privations. And from this noble
example let us learn how to be patient,
resigned and trustful whatever experjences life may bring to us. Patience is
to the soul what ballast is to the ship.

make

THAT

bod ily suffering such as few are called ‘t0°
bear, for making her the instrument.
of so |
great good to so many people, for- the
bright example she has left for our comfort and encouragement, and finally: for
the blessed assurance we have that she
now inherits the promises for
which
she labored and waited with such faith and
Let us give the strongest test | patience.
of our love for her that ‘we can possibly
give, viz., that of following her: example
so'far as she followed Christ,—that we
with her and all the saints may also “inherit the promises” when the work of life
is done.

weakness and failings and indwelling sin,

en did
of Israel
what as the childr
after all their wanderings they reached the

tion of our hopes ; our next removal will
be across the river and into the promised
rh
land.” And so it was. |

faith

exalted piety seemed to entitle her.
Because of her clear. discernement

at the time of Sister .Curtis’s death, In
this removal there was something touchparingly beautiful. I know I'shall be
‘doned if I refer to it. You have noticed tends to lessen one’s interest in thatenterthat during their more active work in the
rise. Not so with Sister Curlis in her
winistry.they had heen subject to fre- ove for the church and its work. Though
quent removals, and these had doubtless permitted very seldom to. meet with the
“been accompanied by that sense of weari- people of God, and engage directly in the
ness and unrest which we have all expe- work of the church her interest in, and
riencad in a greater ar less degree. But love for,them continued to ingrease as the
when they removed into - the hause on ‘years went by. She took particular pains
Rumford St. it was witltéthe expectation to tnform herself concerning the work of
andspurpese that it should. be their last the church. She knew, generally, the
earthly removal, and that the next should spiritual -condition of ‘the church, its
be heavenward. = And their feelings a
progress its members
ite needs, and the This she learned mainly
be
+ they entered this’ house ms
making.
were
imagined than described, as they said to ‘from her companion, and other memberseach other, “Here ‘we may unpack our, of the chureh who frequently called upon
goods, and arrrange miitters to our taste, her. She observed so carefully. the defor we have come to stay, and when we scriptions given, of members of the church
leave this house it will be for one more whom she had never seen that she would
beautiful and glorlona than any that earth ‘often recognize them and call them by
ey must have felt some- name as they called at her home. "Her
ever saw.”
whey
river Jordan and encamped on its banks
and said to each other joyfully: “Our
wanderings are ended ; we have reached

or. no

those higher consolations,

ist: «If
deep aftliction. The little star that be- my right hand forget her cunning, If I
. gan to shine in their family at Lynn went } do not remember thee let my tongue
out. “Their child died in 1845, at the cleave tb the roof of my mouth, if I. prefer
From’
tender age of only 16 months.
not Jerusalem above my chief joy.”
‘Lowell they removed to Roxbury in
While she took a deep interest in-every
Here
1849 and remained three years.
branch of Christ's true church on earth,
d 24 were baptized and rejoiced.
was done,
goo
work
—ain the prosperity and success
g in one spring. In the fall of-.1852 they of all God's people, whatever might be
' removed to Pittsfield, N. H.,, and re- ‘the name they bore, she had a particular
mained there four: years, and in 1856 attachment for that people with whose inthey removed to Concord.
been identified all her lite,
they terests she had
house on

for sustaining

trifling -conversa-

cise patience, resignation and trustin the | speak hastily and without consideration,
required to

it will

“The Only

of

|

bounded faith in God and his’ promises.
It was her constant habit to search her
own heart, and to compare her life with
the requirements of God's law: And in
doing this she often discovered in herself
failings which no human eye could see,
and which often prevented her enjoying

the dust to overcome thé world, and exer~

enced what is common to the lot of all—

n the 15th day

Some time before

tion,or the vain amusements and pleasures

‘‘ Theugh he

slay me yet ‘will I'trust in him.”

and:

that the hour of dissolution must
‘come, and desiring to‘speak some

of earth. Her understanding wis too enwith us, and Jo she ‘never lightened, and her affections too elevated
or complained, but cheerfully for these. - Her mind was calm and well
to the will of God, without a balanced,and generally free from rapturous
doubt ‘that it was right and flights and fervid excitements. She had

adapted to her experience:

cherished,

day tous!
A whole family in heaven!”
Let us not forget to thank God for giving us such a companion: and counselor
and friend ‘and fellow-member of
thef
church, and in favoring us with her pres‘ence so many years. It is a blessing |.
whose value we can not estimate. Let us
thank God sincerely for what
he was
pleased to do for her and through herwhile:
here, for his wgnderful mercyin granting’ is
her so large a measure of piety and peace, |

of our

* was uniformly serious and earnest, and
at the same time cheerful.
She found no

and sorrows and perplexities of this life,
Mass. It was here’ that their and be engulfed in the billows of eternal
Lynn,
daughter and only child was born. They,
rditiof:in the_life to come. Let us reremained here but a short time, as it was
that it is through faith and pamember
found the sea air did not agree with Sis- tience that the saint
s the prom+ inherit
ter Curtis. They left Lynn in the spring ises,” and if we would inherit them we
reJalon”
of 1844, and went to Lowell, and
must imitate their example.
mained till the spring of 1849, laboring
love for the ehurch and eargreat
Her
with the Paige St. church just'five years. | nest desire for its welfare and prosperity
Here they not only enjoyed prospe
was another prominent feature of hor
in the work of the * Master, but expd - chfiracter. « She could say with the Psalm-

moved into their

affection

hearts. She was characterized by sincerity of motive, and purity of heart and
life.” ‘She abhorred the empty show of
the world, all insincerity in every form,
and whatever would tend to corrupt the
soul and alienate the affections from whatever is pure and. lovely and. holy. She

best. “She fully believed the Scripture

her at
times
praise
which

best

the church, giving to it our first and

which so many quote but don’t half be* Jesus exalted.” It ig'for this reason that lieve: “All -things.work together
for
we hold this service to-day. Itis a ser- good to them that love God.”
Her sufvice for the living and not for. the dead. ferings and privations found a place
is not to extol a dead saint but to extol’ among the *‘all things,” and so she was
Hg
wonderful graceof God, that made cheerful and happy always.
3
her what she was. *,
:
An Italian proverb says: * The world
«A brief outline of her work and of the is his who has patience.” Our sister
places where she lived and labored, will proved the words of this proverb to
dotibtless be of interest to all. Sueh an be true. With the world under her feet,
outline must of necessity include largely with the faith of God and the joy of ’salthe work of Bro. Curtis, for in all their ation in her soul, enjoying the full hope
work and plans of life they were in a pre- of immortal youth and vigor and glory in.
eminent degree what every man and the world to come, how could she be
wife should
be—one.
’
otherwise than happy even in the midst
Patience G. Curtis was. .born in the of bodily suffering, and earthly privation.
town of Leeds, in the State of Maine,
One writer has well said: * Patience
April 9, 1807. She was the * daughter. of is but lying too and riding out the gale.”
Samuel and Ruth Gould, who removed . This
now
and
Sister Curtis has done,
to the adjoining town. of Wayne when that, the gale is past and the bark safely
she was quite young.
She was. convert- anchored in the haven of rest, we beed in the winter of 1829, at the. age of lieve.that no safnt in all the realm of
twenty-two, was baptized by Rev. A. _heaven is more active than she. Let me
- Bridges in’ March of the same: year, and add here that her patience and resignaunited with the F. B. church in leeds. tion not only continued through life but
In 1830,a Freewill Baptist.cburch was or- grew stronger and stronger to ‘the very
ganized in Wayne, of which she became last.
:
a member at the time of its erganization.
The last chapter of the Bible that Bro.
She was married to Rev. Silas Curtis in and Sister Curtis read together was. the
November, 1831. They then settled in 13th of Jeb. They were accustomed to
Monmouth, and labored in connection read two verses each alternately. Sister
with the Freewill Baptist church two Curtis at this time. was unable to read
. years, Bro. Curtis preaching a en of the aloud, and so said to her husband, * You
time in Waterville.
From,
Monmouth
can read your two verses and then wait
* they removed to Augusta in the spring of. while I read two to myself, and you can
1834, and Bro. Curtis becane first pastor read them at the same time.”
of our._ghurch in that place. Here, as
How she loved the Bible, and to read
* everywhére,and always}Sister Curtis took it for herself.” She could exclaim with
a very active ‘part in the. work of the the Psalmist, ‘“ Oh, how. I love thy law!”
church. Her influence for good was felt
In this last chapter they read together
in all circles of society, and her memory are there words of trust, so peculiarly
lives
as a sweet savor in that

tion which she fondly

which she frequently spoke. ,She -firmly
believed that the departed dead are around
us and nedr to us as ‘‘ministering spirits.”

to be here.” Earth and heaven seemed words of comfort and counsel to her com- |. . It is the best Blood Purifier, and’ stimulates
she wrote a letter which he found
every function to BB ore: healthful action, andis
to meet in that little room." The influence panion,
after hier death, doubtless according to her
t ies
e
a
of that sweet hour will never cease to he design. 'T quote the following words from
J natural and Peossiry ronal tb is
6
felt by all who were pregent.
this letter, and in them she twice refers to
* She was always helpful to those who the religious opinion of which Ihave just
gia,
»
It y
€
aera
.
2
visited her. Her calm, trustful spirit, ber spokent
pre
ien
eg
ters.’ 1t is ug
y the
Safe .
unwavering resignation, and her sanctifi- . “Although I shall not-have the privilege
lar tonic.
as an appetizer and
It is a medicine which should be in every famed cheerfulness were felt for good by all of administering to you here, I do believe
I save the
ily, and which, wherever used,you} ‘§ payment of many doctors’ bills.
‘who came into her presence But her I shall be round with you, and see
50
cents
/ and $F.
prices,
sizes;
two
of
Bottles
interest went beyond her own church. busy here and there. Yes, I believe I shall
IF Warner’s
:
She was careful to inform herself concern- know when you read these lines. I do
-Safe Reme-.
ant you to be happy.
Don’t be lonely.
ing the work ¥f the denomination “generhink how God is with you, and I shall be
BB dies are sold
ally. “And very few understood the conby Druggists
dition of the denomination, its work, with-you and care for you. And it will be
‘and’ Dealers
as it were a day before I trust I shall meet”
| needs, progress, failings, virtues and i | ‘you, and we shall embrace one another
Xe
I
[i
RCT
in|
FFs
prospects, better than she.
everywhere.
the Kingdom’ of Heaven with our. little
\,
Let us learn from her example to love daughter. Oh, wont that be a glorious
H HWARNER & C0,

theworld.
©
no
Let us.Jook briefly at some of the more

life.. And the first to which I refer is her
patience and calm, trustful resignation to
the will of God. Sister, Curtis was a
great sufferer for many years; was shut
out almost wholly-from the agtivities
. of
the world, and practically confined to her
own homew. And to bear this was all the
harder because of the very active life
which she had previously led. And yet
during all her years of suffering and privation she was never known to murmur
or repine, to question the goodness and
wisdom of Ged, or even to indicate that
her lot was hard. Her physician, Dr.
Gage, remarked to me on thie morning of
her death that he had tended her for
God, to whom it rightfully belongs. Had ‘twenty-two years, had known her to be
we asked the permission of Sister. Curtis, . an intense sufferer, saying nothing about
before
she went away, to hold such a ser-, ‘het privations in other ways, and yet he
vice as this, especially in her memory, had never known a word of complaint to
she without doubt would have said, “No;
escape her lips. We are apt to complain
let no trumpet be- sounded or display. when we suffer for but a limited period,
made for me.. Let me go -away quietly or can not attend even one meeting that
as fades the light®f the morning star
we desire, or are called tipon to endure a
fore the orb of day.” But could she have single privation. But here .was one
been convinced that there were any lés- .whose life was full of suffering and privasons in her life upon which it would glo- tion, whose privilege of meeting with the
rify God to dwell, that would help Chriseople of God was the exception and not

¥ i]

S
R
E
N
R

and |

would
would

have been in heaven years ago.
Let me
refer briefly to one more religious connec-

Transfiguration: ¢ Lord; it is good for us

to bless

diseases’
and she

ve

Curtis,

Silas Curtis, recently

wife of Rev.

And had it not been for this ‘brave

helpful” spirit ‘doubtless
have gained the victory

NANSA NNN

| A MEMORIAL SERVICE..
I.
A service in memory of Mrs.

eral in the midstof his army, who had al-.
ready annihilatéd his foe.”
A

Jesus sat at his
find support; rest, peace and joy in, the edpess of that occasion.
waiting, and glory in the.erossing and in | own tablein the midst of his people, and
shall his. presence was most sensibly felt by
the meeting when the boatman
On their removal to this city she, every one. After the distribution of the ele- |
come.
with her companion,- became a" member ments, Sister Curtis gave a sweet testimony,
of the Freewill Baptist church, and re; speaking of her great joy and thankfulmained its faithful friend -and supporter ness in being permitted to enjoy again
till called to join the church triumphant. such a service with her Master's children,
She closed her earthly career and calm- and then each person present followed
lt was, indeed, a
ly and swdetly went to her rest at 5 with brief remarks.”
o'clock, Friday morning, April 23, 1880. season ‘‘long to be remembered.” We
Thus closed a very remarkable
life, could all say with Peter on’the Mount" of
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“——THE New, York Tribune calls it “a
OURRENT TOPIOS:
Rev. Edward P. Baker, of Portland; Ore- ciation of
Freewill Baptists. At present
——THERE is & wide field for Christian move in the right direction, and we gon, proposes in the Independent “a. com- | our prospects
are somewhat encouraging
Promide between, Free Baptisi. and Pado-Bap'
would
hasten
to
endorse
the
opinion.
work in properly conducted tent meetinAlabama. By the aid of a little pecutists,’ which is in effect a form of infant conseThe
trustees
of
the
Insane
Hospital
at
. WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30, 1880.
ings. We repeat that their efficiency
cration, the agent’s hand being dry. instead of niary means, prope
rly devoted” to the
rests largely on the. wise management Norristown, Penn., have nominated Dr. wet when it is placed upon the infant’s head, | cause, churches might
be greatly mult.
Alice
Bennett
as
physician
in
charge
of
The
chief giving-up would seem to be required
noisily back to the farm-yard, shouting which controls them, as there is much
6. F. MOSHER, Editor.
plied in the State.
of
the
Pedo-Baptists.
the
women's
department.
We
quote
from
that the sky was falling. We have since ’ dariger that ugworthy persons :and ill[The statements above were - furnistie at,
the Tribune in regard to this woman
. ma All communications designed for publication concluded that the story was a fable, al- judged methods will result in more harm
our request, by Rev.S. H. Barrett, who
pros
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters, tered from the German tale of ¢ Chicken- than good. We notice that the New York physician :
cured them of Rev. T. P. Tay lor.— Ed.
Star].
' on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be
She holds an honorable position smong
4
+0000
Little,” but that the truth. init is good
City Baptist Mission adopts this system of
other medical practitioners in Philadel
sed to tiie Publisher, Fonte su
‘Ourgh
es
i
in’
for
all
time.
‘labor
as
a
part
of
its
general
work,
it
Mass.
—Historioal Tp
WANTED for the Historical Library, Inphia, which she has won by patient, faith\
It is not a week since we ‘were. reading having made arrangements for carrying ful work.
She ig the first” woman grad- dia Reports of our Mission in Orissa, for
THE ABINGTON CHURCH,
CONVICTIONS AND SUCCESS:
ina reputable journal that commercial on tent services during the summer and uate who will succeed in taking the de-.| the years 1865—'67—'68—"71 and 73.
Successful workers will generally be, integrity in these days is
gree
of
Ph.
D.
at
the
University
of
Penn_
For
may
early
fall.
Not
only
in
the
cities
but
in
Also
eopies
of
the
Freewill
years several ‘persons resid- .
a.myth, that
_ Baptist
4 found to be those who believe the most ‘business men all cheat, and that the best the villages and country towns ‘many peo- sylvania; and above all, she will, bring
|ing in the beautiful town of Abington
to her treatment of thesq ‘her unfor=" bers but 8, Vol.
: intensely: Even in speech; the effective= cheater is the best man.
had been desirous of having a church
I, only the sumber, 12,
-tunate sisters, common sense and a
‘Any. person having these numbers, or organization of their own faith
- ness of an utterance may often be measAnd now another equally reputable | listen to the gospel “message under can- woman's intuitive judgment and tender
in that
~_ured by the force of the convietion that journal reminds us that the politics of vas sho can hot be persuaded to enter sympathy.
Whether, howéver, she fails any of them and willing to part. with: town. At their earnest solicitation they
prompted it. “ Muck more is it true of this country is rotten to the core, that the within the walls of meeting-hotises. We individually or not, the appointment is a them, is requested to inform us, as we de- were visited by delegations from the Bossire only a singly copy of each, and will ton church with
‘work,
that its results depend largely upon’ old-time integrity has vanished, and that hope tent services may have a fair trial, sep in the Figs direotion.
which they finally united
E.hd
pay the price required.
LD. STEWART.
Dh din ait in o
=
the faith with which we pursue it. So of the present generation of statesmen isa that is, in the system of many “smaller
by profession or letter. The hope was
0-04
, @ man’s moral convictions ; if they are. generation of frauds.’ The ‘statement iis tents, rather than the congregating of many
A JonN BioWS PROFESSORSHIP.
cherished in the meantime that a church
We
““Oeritennial Repotts;
4
" feeble, his moral life will be feeble also. added that this country “has seen its best | | people at any one of the places already learn, from the People’s Advocate (Wash- |
| of their own should at length” be: estabBa
_|ington, D. C.) that an effort is to be
. _ IFhe utters a trath it will carry the im- days, and the prediction made that we
"Plans do not execute themselves, 4) Tished Tu"their Hiidst, and a subscription
pression that he is in some doubt about shall hardly survive the attempt’ to inau- ‘demoralizationis sure to AcCOMpATY vast ‘made, especially among the colored peo- there is no prospect that the one for gath- of several « thousand® dollars towards’. a
it; and even the most palpable truism gurate another President. A passing crowds of people, no matter what is the ple, to endow a John Brown Professor- ering reperts of our denominational work church building was. secured. In the
“ inight be taken from his lips at a discount. cloud is mistaken for the falling sky.
ship” at Storer college, Harper's Ferry. and statistics will be an exception. © 1 ¢ winter of 1876-7, Rev. A. P. Houghtaling,
object of their assembling together.
*{
This
paper says:
+
Apply the principle to a man in busiBut is it a fact that, our population and
any church has not received a blank, one nw of New York, visited Abington andmess... Let him believe thoroughly in his all ‘considered, we are so far below the. ——EVEN a single year contains the eleThere could be no better tribute to the will - be sent if asked for.
began to hold meetings at the residence
If churches
work, that it is honorable and may be integrity of ¢ the good old days”? Of ments of disillusion to a painful degree memory of old Ossawattomie“thawan ad- have: reported .to the Q. M.
of Mrs. ‘Mary B. Nash. The interest
committee,
equate fund for, the promotion of popular
made profitable,-and he will he likely to course the situation is not the most assur- under some circumstances. Commenceawakened seemed so hopeful that a couneducation where he fought his greatest said ‘committe¢ will. please fill. the Q. M.
ment
days
fainish
the’
‘topic
for
a
kind
of
pursue it more enthusiastically and earn- ing. No one need say that itis. The
cil
was convened, April 26, 1877, which
‘blank
fight in behalf of the slaye! It has alfrom the returns ‘of the churches
estly, and if there are, either dollars or clouds keep ‘gathering.
And as they | moralizing which is not to be neglected by ready been shown that populaf education and forward it to me. If any churches after dareful deliberation organized a
“honors in it he will be pretty sire to gain , gather, suspicion goes on increasing, and’ those who chronicle the events of the sea- can be served to no better advantage than do not report by July 4,-the
Q. M. com- church of eleven members. . Mr. HoughThere is in supporting efficient: Norma! schools.
them.
A brick-maker witha firm con- faith in humanity ‘fails, and the cry of son, adding commiells pars
Storer college is becoming just such a mittee are requested to estiirate the an- taling was chosen pastor. Several were
ifthese words from school;
_vietion that there is a fortunein his bank commercial, political and meral corrup-| no whit the less truth
by baptismand
and the€ pedple will respond most | swers, and thus fill the blanks, so faras | soon addedto lie chiureh
the Boston “Advertiser this year than the heartily.
of clay would be much more likely to re- tion goes up with added volume.
‘they can for delinquent churches, and letter, and everything went on prosper-alize it than the owner of a-gold-mine_ “ But that‘is th
We earnestly hope that the people wcil forward the Q. M. returns to-me at orice. ously. Some difficulty soon arose, howonly in certain same words. might have contained last
‘who doubted the success of working it.
respond heartily.
quarters. In thé others, there may still year or the year before that:
Nothing could more If the Q. M. committée can not meet and ever, as to the subscriptions for a church
A year ago this month several thousand fittingly show the colored people’ 8 appreOnly let, one’s convictipns be ‘strong be found. the traditional company of conmake the report, then the chairman (first building, thé salary which the little band
enough to-stand alone, and there need be fident persens, who believe that the an- young men and women, were graduated ciation of all John Brown's self-sacrifice” one named on the-Committee)- is request- was able to raise for the support of their
from the institutions of “higher” education
few fears*but they will make’ their way. cient props still hold, who wage the bat- in this country and went théir. ways in in their behalf than the endowment “of ed to fill the blanks himself, and
pastor was altogether inadequate, and ~
send the
Their intensity will overcome not only tle” ‘hopefully, and who count calmly on the world. Commencement day was an such a professorship. = Storer college returns to ~ me, marking with a cross doubtless other causes combined to termiepoch in their lives, no doubt.
It marked
-one's own doubts but those of othier people. | the victory which they may never see.
overlooks the very spot where the first those churches that are estimated. If any nate the pastorate of Mr. H. and the little
"They will laugh at" clouds, and come
‘One must admit that the cause of tem- the accomplishment of one stage in the blow for emancipation was struck, and it church™has done: nothing yet, will some church has been pastorless ever since.
career of each of them, and ushered them
bounding into port on the crest of the perance, of intellectual freedom, of civil into another: What has become of these is founded -especially for the education of member interested please put against the" The present membershipis twenty-one.
very wave -that croakers said would and religious liberty, of practical benev- thousands of radiant“and hopeful beings? the colored people.
The sacrifices that numbers te the following questions, again
- THE AMESBURY CHURCH.
svhelm them.
olence, of charity that touches people at If search was to be made most of them they might be called upon to‘make in en- reprinted, the appropriate answers acThe Amesbary. church was organized
Of course it is essential that the con- the point of actual need, of popular eda- | could be traced ; but their paths are not dowing: the professorship, would ‘be slight cording to his best judgment,
and send| Aug. 14, 1830, as the=** First F. W. B.
victions be wholesdtne and rightly aimed. cation -and all kindred movements are yet so luminous as to attract the public in comparison with those that have been the report to me immediately? e | church of Christ, of South Hampton,”
attention. . . .
. . . TheCom"The hunter does not hit the bird in the greatly in advance of what they were mencement days of this year will seem tb made to give them freedom. Let them
with a membership of 49. For several
When was your Churcn organized ?
air who aims at its’ image ‘in the water. | twenty years'ago.
And as this benevo- them less glorious than those of last year, do their best towards the endowment, and
years meetings were holden at the resi- . Have you a House of Worship ¢.
and they will feel, if they do not give ut- they will find friends to help them if they
Much less, if his gun be loaded with sand. lent, reformatory and Christianizing work
. What is its market value?
"| dénces of various members and preaching
« Amount of debt, if any?
:Let truth be,in the heart, and it will as- is daily going on, it is always an encour- terance to, a little commiseration for the can not complete it.
was furnished by different ministers. In
. Will it be paid ?
.pire upward instead of downward—pro- aging reflection that honor, and integrity, infatuated youths who imagine, that the
**9-+9
May, 1833, the--chureh united with the
6. No.of Houses of Worship previously otc.
valedictory pronounced by “that prodigy |
vided a downward aspiration were possi- and virtue, and all moral, qualities, al- of attainments, the first scholar of their | A Day: Pirgn;. Ar HE GENERAL
pied ?
: New .Dutham > Quarterly
Meéting.
In.
be,
#7. How much expended on them ?
Then its beats will- be blows, and though still in anumerical minority, are class, emancipates them from the condi- Coxe FERENCE. IS OF
pevin
Feb, 1835, measures were taken towards
!8, Have you a Unienhous 2. °
e
tion
j
o
f
neophyte
humanity
and
makes
every blow will drive falseness further to-day enshrined in many hearts ‘that onraising a fund for the support of prowchpaper will be issued in.
nnection with | 9. Value of your share ?
back. The person with even a limited ly lately had not cast out their idols. ~~ then men and women of assured position the session of the centennil 1 Genéral Cons
10. Value of Parsonage, if any ?
ing;
fourteen
dollars. were subscribed
in the world.
‘experience does n't need to be told that
11. Debt on Parsonage?
These qualities may win their way
ference”
at:
Weirs,
givig
and
fall
eleven paid over! June 7, followreports
of
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we older folk look upon the young
+12.
Value
of
Funds,
or
other
property
bek 1 by,
weak opinions beget sickly offspring, and slowly, but one ean not Jairly -say that.
ings Elder James Morrell preached at the
It is to be a four
Church or Socieiy.?
a and ‘women who step before thy pur’ | each day’s exercises.
9
that all vagabond morsels are born of they are.not steadily advancing , nor that.
page
paper,
13,
Value
of
Sabbath-school
Library
¢
with
five
Town House and received three dollars columns
to a page, lic, the larger portion of whom are hencedoubt.”
14. No. Vols. in the library ?
there are comparatively fewer 1men whom’
forhis services, but the records state exforth to step behind that same public. and and will be named The Lakeside Daily
15. -Value of Organ and other 8. S. property ?
Considet the pliotophs underlying it is reckoned safe to trust than there
News. The price per copy will be three
plicitly that a part of this munifigént comstay
out
of
sight,
we
entertain
a
tolerable
°
16, Value of Women’s Circle.property?
%p aul’s statement to -the Corinthians that were fifty years ago, nor that there is not
pensation was for previous services! The
relish for these additional words. from the cents. * Seyem numbers will be jssued in 2 17 Any other Property, and how much, ?
his words were prompted by his belief. a larger volume of genuine and down18. Amount of Centenary Offering ?
the
interests.
compen
of
thé.
Conference,
sation usually ranged from one to
and
persame newspaper :
19. Report any ther important, facts.
‘What effective words they were. How right honor in the country than existed
sons who can not attend the meetings,
three
or
four dollars per Sabbath, accord:
No one can help Sh well to the
when this generation were children.
ihe proclaimed the truth to the Gentiles,
If any church or’ person has made no
ing to cireumstances and the popularity of
buoyant and hopeful graduates who re- but may wish to read the reports, will be
Otherwise, how are we to account for ceive their diplomas.
:and was ready to preach Christ at Rome
}
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RT
furnished with ithe sev en numbers for 20 offering to the Lord on this centennial the clergyman!
Nor must it be Jorgoteven.
Think of his service. How grand the steady multiplication of churches, and’ well that they are confident of success in cts. in advance. Send all orders to Mr. year, and no plan of doing anything is ten that two preaching services
were alit was. How the inspiration of it has schools, and charity enterprises ? For the strenuous contests before them. It is ‘E. H. Wilcomb, Lake Villd#ige, N. ik
yet presented, will not the reader bring ways holden each Sabbath dnd often three
well
that
they
are
eager
and,
enthusiastic.
0-0
-0-&
the subject. before. the church at the very or four. In Oct., 1835, the church
+049
quickened effort during all the years. surely, knavery and fraud, left to them- It is well that they underestimate somewith~ With what a clear eye he could look into selves, would pever build them. It is what the fickleness of fortune and the enTHE. REGISTER FOR 1881. It iis hoped next meeting, and i there is no action drew from the New Durham and united
‘the heavenly mansions, ang how his feet only asthe stronger force of real true-! vying and malignity that are in the world. that every church andQ. M. clerk will taken, let every person send to me what with the Rockingham Quarterly Meeting.
on that account be less | exert himself to forward all statistics for | may seem to be right, and’ I will record A little later’a
even while the | heartedness makes itself felt in the plans | L
certain member was exsands of Palestine were rankling in his and measures of those who can not safely brave, less patient, or less certain of win- the next Register at the earliest practica- the same in the Record of Centernial Of cluded from the: church’ for disorde
rly
ning an honorable prize.
ble time.. Promptness now will save de- ferings, and forward ‘thé money to the walk and the records colttain
sandals. Recall the wonderful” story of ignore its presence, that oir .givilization_
this curious
If there are churches ‘work designated. Every church as such, | minute relative thereto,
~ his life. Then remember that his belief— is thus crowned. Could this homage be —IT'ig said that more clerzymen have lay by and by.
“This chureh .
sailed for Europe thus far this season than ‘without clerks, let some member interest can do something, ‘ind where nothing has now considers him a ‘heathen’ and publi“his habit of intense believing—contribut- shown to a weak and falling power ?
yet been done, or no arrangement is YEE cage” Baring: these firbt Scars the scanty.
It will be a long while before we be- up to a corresponding time in any pre- | himself to forward the proper statistics.
ed its best portions, and be like Bim, in
Or
made for doing. -anything, will not the ‘Subscriptions for the support of preachi
lieve that this integrity is not underlying vious year ; also that most of the wealthy
* “that respect.
ng
ANY person ‘wishin
a copy of the pastor call attention
How sin abounds because the sword of . the real life of the time.” Traders here churches pay the expenses of their ministo the subject tlhe were eked out annually by what was call~#¢<White and
ns | Mountaiis,”
a next Sabbath—
Sabbath Jollowing the 30th ed ‘‘ parsonage money” from the town.
“the spirit is wiflded so hesitatingly. Look” and there may cheat; * the grealgrmy of ters while abroad. It is literally true in pamphlet
descriptive of the New -Hampa
materigl
as
well
as
in
the
spiritual
sense
of June, the centennial day of the denom-at the fencer, with doubt in his eye, and brokers may thrive by fraud;
Mr. P. Hanscom, the first settled minw and
shiré mountain region, and of our Gener‘handling his blade timidly. He is soon then a leading mercantile Boise may be that to him that hath shall be given.
ination?
This question is an impor- ister, was ordained July 5, 1839. Six
al Conference location, will be supplied
‘pierced. How much better is the cham- shown to have played a sharp game on Such is life and such are the ways. of the
tant one, and should not be overlooked.
years later meetings began to be holden
on application to G.- W. Storer, No. 5
pion of truth who keeps stepping back, the revenue officers; but who shall say|. world. ..Bnt the minister who is master
at Amesbury Mills, whither the church
I.
D.
STEWART,
“State St., Boston, Mass.
rs
«or at least rarely advancing, and holding
that above all these there isn't g ‘great of economical living in a back country, or
Sec’y of Gen. Conf. +4 was surely tending. The present meet——g
*re—
Dover, N. H.
his weapon with an “uncertain grasp ? fraternity of merchants and business men, Ne: mission, parish has also his reward.
ing house was dedicated Sept. '26, 1849,
A ¥ULL supply of our publications will
e sympathyof all the children of the
Let him cherish'a royal convietion in his whose dealings are all above bird, and
Bh edn
cores
.| with a sermon by Elder E. Hutchins ; and
be taken to the General Conference, and
* ‘heart. Then we shall see-fire in his eye, the contents Tof whose ledgerscould be edgth; and especially that of the- meek and|.
a few weeks afterwards the name of, She
North Alabama,»
“all.orders will be promptly filled."
«and vigor in his thrusts, and the sparks ‘spread in star-letters over the heavens lowly One, must be very dear and pre‘| church was changed to. correspond with
‘The origin
of the Freewil Baptist
will fly from his blade as he goes on-con- without in the least compromising their. cious to these whom -the world would
ity new location,
Dying the next twenty
BRIEF NOTES.
niission in North Alabama is as follows:
owners?
Let us nof, so long a8 only one class as among the -humble workers in
quering and to con-juer.
years the church experienced various
Jamaica contains 22,767 Baptist Christians
Mr.
John
-W.
Akens,a.refugee from the Ehanges
=~
7
We do not suppose tliat the soul will be bank-officer out of a thousand is “i irregu- the Master’s vineyard.
who are gathered into 118 churches.
, but few of marked interest. In
rebel army, settled in Illinois, lived there
— called to account for every mental vagary. lar,” and only one merchant in five thouOctober, 1866, it withdrew fronr the
‘‘ The worst skepticism,” says the Golden
Butithe person can always and always | sand is even shown to be false, and the ~—PERHATS, it may néed a little modifi- Rule, * is that which holds the truth of God several ' years .after the war, and be-| ‘Rockingham and united with
the Bostonx’
«oes use some influence in controlling his busineds of the country is” controlled, ten cation, but the opinjon is certainly sug- unable to attract, to Persuade; to convert and came a member of a Freewill Baptist how Mass.) Quarter]
eeting.
Since
church, having formerly been a member
«convietions. He ean at least train ‘them "times ‘over, in the interest of honor and gestive. We-refer to the following quo- save 10st men.”
that date the records
gfe
largely
devoted
of a Missionary Baptist church in Ala.
It touches a bottom fact in human nature,
to be vigorous.. He ean hold them face: integrity, keep ghouting that ‘the sky is tation from the St. Louis Globe-Democrat :
to the frequent pas
changes which
when the Chiristign Union declares that no He finally returned to his own State, and
The
social
position
of
divorced
persons
to face with doubt, until they
have falling every time a cloud appears.
It
have
occurre
d.
Rev,
J:
D.
Waldren, the »
political skill cai‘ make taxes popular.”
-| being desirous of having the Freewill present pastor,
“looked it out of countenance mi sent if will be time .enough for that when the is not reported, but if it were, there is
began
to
labor.
with the
little
doubt
‘but
that
most
of
|
them
would
On last Friday, the Lutherans observed the
crawling away.
:
order is réversed, and the ‘cases of fair" “H&'fourrd to have belonged to the so-called three hundred and fiftieth anniversary .of “the Baptist cause’éstablished there, wrote to ‘Chiirch, May 1, 1879. +The church finanRev. I. D. Stewart, of Dover,N. H,, ear- glally and
» What is each gable dispatch but a-“beat |dealing, and official honor, and moral in- better elasses.. They who labo for their
spiritually was at a low cbt. NOJ
delivery of the Augsburg Confession.
=.
ly in 1873, asking for help. Bro. Stew- wnd every one
“of tHiumph: from the pulse of a strong con’ tegrity-are the exceptions.
‘bread are seldom tr
with domestic
was nearly discouraged.
» Good news continues to come from the
art referred his. letter to Rev. A. H. Mr. Waldron
vietion ? "It is this intensity of belief that
Let us have done with such folly. . The unhappiness. They begin married life Telugoos of India. More revivals have. been
, however; took hold of the
with'at
least
a
large
appreciation
of
its
can'plan cities in the wilderness to ae- | sky i
going on and 468 converts have heen Dbap- Chase, Cor.- Sec. of the. H. M. Society. -work with his accustomed energy and,
burdens, and Seldom fail one Another in tized
, The result was that Rev..J. S. Manning under his untiring
by immersion, commodate the trade that ts
§
be
efforts, the congrega| its trials.
was sent to North Ala., and in' Sept. or- tion -has been. quadrupl
The Sundd¥-school children v Riclimond,
stent foretelling its. death.” Instead, let | “This point is doubly worth “serious
ed, the religious
trackless sea, knowing that its feet should |
one tell his ‘neighbor, next fourth 3 thought:- When. ‘boys and girls are taught |- Va., are patronizipg the Sunday steamboat ex- ganized a small F. Baptist church. near interest has been greatly deepened, the
rest on a continent by and by; and that. wo July, that “truth is .‘mighty, and will | more generally than is. now the case; ‘the cursions. The clergymen of that city are nat- Hartsell's. This church having no pas- finances have been much improved, with
urally much exercised over the matter.”
tor, Bro. Manning promised, if he could,
| prevail,” and keep repeating it through blessings inherent in work, work of soul
a prospect of the speedy extinguishment
In one -of its editorial notes the Indepen- to send
them one.. In January follow- of the debt, and several much needed
planet, and then turn the telescope” to the year, and see how we feel about the and brain and hand, then there will be dent remarks that“ no man of sense ever rolls
iming,he solicited Rev. iT. P. Taylor, of the provements have been made in the khurch
show doubting minds that it was not nis. integrity of the iii in a year from less reason to complain of social degenera manuscript, and only one’ of unfathomable
‘Ashtabitla Q. M., Ohio, to go South and edifice.”
;
~
"taken. v now. .
,
acy of any kind. The real misery of those nonsense folds the sheets separately.”
preach -in this place and elsewhere. He
>-o
Shall the Clirlstian’s faith be less strong
Since July, 1839, the date of the settlein high position and those making a fine | . The system of the Methodist itineracy, rewent, arriving in Ala. on the 9th of April; ment of the first pastor,
than this? Will not the Red Sea part as
the church ‘has
| appearance in life, who ‘have not the ceived a slight modification in the ruling of
~ THE GOLDEN SHEAT
found the little: church dis- been served by the following ministers:
the late General Conferénce allowing “mem- ‘1874. He
~ weadily now as it didithen? Will not that
‘This little book, from the pen of the solid foundation of work and worth be- bers of annual Conferences in mission lands wartened, and
reduced to nine members, P. Hanscom, B. H. . MoMurphy,,,
v spirit of readiness ‘‘ to preach the gospel surviving widow of our’late veteran mis- 4 hind them, oughtto be ‘pictured with"
W. P.
& to ‘be returned indefinitely to the same station. there- being a strong prejudice
against it. Merrill, A. J. Davis, W, Hurlin, James
at Rome also” witness as wonderful -re‘realism
before
the
minds
of
the
young.
sionary, gives a yivid portrayal of the
The Congregationalists have quite a foothold
There were no additions to the church Rand, T. V. Haifes,
| ali?
:
J. Baker,” C. E.
condition of..vast multitudes of Hindoo
in Australia, Their first church was organiz- till August,
when fourteen were added Blake, J..F. Locke, A. P. Houghtaling,
. Note the promises that areenade’ to the women in the lower walks of life. Suf——DrOW NING. accidents afein the order ed in 1830, since which time the number of by baptism and professio
n of faith. This D. A. Maddox, J. ‘George, and J.D.
liéver. - And why to the believer? Be- ferings from: famine, scenes connected of the day. One of the saddest of these churches has increased to 206, with 10; minischurch
now
numbers
thirty-fiv
ters in active service,
e members, ‘Waldron: Evidently, mest of the pascause belilief—the intense kind that is here with child-marriage, and other strange.
i
is that-of Professor John Aloysius GillesTwo. Qthér churches haye been formed, forates of the Amesbury church haye been
. meant—inspires both the heart and the customs, are strikingly exemplified in this
| The terrible fact ever faces us.
Human sac
s
pie, of Loyola. college, Baltimore, Md.,
all three of Witieh are near together, in altogether too sho for the attain)
rifices are not dode away with, In the words
‘hand and: such are seldom conquered.
of
| history of one of the mémbers of our. nis- on Monday week, | while bathing in the
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IS THE SKY FALLING?

There was a story current in “our boyhood, to the effect that an old goose went.
into the field on a clear morning, but seeing some clouds come over, she came
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mend it to a
and trust.
seit too. Tights gure to dawn at sun- thatit will be widely read by our. young
.xiser’ “And the sun is sure to rise.
people, 'We'envy not the ‘heart or the
Betieve ini your work. Believe ih hu- head that can. rise from ‘the perusal of
¥
'
Christ, “Then speak this very interesting story, and say, ‘*Thé
1h
e well:
off. without the
.
‘and all ond things, “both spiritual and gospel.” There are some typographical
errors which are to ‘be corrected in the
temporal, shall crown your life.
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Holmes, No... 11 West:
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seized with apoplexy and was drowned.
He was a native of Boston, ;and was. “only:
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twenty-two years of age. There are pubished’ various “hints and rules as to
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County, originally Mission-

ary Baptists, but now thoroughly

will Baptists,

prove an exception and that “it may

formed in

Callen County. There are four churches

some- | in Lawrence.

thing to do before their churches are relieved
from the embar ragyment of . indebtedness .

precautionary measures as well as. ‘the
Dufing the past year the’ Home Mission rebest measures for rescuing those who are
12th . street, | drowning; These may be of great; value j lps of the United Presbyterian church have
in sea-bathing especially, and those, who , béen $51,510.78. The encouraging feature in
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oe | Thomas

the railroad and the steamboat, have each
‘their victims.”
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hav reason to hope in

tain nearly two hundred smembérs.
All Michigan, Why not? Men of God are
the churches here named are the fruits, Hiljed with mighty joy when ‘vast oppor~
directly and indirectly, under God, of the tunities present themselves. We have. a
mission inaugurated by,aRev.J. S. Man- good foot-hold. If there is not the reaping
ning,
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Holy Spirit. Thus its converts may be
numbered by thousands, its church spires
by scores, and its cxaugple may be a trampet-blast of hope in the West.
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fir the cause of’Christ, the church and the interestsof Home Missions; and while we bow
submissively to the wilt~of him who ‘* doeth
all things well,” still our hearts mourn, and
our prayer goes up to God that the mantle of
brother may. fall upon some-one who
our
take up the work where be laid it down.
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Bros. H. J. Brown, R. A. Coats, and H.
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for ensuing year. .
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Sabbath-school matters among

especially to the fuct that many of our Towa
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set forth
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In an interesting address,
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importance of the work ani did mucl'to stimulate new zeal in that department. '.Persons
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In East Tilton, N. H., June 18, by Rev. J. Herbert Yeoman, Frank P. Dalton, of Sanbornton,and
Miss Mary A. Hill, of Tilton.
’
Judie 13, by Rev. J. G. Munsey, Mr. Thomas G.

C. Hobbs and Mrs, Jane Cilley, both. of Andover,
N. H,
;
In Whitefield, June 21, by Rev. P.

Spooner,

Fred E. Bailey, of Whitefield, and Anna C.
of Leeds, Canada.
In Portsmouth, N.

:
H.,

June

24,

by

Owen, assisted by Rev. H. F Wood,

Adams,

HAZELTON, NN
HAINES,
:

Jr.,

sray,

Rev.

E.

Mr. John W.

and Miss Aurilla A. Piper, both-of Haver:

hill, Mags.

~

4

In East Franklin; Vt., June 24, by Rev. Edwin
Prouty, Mr. George A. Russell, or Franklin, and
Miss
Ella J. Thomas, of Stowe, Vt.
°
In Salisbury, Mass., by Rev. J. D. Waldron,
Mr. George White, and Miss Elizabeth ‘Bradley,’

The above well-known Pianos are unequall
variety of styles, at prices which cannot fail to
ful y warranted. Send for Catalogue.
suits All

S. rs,
NT Gen]BROManage
"HUEng.

both of Exeter, X.H

.

New

608 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTGN.

In Amesbury, Mass.,
June 18, Ezekel C. Tewksbury, aged 74 years and 8 months.
?
In Boston; Mass., June 7, Mr. Ezekiel W.
James, son of J.'Warrven James, of Deerfield, N.
H., aged 47 years and 11 months.
y

In Deerfield, N. H., Jude 19, Mrs. Blanthe

MAGAZINES AND PERIODICALS.

A.

:

aged

HL

21

R

and

tall

every

nearly

Profession, Business and Trade;

7

ADVERTISEMENTS.
SONGS

Nearly

years

and

Nationality, “Sect

Every
wife of Hony
This is an especially sad cuse as | Organization,
only a’ few days previous, .on
June 8.
5
jo
;

Brown,

Brown,

O.

Has

Representative’ Newspapér

Jourhal.

We

beg

have prepared

OF

A

-

to

announce

I

ht

Compreliensive

or:

that

we

i

Catalogue,

- containing a complete list oT American ‘and. Fore
eign Serial Publications,
y
:
:

*

It gives the nature, frequency:of issué, and price
of over SEVEN HUNDRED Magazines and Periodis
cals; embracing each of the above named, and oth.
er departments, classified for convenient reference.
~~ Mailed to any address, on receipt of six cents in

=

3
5
£@,

WF.
RB. SWAN.
& €Ov, Cincinnati;
yd
Nis

5 Be

Send Stamp

© Jdteow24

for Sample SMasical People’

OF :

4

" Retding Rooms, and Clubs.

HABIT CURED at home, privately,
Ma

at low rates. . 1,000 cured

Don’t

Quincy, Mich.

fail to. ‘write DR.

+,

in

10

IEEE

years.

MASH,

. 13tleow

Made expressly for cleaning .and polishing Silver and Plated. Ware and for Window Clases Mirrors, Marble, Tin, etc. It is much there’ conven
jent and effective than plate Jowders, and may be ., .
used even by inexperienced help with perfect safeinjure
possibly
ow as it contains nothing that can
delithe finest plate or jewelry; or even the most

GREAT OFFER esters

WANTED,
Ww

oA
ENTS}
ORR OUUE FREE

Ina: ral
b HOMAGE WATKIS
4 €0., 896 Broadway,N. ¥."

cate skin, = It 18 far superior to any

LRT

.

a

|
SATE

BICLOW & MAIN,

boots: and
Ps

4

a perfect vocal method on a new plan, and
a large collection of beautiful songs.
Price, $3, by mail, post-paid.

Titusville; Pa

.

;

v
og

Rev ; W Knapp, 1206, Pratt St., Elmira, N'Y
Geo

=

OF SINGING,”

«SCHOOL

Penfield & Goodrich, Hillsdale, Mich
Rev

En

In a manner 80 simple and progressive that it
The:old .
may be called a SELF-INSTRUCTOR..
befogged systems are too complicated to be practicable. ¢¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music” makes
it clear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,
x
.
:
$1.00 by mail.

Hi

Books Forwarded.
o
BY MAIL.

~~

a

5 :

Is the ONLY work that teaches

~~

Pettengill-G Plummer—Pet-

Rollins—J

i

THEORY OF MUSIC

|
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x

PALMER'S

Black:

Peoney—F
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'rFOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

other

soap for

trl
Sold
&e.
shoes, with’ $1 1 1+ YEAR.and expenses
fine House Paint, . hy
to agents; Outfit cleaning
RO
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Patent
Heél'Stiffeners,
ddd
wear
them
Free.
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P. O. VICKE - veY ’ AN
hy, everywhere. ‘Made enly by ROBIN ONE
o
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CO
Winthrop“square,
Boston,
aine..
ta
A
ageing.
coc
aL
Tis
Straighten yotir old
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J

Piper—B
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X

he

swerving fidelity tothe cause of Christ,
the doctrines of thie denomination, of which | York for coughs, colds, bronchial and. tubercular
he was a member; thereforc;
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
Resolved, That this Q.-M. bow in humble
nent, and most nifld, bland, and nutritious” form ‘in which
submission to thigatilictive
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more. beneflt:
pray that it may beso sanctified, as to promote
And that we gecured to the patient by a gingle teaspgonful of
the cause of Chijst among us.

W heregss by the providence of God, we are
| flourishing Sabbath-schools have been organ: ealléd
to mourn the death of our dear Bro.,
betown,
in
neighborhoods
different
in
’
ized
submitting
jn
, Actionof the Towa Legislature
Dea. John Wright,. long a member of the’
Jesrn
also
We
church.”
at‘our
Tuscarora church and Q. M., and ever faithful
“1 thé uestipofn a constitutional amendment to sides the one
into this to the trust committed .to “his cares” therethexonstitution of Towa to the people for their that four persons weke received

Resolutions were passed approving ‘ the

& Co—S

TW. T. Gopsry, Clerk.

Ci

tle.” Try it:dndbe convinced.
Dr.’N., G. White’s Pulmonary Elixir bas no
Conference with the request that they . be: pub:
Price 35 and 50
hia
>
| superior as a Cough remed
2
lished in the Nbr: CR
a.

tengill

.|.

adopted by

The following: resolutions were

a

. Rev. Uriah Chase, of Madison, is at.liberty
Hid
:
;
© work.
desires to
Minister's Relief. - E. Dudley, om. No re- to correspond with any church that
4
|
pastor.
tee.
a
‘commit
obtain
|
as
chosen
s
“port. Bro E: Tibbett
Mother
It is good to hear that the old,
A Temperance Department was\added:, with

Bros, C» A. Buker,’H. M. Bailey and I'\ H.

Palmer—C Paris—A

11 months.
our agent, to solicit.and receive aid, Done for,. 4nd
she was married

Business Hotuces..

Mis.
W.. H. Trafton 4
poy
>
“yenerots - dogation
i
|
Moxom,
A.
T.
e,
Committe
.
‘Tuscarora
Q
,
M.
is
calle
Oleh Building
June
of"
evening
thé
on
friends in Brownfield
W, Brown; leng
of Rev. J.
D. B. Anderson and W. Eckler. This departs.
Bros. T. P. Augir,

Clerk.

F Penney—H

i:

FOR MUSIC STUDENTS,

Richards—G P Rowell & Co—M Sandhorn—S
Steere—W Shepard—D M Stuart=<JuH Swales—dJ.
N Stinson—P C Tolford—J Taylor—B Twitchell—
J Vannest—Mrs,M P Wiggin—J Willyoung—O D
Ward—Mrs J Watson—Mrs L-Wheeler—L A H
Welch.
Ne
ie

and in behalf of, the Lenora and Union churchYon
es, Norton Co., Kansas.

nnpleasant action in of othe

un

IQ 805 Broadway,

Nasmon—C

wales,
y

safely Bako them.
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R Moon—3B W Morgan—S D Millay—N Merrill—
G S Nutting—D B Newell—Netawaka, Kas—W

At Ft. Fairfield seven
sought Christof late.
* PTUSCARORA Q. M.—Held its May session
‘manifested a desire to seek Christ lat Thurs- vith the Cameron church,
But few of thé
g.
meetin
Summer Is now upon-us, and in order to
‘churches reposted by letter,or were representday evening at a school-house
are becomin
people
call
Our
stand the hot weather of thecsummer, the sysed by delegates.
has accepted 1a
Rev. F. A. Palmer
| tem should be kept in perfect condition, with
in sdstaining our Q."M. ai
very negligent
from’ the chuich at Boothbay and-will en- meeting its obligations.
11 the organs performing their office work,
The ordinary buss
1.
August
field
new
his
in
ilousness, Liver Complaint, Dizziness in the
ter upon his labors
ness of the Conference was performed by the
from
services
call
a
ed
The ‘religious
Head, Indigestion, Constipation, and all sim.
delggates Jrssent.
Rev. B. D, Newell has accept
y,
spiritualit
and
s
ilar diseases, yield readily to the effect of Bax.
were noted for earnestnes
the church at Lyman to become its. pastor, and
all.through the session. .ter’s Mandrake Bitters, Price 25 cts. per botcommenced his labors in the new with a good ‘attendance

fields

ment presentedno report.

;
Rich, LaFriday . in

lio () tasts and

s

id
Portsmeuth,

Burgin—H

E

:

:

4

invaluable remedy.

JOHN

Barker—JW

TN

which produce Costiveness,
valids and

Money Letters Received.
L Banks—J

3

RILIOUSNESS. SM ITHS

ICED
aerissMED
or other chronic diseases

J Lewis—1 W Lihby—L Lucas—F H Lyford—W

drouth, asking you to help us to remain upon
our clairhs, so that we shall not lose our
homes.
Rev. 0, T, Clark will represent us as

and

Very Pleasant to the Taste,

mar—N W Bixby=H G Corliss—B Conley—W."
Uologtote M J Dwinell—O I Davis—L H Daniels
—G
Day—E A Dinslow—M W Dodge—L D
Delano—TC Evans—F French—Mrs S$ Farnham
—E B Fuller—C Cilord—H Graves—D D Gould—
Gorham, Me—Mrs' S§ Gilbert—L L Harmou—W
Harmon—G H Howard—W
O Jones—W Johnson
—L H Lischpoid =O Livingston—C S Loomis—W

“We send to you for aid in this fearful time. of

STIPATION

A A Armstrong—J Ashley—C A Austin—J C
Bradley
— E L Banks—J F Batchelder—C E Bean
—W Bradley—L H Bickford—J Batty—S Beacham
—E

"

physicigns

For

(3t26)

1535,

:

~ CATHARTIC,

(8625)

Box

i

LAXATIVE AND ~

Rev. C. W. Griffin, Center Sandwich, N. H.

fering. - All came here poor, and a failure afSome of our menibers are Jeavfects us badly.
ing to get work, and I fear many of them will:
not come back. ..
. °
Cha
To the Freewill Baptists of Eastern Kan-,
Brethren:—
Dear
Iowa:
dnd
sas, Nebraska

No.of auxiliaries is increased and the
The
whole-Q. M. is now pretty well engaged in the
Treasury for the 2
‘work. Receipts of the

(3t24)
3
J. Herbert Yeoman,

that

Sold by Druggists.

+

Special Trains will leave the station at the close
the evening service, running north to Plym-

Rey

the laws
Wisi:

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents.

:

Baptist

Rev. J. M. Lowden,
256 State 8t., Portland, Me.

killed, and'it is so dry that there is but’ little
corn planted, There ig bound to be much suf:

Only about $200 remuin ‘unprovided
/| paid.
for. Tle Woman’s Mission reflorted an advance.

This was our first baptism here
the chur
but the indications are; it will
r,
for the sun¥me

last,

Letters

trast that the same bounty that’bas® led them
“| thus far will be with them till the last dollar is

followed Christ in ‘baptism and12 united with

:

Post-Office Addresses.
"REV. E.N.FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52t
;
TH]
C. A._ Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y. to
whom all gyssicn money within the bounds of the
Central Association shouldbe sent.
52¢
Miss Lurs A, Mains,
Batavia, Mich,
(251)

the Q. M2 with good results, twenty united
2 by
‘with the church, 18° by baptism, and
Jetter. The church had built 4 house for meetings, built of Kansas brick (sods)?
3
Next QQ. M. with the Model chureh, July 1618.
We have had a fearfully dry season thus far.
Our wheat crop (and this is the main one) is

the _ Millington

toward

.

=

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address,

(25122)

outh, and south to Laconia.

Enjoyed a.good«season. There vere tive new
churches aciitted to the Q. M. We liow have
We protracted
a.membership of about 200.

E. J,

curred in building. It was indeed pleasant to
worship in the new church, remembering how
the ghurch hagin former tines been without a
house, and almost withouta hope, and we do

- Eastern.

our

pledged

.

8Y =

TO THEIR

Mrs. Pinkhamdreely answers ailletters of'ing!
,
Send for pamphlets, Address as above.
No family shouldbe without Lydia E. Pinkham's
BiliousConstipation,
cure
They
PILLS.
LIVER
20 cts. per box.
_ ness, and Torpidity of the Liver.

Portland,

am——————

NERVOUS

ORGANS

JgAT FEELING
OF BEARING

Forthecuré
of Kidhey Complaintsof either
TEL
unsurpassed.
sex, this Compbundis
,ydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
“jg prepared atthe proprietorsiaboratory.
N 0, 283 Western Avenue, Lynu, Mass,

Prograjimeof the General Conference,

NorToN Co. (Kansas) Q.-M,—Held -its last
session with the-Union church, April 23—25.

church Jo help remove the debt tiiey have in-

:
Maine.
:
A
t to
Last “Sabbath week was da day of interes
ts
our church in Presque Isle. 8ix happy conver

not be

was

oe

Deering,

bover N. H., June 21, 1880.

were

{

were presented from 16, and delegates from™17
of the 20 churches, that compose the Q. M.,
the reports, the work of the
by g
and judgin
Master is being vigorously pushed on in owr
During the present session about
borders.

Rev. C. B.
the opening

Plinisters and Churelpes.

has alreddy

tory. It con

a committee

Bro.

W. Chaplin, a ljcentiate of the Q. M.

Thus closed one more of our apnual
sermon.
gatherings. Collection for missions, $15.93.
WM. WALKER; Clerk.
£00

al

passed 3

and work, and the resolution was

Bro.

Appointed the clerk

about 150 delegates and visitors.

/

Se

Rufus

TO THE. WHOLE

stances actin harmony with
govern
the
female system.

ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION, for. the transaction
of business, at Weirs, Lake Winnipesaukee, N.
.H., on Tuesday, Jul 20th, 1880, at 6 o’clock, P. M,
?
EW, . RICKER; Set. of Anni. Con.

The Canton church’has but 6 resi-

:nd discys-

Doyle of the Oxford was present a part of the
One new
time as delegate from that Q. M.
church was received, named West Deerfield,
- being the result of a revival effort by Bro. G.

:

:

the articles

sions able for a young institute. The attendance at the Q. M. was unusually large, fourteen ministers of our own, denomination, and

on the Sab-

~M, E. pulpit

the next session of the Y. M.
Hart was appointed to preach

of his. character

Bro. Bixby briefly spoke

Sabbath-schools.

ren,

supplied the

bath.

irreparable

almost

;

“The meetings of worship were largely attended. .-Sermons were preached - by Revs.’
ker, WalkDonn
Stacy,
Martin, Ivens,
Some of these, brether, Hilton and Codk.

and

A.
Resolged, That. in the death of Rev. loss

Palmer, we realize an

’ more than usual, and

to

There will be a meeting of thé-Freewill

STANSTEAD ,Q. M.—Held its last session
with the Bulwer chnrch, and although several
of the churches were not reported, we enjoyed
a very precious season. , Mr. Hollis Jordan,
an -evangelist, had been holding meetings for
several eveniigs previous to Conference in the
same place. Besides the ministers of our own
Q: M., we were fuvored with the presence of
Revs. C. S. Frost, from St. Johnsbury, and B.
A.'Sherwood, of Sutton, both earnest,able min-

June 19, 1880. They emigrated from England
to this country, and in June 19, 1840, were

Sat-

feemeper———————

contributed for the Maine State Mis-

Me.

A very gooll time was

There

mtd

~All money

TONE

IT RESTORES DISPLACED

Ftweill, at all tinééand under all circum-

A.

TWENTY-FOURTH SESSION,TO BE HELD AT WEIRS, .
,". LAKE WINNIPESAUKEE, JULY 21 TO 29, 1880.
© Anniversary Sermon-—"14egday evening, July
20,at 6.30 Qolock, by
s. D: W. C. Durgin, D. D.
WEDNESDAY,
July 21, 8.30 to 9,- A. M., Prayermeeting; So 10, Social greetings and introduc“tions of strangers; 10 to 12 Organization of Conference; 2, P. M., Conferénce Sermon, by Prof. B.
is too much travel for him to labor regularly. F. Hayes, D.D., to be followed by the Lord’s
He has to travel 28 miles
with all the churches.
supper; 6.30, P. M., Service by aged ministers.
to Lincoln Village, 17 to Sand Creek, 14 te After the first day of the Conference, unless
Meridian. Ministers: wishing to come to this otherwise ordered, the afternoons of each day
part of God's Vineyard to labor will please cor- will be given to the consideration of the work of
the reading of historical
respond with the clerk’at Walton, Harvey Co., the Benevolent Societies,
apers, addresses,
&c.
The
order will be as
Kan., or Bro. H. 8. Otis,: Canton, McPherson
ollows :
through
Co., Kan. All F. Baptists traveling
-Foreign Missions..... aes
...Thursday.
to make
this country are cordially requested
Home Missions.
‘Friday.
us a call.
hy
Sunday-Schools.
aturday.
“church,
Next session with thé Sand gx
_ Education ....
Monday.
E. S. CRASK, Clerk.
Sept. 4, 5.
Temperance .......
Tuesday. '
Anti-Slavery Recor
ednesday.
will leave
boat
a
29th,
Thursday morning, July
LITTLE S10UX VALLEY Q. M.—Held a very for Alton Bay, thence to New Durham, for centensession
profitable
trust
we
and
interesting
nial services there, where Randall lived and died,
Spencer church. Rev. J. H. and the first church was organized.
May 30, with thie
Daily programme :
ar Falls, and Rev. R. A. Coats,
Moxom,
A.M. 7 to 8, Bredkfast. 8.30 to 9, Pfiyer and
of Mitchell, were present with us rendering
“Praise
Services. 9 to 12, Business of Conference.
young
three”
valuable aid, thé latter baptizing
12, Dinner.
f
:
Ne
converts, who with a fourth were received inP.M. 2 t04.30, Services of the Benevolent Societo the Spencer church.
ties.
6.30 to 8, Evening Se
ice.
2
Next session at the same place, Sept. 1719.
The exercises of the eveffing service will be deH. D. PARSONS, Clerk.
termined from day to day by the Conference.
=

to the church, and
stand

*

sion should be sent

5 delegates chosen, one from each church, to
attend the Union Baptist Association at Parker’s Village, Morris Co., Kan.,din Oct. next,
and to requpst them to unite with us in an
Association farther West. The clerk was instructed to call for a missionary to labor withWe have but one
in the bounds of the Q. M.
It
minister inthe@. M., Rev." H. 8. Otis.

and

baptized

F. ALLEN, Clerk.

church.

21, 1880, at 10 o’clock,

M., in the building of the Grand Army Veterans.
Delegates and others will please notice the change
in time from October to July.
Gen. Conf.
:
IL. D. STEWART, Clerk
(8t22)
Dover, N. H., May 31,1880.

¥

addition to the Canton

Wednesday,
July

IT GIVES

DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE,
;

All delegates to the General Cpnference from
out
of New England are requested
to send their
names as soon as possible to Rev, H. F. Wood,
church,Sept. - Coneord. N. H., and to state also, who of their
f
friends will accompany them.
!
;

M.

2

GION;

TEM;

NATEBAL POSITION,

Orfler of the Conference Board
the Twenty-_

H., on

dent members. The rest have moved to MePherson Center. There is fair prospect of an

received.

meeting that Bro. Striem-

of four, one fropi each Q. M.,
A committee

"

fig

0s,

session of the Gene ral Conference of Freewill Dapiisis will meet at the Weirs, Laconis, N.

ministers, who

the Belmont

reported by delegates.

Stuart preached an

following June 6, Bro. Striemer

various

been inaogurated and the work in general, al-. All of these brethren &emeid
ft was ‘ resolved interest in our meetings,
though slow,is hopeful.

olution:

Yearly Meetings.

General Conference.

Quarterly \Hleetings. !

Rev.J. H. Moxom was again chose
agent of the Department. The collection
bath morning, $16, was given. for Home.
sions. The committee offered the following

re-

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

‘elected to encourage feeble churches,
was
Baptist church, and weye charter members of
to Conference should bring a supply of
and such as are destitute of ministerial help.
the church organized at this place som® ten
- shawls or other wraps; wear stout shoe
the
‘
desire
that
Any church or communities
and of which they still remain
and don’t forget to bring rubbers.
i aid of this committee, may address as fol- years-since, For years the Morning Star has |
members.
istérs who preached the Word with acceptance
Persons making application to the Com- lows: Rev. W. Walker, Scottsburgh, N. Y.; been a light in their“home. Thay re.the par- ‘anid
added much to the interest of the occasion.
|
M.
Rev.‘J.
Y.;
N.
Byron,
SupRev. R. Martin,
mittee for board or lodgings are desired to
of 12 children and haye 19 grand children, On Sunday the sacrament of the Lord’s
ents
Evens,
R.
S.
per was administered to a large number of
Crandall, Fairport,N. Y., or Rev.
give explicit instructions as to what they
The neighthe most of whom. yere present.
dediferent
several
to
g
Christians, belongin
Middlesex, N.-Y.
:
wish, dnd the Committee will act promptly
bors and friends te the number of about 50 nominations.
Previous to this the following’
for
-raised
money
all
that
It was voted
in the matter.
: =
gathered at their home and made the occasion resolutions were presented to the congregation
.
:
Home Missions, in the Y. M. the present year,
The pres-. and passed by a rising vote:
as pleasant as possible for them.
Whereas since the last session of our Q., M.,
should be subject to the order. of the, above ents were numerous, well selected and valuain his'providence has removed by death
Towa Yearly Meeting.
and used by them. ~Rey.C. A. ble. After the ordinary services at such gath- | God
committee,
one of our ministers; therefore,
= (Concluded.) - =
AssociaCentral
‘Hilton is the treasurer of the
That in the death of Rev. IF.
_ Resolved,1,
erings, the guests were invited to the diningkind and lovhis family have lost a
Randall,
on, to whom all such money should be sent.
DEPARTMENTAL WORK.
+
room, where the tables were ladened with ‘a ing husband and father, the
er Gliurch a
following resolution was unniamously
f
partook
party
the
which
of
repast,
M. a good
‘bountiful
Q.
Stanstead
Home Mission. Committee, H. J. Brown, R,
faithful pastor, the
adopted :
with apparent delight.
counselor and the community in which he
A. Coat§ (A. Palmer deceased.) Agent, J. H..
lived a valuable Christian citizen.
Whereas, our beloved brother and fellow
Moxom. An able and painstaking address laborer,
a. That Conference request the clerk of
Rev.—J. D. Smith, is at the present
removwas presented by the chairman; Bro. Brown.
this Q. M. to forward a copy of these resolu=
time suffering under a great affliction,
tions to the-bereaved family and alsg to the,
ing him from our ranks, therefore,
It set forth in emphatic terms the importance
to him |
ex
That we kindly extend
Morning Star for publication.
csotved,
NE
forward
pressing
and
of diligently sustaining
their greatest
As”A. WOODMAN, Clerk.
;
ar.d his family in this hour of
a
ROCHESTER (N. Y.) Q. M.—Heldits last
He also
Homé Mission work in. the West.
trial, our heartiest sympathies and pledge to
4June
church
Pentield
East
the
with
session
rethem our present-prayers, for the speedy
urged théndvantages of having the next sesSONS CREEK Q. M.—Held its Jast session
6. While business and lack of interest keep a
|
covery of our dear brother. *
sion of General Conference held west
of the
great many, enough faithful ones assembled to with the Victory church in Dade Co.,Mo. Bro.
by
Mississippi, and befcte its close the Y. M. re. | Rows. Win. Walker, R. Martin, [C. A. Hil: | transact the business of the Conference. Wer Hutsell was elected moderator. Preaching
and Bénnet.. The meeting Taste.
quested its next sitting to be, in Towa. The SecI". H. Stacy, S. R. Evens and’Dea. N. F. bad a good meeting, wore hospitably enter" Bros. Holman
ton,
tained, and came home rejoicing.
Rev. A. P. ed several days, during which time there were
reretary’s report gave some details of the agent's, Strickland. were elected delegates to the CenCook. pastor of Hamlin church, yas with us three conversions and the church greatly
=
a’
Thisi§
J. M. CARLOCK, Clerk.
months,
tral Associations
vived.
work for five and one-half
for the first time, and we trust that his coming
ajl concerned.
may prove a mental blessing to
Revs. J. M. Crandall and T. H. Stacy were
brief summary: be receipts, $338.24; serNext-session with the Murray church, Sept.
YEpUBLIC CO. (Kan.) Q. M.—Held its last
mons preached; 105) addresses on Home Mis- elected delegates to General Conference; and 10-12; Opeing sermon by Rev. T. H. Stacey;
ighland church” Much
“session : with the
Revs.R. Martin, §: R. Evens their alternates. 8. S. address by A. P. Cook.
sions, 20; other addresses, 1%; other meetings,
feeling and unity in” all the transactions
good
:
:
C. A: HILTON, Clerk.
Rev.. M. Jenings, of the Wesleyan Connex12+ ministerial visits; 1001 miles traveled; 2377.
The reports from the
prevailed.
meetings
and
of
"There was in addition the bequests: of Dea.” ion, was present, and, preached a sermon
different churches were not of that high order
of the M.
GENESEE (Mich) Q. M.—Held its summer “that we could wish, yet we may Téjdice that
Backus,,of Owatonna, Minn., deceased, forty-- great power, and Rev, Mr. Mathers,
was _ present gession with the church at Millington. June our circumstances are as good as they are.
the place,
ig
E. church
nine dollars and forty cents.”
Laymen’s Institute
Ouy prayer is for the advancement of Gods
ATS Rev. Mr. 18—20. The Minister’s and
nearly-+ll-ef<the session.
kingdom.’
.
The agent, Bro. Moxom, gave a verbal rethe Q. M. was not as large in appreceded
that
Next session with the Cheyenne church,
ard, of the C. B. brotherhood, favored us
earance as it was in reality, for it was not atport of his labors,which was of interest. Weak
s been encouraged, revivals had nearly all of the time with his genial presence.’ tended by the citizens or Jay members of the commenciifg Friday before the fourth Sunday
. churchebad
W. N. HOSKINSON; Clerk.
to take a special Q. M., but the attendance of the ministry was in August.

plan of work,”

affections and bronchial diseases. are

SHENANDOAH VALLEY, Charlestown. July 9
OHIO
& KENTUCKY
Y.. M. at SciotoviR

CENTRAL KANSAS Q. M.—Held its last session with the Canton church at Canton, Mc:
Pherson Co., June 5, 6, Four-churches were

people will be profitable to both. - The Sabbath

Meet-

on

AS

the

Subject;the “ Glorious Gospel of Christ.”

matter, which occupied the time and atten-

bus the Committee will do the best they

to continue the “present

Oil
and,
.

© otices and Bppointments.

i
for Christ,
| fourth
BY.

do

our

To

4,5, commeueing at 10, a

interest-

®osed a very

10

Next session with

ing service. ‘The church was nicely decorated

These
benevolent enterprises of the day.
conimittees brought forward a large amount of

board. It is desirable that all applications
should if possible be ‘sent before July 3,

=

M.

about over our prairies
are constantly going
Master’s name,we say *‘ Take
doing good in the
courage, for as the Lord says, not by might nor
done great
by power but by his spirit, he has
things for us in times past, so will ie do great
thing for us in the time to come.”

Vaughn;

anda fair congregation preset to witness

ordination service.

«

Comnittees were. appointed

Ensign;

Damon;

"

harvest ingathered.

v. G. C. Baker;
ev. A. Striemer,

the candidate, and thus

|

E.

H.
H.

Rev.

address to the church
prayer and benediction [

Cards will be sent early ia July to all par-.
ings were represented by delegations, and all
ties for whom the Committee makes pro- but one by letter.
)

are to

ev. ‘G.

right hand of fellowshi

54

All the Quarterly

M.

charge to candidate

The

by’ Rev. R. Martin.

,

Stuart; ordaining prayer by Rey.

found in cottages, and possibly one or two

be rented “entire. | cofiference.’

.

D. M.

precious

Yearly Meeting.

:

is probable that a feyy rooms may yét bes

®

‘Q.

Throat

and sacrifice more. for-his kingdom, and we
passtrust, that when another year shall have
; ed away, we may be able to report a large

~

prayer

are be-

residents at Weirs say that they
have hot nights there, and persons

{Nebraska

--full-of-hepe,d

for ‘its

Stuart;

evening a resolution. of thanks was tendered
the church and people of Masonville and vi-

ing built by other parties which will prob- |.
i Genesee
ably be finished by that time. The Society houses are nuearly all engaged. AL bia The hesee Y:

New York.
church has segured

the Scriptures by Rev. D.

of: a spiritual

Many

Potter

Rev. G. C. Baker; serlnon by Rev.
|. by

their hospitality, and the second conty:
The improvements at the ‘‘Lakeside” are beinifor
of thé Iowa (consolidiated) Y. M.
ference
well along. and everything there is sure to
. R. A. Coars, Sec.
stood adjourned.

after that date.

Co.

MR EAA, Jans,Wy

lieved immediately by the use of Down§’ Elixir.

he
meeting wae
interestin
Williams.
throughotit,and all went away encouraged an

funds

the

charch

ordination by Rev. G.H. Damon; réading of

testimonies were given. Atfhe close Sunday

is a good reason to pelieve that it will be
ready for use at the opening of Conference.’

can for all applicants

church.

Cass

The ordination of ‘Alexander Striemer took
place in Hinckley church on the evening of
June 3d, when the following order of exercises
Invocation by Rev. D. M.
was observed:
Stuart; reading-of the minutes authorizing the

The

Baker, T. P. Augir and J. H. Moxom.

Matters at Weirs.

“**¥ision, informing them where they

In the latter

‘ohio.

0. E.

Tibbetts,

by Elders H. J. Brown, E.

furnished cottages may

Henry
& Johmnson’s Arnica
and
Linimeny is an external remedy for Man
st.
:

be,

rst session’ with the
April, 1880)—Held its
Centerville church June 5,6. Rev. E. Root was
elected moderator. ‘Churches represented b
letter and full delegations. : Reports fro
The: Conference
dechurches encouraging.
Vv
cided to send a request and delegites ‘to the
Kansas and So. Nebraska Y. M. to become a
And after the transaction of all
member.

Western.

Bixby, H. J. Bbwn, R. A. Coats; alternates,
0. E. Baker, T. P. Augir, R. Norton.
and profitable sermons were given
Worthy

pve

Several new houses

the

Sa

N. Ww.

ministers:

Conference;-the following

"E. M..COREY.

‘bein order.

with,

pastor, Rev. E. E. Cartwright.

acted uport. ‘Bro. H. J. Brown was chosen in
place of Vice President E. Tibbetts and S. V.
R. Siade and H. C. Inman re-chosen Trustees.
Bro. R. Norton was chosefi as auditor of
ii
oe
5
Y. M.
‘The Y. M. chose as deleg)tes to General

~anited, aggressively active, and full-of the

£

The last Sabbath in May, five

baptized and united

at Lewiston.

President,

The reports of committees on business, sages,nominations,&oc. ,were duly presented and

is not

one of these one-horse, skin and bone affairs, which our people too frequently
have.
May it long continue thoroughly

«;

x

such

churches

towns and cities? - Genesee Q. M.

A. Osgood

It is hoped others will soon follow in‘the same

Mrs. L. Toorhaker, Wilton; Mrs. E. Dudley.
Agency City; Mrs. W. P. Sheldon, Kate Lindley, Miss Lou Champlin;of Waterloo,
Resolutionson’ polygamy and” the state of
the colored people at tie South were passed.

“meetings, thrilling preaching, and- liberal
giving, gave a new

were

approis due

ident, Mrs. L. True,Edgewood; Secretary, Miss,

.dred and fifty delegates and friends were’
entertained by the people.

ig prospering.

:

year:

ensuing

List of officers for

hun-

One

the church in Milington.

been

The attendance }

under the superintendence of Bro.

WOMAN’S MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

tion of $14 was realized.

M. held

the last session of the Genesee Q.

has

ve been riised by the Ladies’ Benevolent SoWas | Mrs,R. Morton, Masonville, Towa; Vice Prgs- | ciety,
a live organization.

enthusiasm,
in per
inpumbers and dee
wit

p

man

Randolph

pray .it may

and

ot

rson what he wants to |

July 2—4.
A. CRABTREE,
Clerk. :
footsteps.
a Sate
$
and- interesting, manner
‘Massachusetts.
Quarterly
Meeting
Notices.
Bixby
L.
Mrs.
it out.
being madeA for the neccessary on
adjourned until afternoon.
. Earnest
NEW DURHAM Q. M. has engaged the “ Tilton”
:
27 efforts are now
“©
on ‘Missionaries and |.»
of the Paige St. The afternoon as devoted to religious exer- and “I}isbon” houses for its head-quarters at Gen.
balange
the
ment
of
extinguish
|
re
oi :
eral
Conference at the. Weirs,.
arties will pro=
The
introductory
services
were
con(Lowell) ‘church debt.
At a gathering ‘cises.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
ducted by Rev. E. Root., Sermon by Rev. L vide ticks for straw and such bedding as they
Miss Lou Champlin gave anessay on ““Zeénana - of members and friends of the church, ‘a few
?
Stone., After sermon, devotional exercises, | need and their own. provisions. RICKER, Clerk.
<
'The Positive Cure
Tar
W.
E.
_
work,” und Mrs. L. Toothaker, a.well written evenings since, the matter
A26208)
ph
was tulked over, On Sabbath the: exercises were opened. by aj
+ SN
x ————ee—
SS For all’ Female Complaints.
¢ Plea for. Home Missions.” The latter, in ab- and ‘over half of the sum reguired was pledged social meeting conducted in an interesting manEMUNG Q. -M:-'at Odessa, July 9-11. Let
THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOODTO ITS.
there be a full delegation from .the churches, as
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE, VITAL POWER
senceof Mrs, Toothaker; was'very finely ren- | by about twenty gentlenfen. The rest will ner,’and only gave way when "the regular
services of theiday were announced. "Ser- we shall hold a centennial service. J. H. Durkee, _ ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
dered by Mrs. L. True.’ Interspersed were undoubtedly be speedily secured. Both ‘the mon’
Matt, ‘7:24, 27. Sec. of Central Association, is expected to be
«AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE; AND GIVES IT TONE AND
by
Rev.
I.
Stone,
from
present, and no doubt will give us much ‘assisSTRENGTH, SO THAT THE CURE IS rad
and ene
singing, select reading and remarks in favor of Paige St. and Mt. Vernon churches are about Communion service administered By
Rev. E.
:
- A. P. HOUGHTALING, Clerk.
tire. It strengthens
THE BACK AND PELVIC RE«
Dea. A. C. Beach and E. tance.
both Foreign and Home missions. A ecollec- to furnish rooms in thé Theological building Root os

were
Holt

the

East

bereavement,

sanctified to the good of all.
Next session with the 2d Woodhull church,
» A.V. WELLS, Clerk.
Sept. 24—26.

them for the faithful
in which they cgrried
gave a short address
a;
:
their work.”

lightful and courteous was the hospitality
Bro. Maynard
..of the people of Sparta.

session and

at

greatly revived the past year.

2,

This society had a well defined and
‘priate programme, and great credit

ith - their noand Durgin fed the peopl
with their
them
d
please
d
ble thoughtsan
{ine addresses. Whitcher preached a ser“mon full of fire and eloquence. How de-enlivened the long

churth

this sad

;

eat, but let him take a Yew doses of Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitters; and his appetite will be all
right. Price 25 cents per bottle,
é
:

their most faithful and consistent workers;
and that the Q. M. tender the bereaved wid:
ow and family their heartfelt sympathy, in

on the Sabbath is good;and the Sabbath-school |

+

h 4

.

Doyle and W. H. Smith ‘were particularly

The sermons
worthy of mention.
pencer,
.
gospel
the
of
full
. 50d and

:

2

Lh

June. - The

Aldrich

Jenkins,

by Bros. Moxom, Brown,

ET

:
© Vermont.
Five persons were baptized and received into the church at Sutton the second Sabbath in

made

‘were

remarks

Resolved, That in his death, the church; the
Q. M. and the cause of Christ have lost one of

the pastorate

of the Barrington church.

called to vote on said admendment.”
Bro. E. Tibbetts favored the conference
with" a well prepared’ temperance address.

in

will he one hundred thotisand members

Michigan, if the present

+ Rev. S. C. Kimball has taken

faithfully
their reshall be

and that ministers be urged to
present and keep this subject before
spective charges, till the time they

Association: is. he-

“The State Missionary

State,”

“44le of intoxicating lquors within the

members and Genesee Q. M. five hundr

3

Never ask a’Dyspeptic

5

¥

GWE

,
¢

.

iy
7%
Eta

olin
A

:

(hE
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¢ Some curious Ants?”

repéated

Tom

look - interested.
they

must have said;

But
as T sat Beside the little stream
5.

I'watched
them
BT
7 wi

part,

an
word.

with

a

just’h one

5

well, I should

like to Bear about them too, I thinkI have

A LOVERS’ QUARREL.

I could not hear all that

“Well,

known something about curious ‘ants: myself. Why, I suppose 1 haye lain flat on

the ground

angryi

to watch the little

reatures

~~

‘| at their house-building, for houys,when a
She passed me quickly, with a down-drooped
boy. Used to try to help them on in their
head,
Red cheeks, eyes flashing with a scornful carpentry work, teo, but some how. I

en

gleam,

:

1 seemed

to effect more

commotion

among

5;

‘| the busy little ‘tribes than: help, I'm
he
afraid.”
:
:
‘ And how many times,” said Jennie
But vanished quickly in the thick green wood.
cagerly, ¢ I've dropped .a pebble down
I watched him sigh, then noted how he gaz.
the tifiy excavation and-then watehed the
ed
.
little creatures as they came scrambling

"A hasty step, as by deep passion stirred;- \ She did not turn, nor look back where
stood ;’
;

.”

And then
v

be

I wonder why
1

: A

such
.

things should
bo

7

:

#

Shone o’er her ever!"

make

bliss!

3

our woe

or

—All the Year Round.”

.

MY WORK.

** All members have. not the same office.”

T could not do the work the reapers did,
Or bind the golden sheaves that thickly fell;
But I could follow by my Master's side,
And watch the marred face I love so well.
Right in my path lay many a ripened ear,
Which I would stoop and gather joyfully;
I do not know the Master placed them there—
“ Handsful of purpose” that He left for me.

onthe black ants’ hill.

my nature

changed;

I found what

‘ What

are they to be?

Generally

But little Louisa took me

special distribution of prizes; one of the

and

to be recitdtions, and various books were

the ‘listle fellow

much glee about thei®prospects of prizes,

bled a little at first, but

be permitted. . , vi

Any experiment performed thus, undef’
anesthesia, though involv
degree of mutilation, if concluded by in | any
extinction of life before consciousness is the
regained, should also be Dermitted.
’
To object to killing animals for ‘scientific
purposes while we continue to deman
d
their:
sacrifice for food, is to seek for
e
a privilege we refuse the mind. Ittheis appetit
sayally
absurd to ‘object to .vivisection because
b
dissects, or ‘cuts up.” If Do pain be
felf,
why is it worse
II.

Fe

wit

uo cut up a dog ‘than a sheep.
or an OX?
ox? Such experiments "as the fore
going

might be permitted

book, you dear, doubting

“So

I am

confining

/

to

Tom.

‘ There

imag-

myself

BAA

TREO

both

rich

rei

was . one

present,

And bade me in the gold and jewels share,
Oh, Master dear, the tiniest work for Thee.
Finds
recompense
beyond
our
highest
thought;
I
gs Sd
ie:

And feeble hands, that work but tremblingly,
Thg richest eglors in the fabric wrought.

the

that was a little

whole poéin.

‘We are content to take what Thou shalt give,

To work or suffer
as Thy choice shall be;

Forsaking whasThy wisdom bids us leave,
Glad in the

thought

Thee!

that-

we are

pleasing

Sa

i

London

o

Christian.

: Family Gircle,
’

:

J SOME CURIOUS ANTS,”

I

© BY IDA HAZELTON.:

=

__ “Oh, dear me!” sighed pretty Jennie
Green, dropping her elbows from the
center-table and leaning back in her chair.
* Somany funy, funny things in this
world, so many curious creatures, so
much that is really worth knowing, and

yet so little out of the much that is possible for anybody to ever find out!
I begin to believe that it is quite discourag-

ing to try and be wise.”

x

_ *¢ Fie!” retorted brother Tom, a

“in the university.

cousin,

named

- high school, ‘and not wise yet?
little Sis!
i]
5

Well,

they are a more

in-

for

then,” muttered Tom.
" “Yes, they make

>

..whole school.

Poor

I got

her

°

Louisa to my

brothers,

\

courage.”

I

said

| fheg

© ‘reckon b
and

Ted years, you know,
ia
0,
a

:
How long Jennie might : have contin.
Vis

the atalagne of her accpniplishments,

. Yiadi ha not disooverad tht # smile was
|" dawning, upon her father’s
face, whom
she had 3upposed to be busy with his
books,is not certain, Here, however,

she paused.and, dropped. ber. eyes again
in seme confusion upon the ‘magazine |

which lay open before her.” ‘ But when
. I look into these magazines,” she contin-

‘ued in a lower tone, ‘I learn how much

there
is in this wonderful world that. I

“can never hope to understand.”
~~ Now Jennie’'s father was a collegé

professor and among the literature to be

are about three hundred of these in

now
and then of the

N? uralist,

or Pop-

i. nui

bo k

as

scratched-out figures in my

books, fio"bid marks

$a my register indi-

cases of this character come

cles of the skin, forcing ftom its mouth
miniite globules of honey, there clinging

persevering creature she was.

Jennie,”

said

Tom,

as

tion.

tlie

[Perhaps we

may

pattern of industry

even those of the nineteenth century.”

|

—————
Ys

JMYFIRST PRIZE. |,

or

sport, and eradicate it “entirely from

play-grounds of children, as it i§ ruinous
in its effects, and is the

of Life,’ by

cause.

of

He also adds that during the

practice of his profession deaths had been

coming

under his observation

‘which

ere the result of this pernicious pastime.
n conclusion he said: *I would warn
children agaitist r8pe jumping, and would

And the grave is not its goal.

‘ Dust thou art, to dust returnést,~
Was not spoken of the soul.”

prime » cause

more cripples among the female portion
of the community than probably any other

“Lite is real, life is earnest,.

:

the

fh a

adyise parents-and tetiChers to prohibit

it

Heart of the Califorfa Alps;”

“ The

Domin-

In the

ion of Canada” part third; “ From Palermo to

ed ; besides the usual departments, the. serials,
and a number of short stories, sketches and’

pagms.—New York: Scribner & Co.
—

to

The July Atlantic brings the last chapters
:| of Mr. Howells’s ‘Undiscovered Country,”

“ The Stillwater Tragedy;”

This is one.of the best of books for young
people to read, especially. it. they need the example of brave, earnest, persistent ¢ pushing
ahead” to help them in developing manhood.
It shows how honesty, economy, temperance
and godliness ‘the world over are likely to
bring temporal prosperity; but at the same

teresting. paper

Cd

Messrs. Funk & Co. are the first. fo publish

these intéresting ¢ Memories” in this country.
The work has just been issued in

Europe,

be-

of

article

“ King

on the

Lear”

will

Artists and

noble. chardcter

will

chapter of ** Remin-

iscences of W. M. Hunt.” Lovers of the thester withfind no, little interest in J. Brander
Matthews's “article on. “ A French Comic
Dramatist.” Annie Eichberg has a capital short

story,

Brown’s Retreat.” From the posthu-

papers

of Gen.

G.F. Shepley

a chapter of “Incidents of the

is given

Capture of

Richmond.”
The Reminiscences of the Van
Buren Administration will interest old readers, and both interest and
instruct youmer
.ones.
Several good poems, reviews of many
recent books, and a variety of charming little

essays in the Contributors’ Club, completean

excellent number of the magazine.~Boston:
Houghton, Mifilin & Co.

translation

standard.

It

of a striking

‘ The Interior

opens

French

of the Earth,”

with

by -R.

With the second part, which

a

article

will

on

Radau..

appear

in

August, it will constitute a compact popular
report on the present state of knowledge upon
this interesting question.
The second article,
on ‘* Changes of the Circulation ‘during Cerebral Activity,” by C. S. Minot, describes the

new. and remarkable results obtained by Dr.
‘Mosso, of Turin. He proves experimentally

that the lightest change of feeling or emotion
is accompanied by altered eirculation of blood
in the brain. His paper has a materialistic

tendency.
Proressor Tyndall's instructive
paper on“ Goethe’s Theory of Colors” is
concluded. Professor F. W. Clark has a kind
of scientific poem entitled

My

Fire,”

which

we will not try to describe.’ A Vindication of
Scientific Ethics,”by William D, Le Sueur, pre- ]

sents a good exposition of Herbert Spencer's eth-

icaFsystem. “The Conting of Age of thie Origin

of Species,” by Professor Huxley, is a“ lecture
on what has been accomplished in thé" Prog-

ress

‘The

very practi-

sensation of the year. The prominent

all, the hold he has upen the hearts of Ameri-

graphy of dust and a stratification of air-dust;
there are dust-showers and dust-clouds ; there
are living dust and dead dust — organic, min--

volume ; of Knight's
‘England.

book

many

readers

in

whirl

ny

s issue ‘the 8th ‘and last
Popular

It contains

the

History

Tisgandier, who shows that there

eral and metali¢ dust.
volcanic dust, 8d,

There

are

a geo-

are street-dust,

strange to say, dust

from

of the sen.. There seems also to be’ a space-dust

Appendix-Annals

1849—1867, a”large number of Tables of Con-

temporary Sovereigns, Chronological Tables of
British Writers, ete. This volume also con-

that enters the higher regions of the air from
aerolites.

‘The very

shooting-stars

"have their dusty“aspect.
trated.

Richet’s

seem

to

The article is iljus-

papers

od

* Hysteria

and

tains a very complete Index and Tablé of Coney Demonism” are concluded with No. III., in
tents for the entire work. A very great im- “which Be deals with the phenomena of somprovement has been made in

this

grouping togethe¥
the tables of each

edition,

in

class

in-

.stead of scattering them, as they are

.in other

editions, through the different volnmes,

The

price now of this valuable: history 1s so low

that almfost every family can possess it;

:

nafibulism and mesraerism,

Professor

Muir

has
a study of scientific evolution, entitled:
*! The New Chemistry,a. Deyelopment of the
Old; and there are a sketch and gortraitof the
versatile German physicist, Professor Friedrich Mohr.—New York: D. Appleton & Co.-

‘How well | remember it now, and under all circumstances.”— Indianapol
is
‘The, North Amervcan Review for July. ~ Presley Blakiston (Philadelphia) announces
how well I remember how she taught me’ Serflinel.
.
opens. with a paper by Moritz Busch on a book "entitled Bible Hygiene, or Health
<4>>
first to thoroughly understand the words, .| # Prince Bismarck; as a Friend of America Hunts, writtenby an able English physician.
:

then to emphasize them so as to show

did understand them.

Morning and night

A HINT TO THE GIRLS. Stick all your

I

hair-pins downwards,
then you will not be
annoyed hy their falling out by the ‘way,

I recited the lines to Louisa until I was
quite perfect in that. Then she taught
me Kirk White's ¢ Star of the East,’ that

fhental calculations as to how long
it will

present to my

outof your

beautiful little oem

neither will your friends be worried with

that is now ever

| her liands when my memory retained one | length.
verse after another.

When

day~ swas fas
“The imporfan

:

tw]

standpoint... 1t will undoubtedly

read.

more

than

.

ANSI

.

er, yourself, and took me a farther walk
Sis
my surprise, introduced me to a little cave

ET

be widely

Other articles fn thé same number of

the Review.

by

are

* Canada

Prof.

andthe

Goldwin

United

Smit.“h;
The.

‘Exodus of Israel,” by President 8.

half
bd

C. Bart
its | lett,—a
defense of the Pentatenchal account in
the light of modern research;¢ The English
Hou

my pretty comin’
than usual,and, to

REY

head

,

vn i

DY. Jad

He

d Rogers,

a

the edges of “a “button-hole’ With your

ET

dd

A

a

Hardakera.calm ‘philosophical stiflly. of the

authorityon health matters it is mot only am-,
ple, accurate; and profound,

but

without ‘a

parallel in the writings and sayings ‘of the

great sages.and saints .of antiquity,
monstrates the good sense

of the

He de-",

precept,

““ Prevention is better than cure,” and clearly - - —proves
that éven Moses fully

cqmprehended:

| the value of sanitary precautions.
“them-—curative medicings,

as..gxsager

He then--gives

clear, ‘concise, and . exceedingly

useful sug-

tongue, you will 30% be so apt to get red “Woman question; ‘‘ The Papgma Canal” by gestions for the preservation of health and
‘Count de Lesseps; and ‘“Profligacy’ in" Fié- ‘prevention of disease at the present day.
in the face nor be‘impatient
in. your lan*¢ And you will tell him the story,
Jennie
in the rock, which she liad farnished with guage
tion,”
:
—e
RR
when you wrestle with a clean (Pletby A. K. Fiske.—~New York: D. Apwon't you, father?”
on&Co.....
ht)
2
| moss and boughsof trees, until it. looked
TE
-—
The
litehay
~department
of
The Score for
| shirt collar, or, put on a fresh pair of cuffs. |
i | “Of course I will, if you wish it.”
quite a little Arcadia.
June contains the following articles: * English
a
| —Christian Intelligencer: ~~
or What?
= Celestial Criticisms"—" The
In due time, Cousin Willi arrived], “4 There, she said, you are now to supLittle
Midshipmite”~* English Ballads”
and after tea, mother was asked to brin, pose YHAL I'ani the examining master, and
“It is the little bits ov things that fret
—* Student Life at Weimar, Part II1.”— Redown
& little cabinet library of English’ these are the people who are present fo and worry us,” says Josh Billings;* * we
view of Last Month’s Concerts”—* Sharps and
poets; inside the case these words : were hear your recitations’ (pointing-to boughs kin dodge an elephant, but we_kan't a
Double Sharps”—* Staccato Notes.”
The
ot
inscribed : ie ind oy
<
with paper hats). “Then assuming a-high’ fly.”
musical ontents are full and varied.--John F. .
z
:
and with the scenes in the operating room, he | Perry & Co., Publishers, 13 West St., Boston, .
L
ToT
4
beg

.,

ike g
Hos

Lf

-.

andas a Statesman.” tis a most interesting. The author admits ‘that the Bible may appear
paper, reviewing the great Chancellor's life a strange source from which to glean informa‘and policy.from an intimate and well-informed tion of this kind, buthe shows that as’ an

be before a hair-pin falls, when it hangs States,”

1. How she would clap

t

of knowledge and liberality since Darwin

published his book in 1859.

cal as’ well as very theoretical question of
“ Atmospheric Dust” is considered by Gaston

part taken by Kossuth in the events described,
his patriotic singleness of purpose, and, above

.

"The July Popular Science Monthly is quite
up to its usual

Series. New York: I. Ki Funk,
2

personages

admirers of original and

mous

MEMORIES OF MY EXILE.
By Louis Kos-'
suth. Translated by Ferencz Jausz,
Card
manila cover, price,40 cents.
Nos. 30 and
;

and

#njoy Dr. Aigell’s fourth

vot

who feel the need of anything of the kind,
and also caution them not to kill. the baby
with care, whese ever recommendations they
follow.
:
ann
’

0.

t

experiences

‘charm all lovers of Shakespeare.

Bue MANAGEMENT OF CHILDREN IN SICK.
NESS AND IN HEALTH.
A Book for Moth-

3 Sanda

his

Richard Grant White's second’

plot

qudintance through this book and then imitate

}

describing

whilé making scientific studies on Mt... Fitna.

temporal prosperity comies or not. The hero
in the story before us is a noble fellow to introduce to the boys of to-day; and we sincere
ly hope that many of them will make his “ac:

Aldrich * de-

His manner of writing'is genial, and his vescriptions of sights afl scenes are entertaining and reveal characteristfcs of Italian life.

~tinre-it —exalty right chara
wscter
the mali
thing, to be sought and maintained whether

his example,

Mr.

scribes a “strike very forcibly, and brings his ©
hero and heroine into closer relations. Mr. 8,
P. Langley contributes & very pleasant and. in-

By

Rev. Edward A. RandN~-Boston; D. Lothrop
& Co. 16mo. pp. 314.
.

vie

He thinks that paredts apd teach- cans, will give the
ers should be warned of this dangerous America also.
. The same publisher
bone.

.

* Tell me not in mournful numbers,
¢ Life is but an empty dream I’
For the soul is dead that slumbers, 4
And things are not what they seem.

be

for all sluggards,

Psalm

upon the

and finally resulting in the death ‘of the

Longfellow, commigncing—

June days to study their habits and watch

able to add something “of interest to the
columns of the Science Journal. "I dont
wonder that the little creatures have

One was ‘The

which impinge

bone, causingat the first stage periostetis,

memory was'so good, that she had writ:
ten down for me two subjects for recita-

réader paused,
I think yéu and I will |
haveto renew our acquaintance with our’
old frtiends,and go out some of these fine

their maneuvers.

on the joints

* We had no books at home, but Louisa’s

to the hairs of the upper lip, and eagerly
lapped up by the greedy ant, waiting tobe fed.” © nin

to the Insti-

Young-

Syracuse” all of which are copiously illustrat-

his

He says that rape--. | ing ublished simultaneously in Pgsth, Huniaind London, and 1s proving the
jumping produces continuoti gonciissions |a
literary

tAken a note of. ‘But even he was not in
our great secret; he did not know my little goversess's plans, and what 4 dear,

honey-bearer seems to contract the mus-

‘“ Well,

tute for treatment.

“The

tendencies

PUSHING AHEAD; or, Big Brother Dave.

:

passes but

prob-

The biographical sketch by the editor of the | which is génerally conceded to be the greatest
novel he has yet ‘written, with its exquisite
the ‘introduction by.Governor Long fittingly" introduce the descriptions of Shaker life, 4nd its wise and
| thoughtful treatment of Spiritualism.
reader to the pages that follow.
In

remember how 1 sur
my youth, and .také

spine, and that not a month

arithmetical.

at home, the schoolmaster had carefully

a hungry ant will proture a meal from
the food thus‘generously stored up. The

oF CORTES, Jorlr
Sis,” inquired Louie
and baby.”
PU

been

will

(3) the
(4) the

volume, Miss EME. Brown, and

it

operations.
The cause of her affliction is
“jumping the rope,” a pastime engaged
in generally by young girls, resulting ‘in
necrosis, or_death of the bone. ‘The doc;
tor stated to the reporter, in this connec
tion, that similar cases were constantly

from their foraging for honey they eject
the sweet fluid from their own mouths in- cating carelessness and sfovenliness.
to that of the honey-bearer. = Sometimes | “This improvement, though unnoticed

res
iF

has

of certain

religion apd national life.

difficulties

sufferer will have to submit to two painfal

and queens, to whom the honey-bearr. , master looked: upon me with approbation.
serve as store-houses of winter food. 1, who had beén formerly so Jemenigply
Fancy these creatures hanging dowon- deficient in my spelling, now ventured to

ular Science Journal, Nature, Journal of
“‘Cousin Willie is coming to see us toScience
and others, she. discovered: won- day, father,” said 3 happy little boy, ten
orfal and rare curiosities. Her father, yearsof age. - ** I promised you would
raged, her to read them, telling ‘show him your first prize. You will,
the ‘wonders of natural history, won't
you, father?” | © . tC.
discoveries of sciende were much “Yes, Charlie,” replied Mr: Tonip. than the ng. oI
guder.of
that than of -all
Te

in

re.

.Other interesting papers are

er Painters of America,” part second;

a notable

of Catholicism, which are "alike dangerous

who Louisn was. Let me tell hifh. It
.
quite" -was mother.”
and « “Yes, my dear, though children then,

trees as the Summer advanced.

the

found on his table was much which could been handed
down from antiquity as a
not bp called exactly popular. But Jennie liked
to peep into thém al for the sake
of the curious things which ‘she often
~ found there. In toring over the leaves

was

pain

-| ably be felte

;

ued the reader, who rather enjoyed her
ers. By Amie M. Hale, M. D. Philadel
half a mile distant from our.cottage,
phia: Presley Blakiston.
brother's excitement.
16mo. pp. 110.
*¢ Besides, it says
we
never
lost
during
sight
the
of
walk
each
there
other
and
after I
back, Louisa,
It is estimated that one hundred and ten out
that there is yet much more room for ex2
of every thousand children under the age of
tended observations in the domains’ of in her pretty, little, delicate way, im- woh my first prize.”
“ And mother is going to teach me how) five years dic annually. The mortality ‘among
these insect Yankees, with their wonder- pressed upon my mind that it was quite
ful ingenuity ‘and human-like manner possible for me to get a'prize; nay, that “to win a prize, are not -you ?” said little infants is much greater than this. It is believed that much of. this- mortatity is due to
and customs. But this is the way they the thing was a certainty if I would Charlie.
ignorance of sanitary laws on the part ofthe
““
Yes,
my
dear,”
she
repliéd,
«if
you'll
only
best
try
my
Now,
<
she
said,
«from
’
.
store up honey for their winter use just
this day, you know, . Iam to be your only promise to be -as patient and persev- mother. Surely thewanght to welcome a book
as the bees do, you know.
that will help them in this-respect.
The Science governes
s, and you'll have to obey me; ering as your father was."— British JuveThe volume before us is admirably fitted to
man says he has never seen the honeybut
you must not tell “anybody. It must nile.
the capacities and needs.of such mothers.
bearing ant except in New Mexico. There
It
be a secret.
is simple, direct, plain, telling what one néeds
But won't we surprise them
these little masons excavate mines in the
to knew, and commending itself by its sensible
alll’
=
;
Gi
friable sandstone, which sometimes run:
“ JUMPING THE ROPE.”__ methods
.
How to care
the baby in its
‘‘ Every day it seemed easier to get up
Dr. Peck, of theSurgical Institute, has. infaney, in sickness and infor health,
for severafeet
In each in the morning,
l into the rock.
what food
and
as the days lengthen- just performed a surgical operatio
of the chambers of these galleties there
n "on to give it, what to letit lie upon; the care and
ed we started earlier for the milk, so- that the leg of a<young
will be some thirty honey bearers. “The
girl by the name of clothing of childrén, the exercise they need,
little animals cling with their-feet to we could have quite an hour on the road. Jordan, from Illinois, sent here for treat- ‘what to do in case of accidents,—all these
‘Then in the evening we took a ramble in ment.
the ceilings which are left rough for this
The%ones of both her legs will items of information are given, and in a way
that convinces one that the author is compethe
fields and lanes, sitting under shady have
very purpose by the cunning ant. There
to be partly removed, and the little tent to give them.
We commend it to mothers

I can re- Honey! - When the working ants retarn

8d it is quite eddy’ to

and

public service in Great Britain

returned

is

shortest period during which

a wide range, and. ire full of quickening and
wholesome influences.
Not the least of his

said

before,

When

once

be

fromg
(1) the
(2) the

nature and method of the operation,
species of animal to be sacrificed, and

all

called

physiologist should

quired to- obtain special permission
State board, specifying on application
.object of the proposed
investigation,

The selections made from his writings cover

‘ But, father, you have not told Willie

:

a farm-house for the ‘milk; it was

as

But we

exception among prominent Englishmen
this respect.
.
i

pride I carried it home: |

me.

of this kind the

He waga friend of liberty and freedom in

the days of our civil war,

* “The next day this prize was ‘handed

‘We had to go down a country lane to

contin-

we

of his days.

more to the head of British affairs,

;

4¢Qh,yes, I know a little French,and a ward like an amber globe, With their write from dictation ; neatness and order
also came
good deal less Latin, I can play just six bodies converted into a sack about
the | were no with the new instruction ; there occurring from, this same cause, bat more
blots on my
tunes
on the piano. I used to Enow forty size of a pea, serving as a reservoir
copy-book, noe frequently resulting in necrosis of the
of
or fifty when I went to school.

ness the remainder

open'and bold exposure

home.
:
‘*¢No! thanks to you," little woman,’
they answered;
‘ but,’ said my elder
brother, ‘ we all thank you for -what you
have done, don’t we, mother
“Yes, indeed, my dear Louisa, we do
thamk you. I always said that my Charlie
would make as good a man’ as any of
them.’
Lt
al

fetch

cousin was’so pressing, that Iwas obliged

to getup.

as

nal investigation, and then only under t
most rigid surveillance,
and preceded by the
Stritast preculitions.
For every
experiment

Peel, and

remember how he has lately been

lips

:

* « Not.a wooden spoon this time,’

as her

¢ Charlie, I am going to the farm to

he

honey,” too,”

though

could give no utterance.

ing that
T have everdis— ‘the milk, and I want youto go with me.’ tome; ith what
Is there
any more
of that?”
you can ‘imagine;
*¢ I wished her far enough at the time,
“Oh, yes,” said
Jennie
quietly, for, like
all stupid boys, ‘a little more made a man of
¢ there are living honeycombs.”
meet me in life, I
‘ What! do ants go into the honey bus- sleep, a little more.slumber ‘was considered by me a Juxury.
mounted
them in
However,
my
iness,
too?

at the age of 25, under Sir Robert

:

of joy were in her eyes,

Louisa.

* My little governess made such procomplete nest, besides hun§Pedsor thon-.
gress with her pupil that the schoolstudent | sands of others, workers,
soldiers, lors

“A graduateof the

=

se.
IV. In view of the. slight gain to ractical
medicine resulting frony innumerable. P
periments of this kind, a paint
¢
upen a Living vertebrate
hi
permitted by law solely for purposes of orfai

was constantly in public life, as statesman and
reformer, until 1874, when he retired to the
privacy of his estate, meaning to live in quiet-

“As Lreturned to my seat, my mothér
seize
me dii Ker arms, kissed me and
cried and Kissed again; my little. governess only took me By the hand, but tears

however,

She was paying us a long visit,

little

dustrious race ever than I took them

when

“My second recitation was equally
who took special notice of these remarks,
though I did not know it at the time, and successful, and I was the wonder of the

"It says

ahead
covered.

;
ment invelving
| pain to ruction;
a vertebrate animal
I
should be forbidden by law, and made hereafter a penal of-

himself before the

visible to the naked eyes
of a layman.”
He was Junior Lord of the British treasury

tle hands clapping as hard as they could,
and others followed suit ; then my. cour’
age rose, and I went well . through the

Je

I pleaded for the Master's blessing where

bro’t

would instantly “arraign

and exaggeration,he would be likely to give
hisi soul a: very harsh trial,oand treat himself
as.a great criminal for fault too minute to be

throu
thegh
first verse I saw a pair of lit-

to'carry off a “Wooden

spoon

“I was twelve years old, then, and was
all!
But let us hear now, what the Seifar behind my younger brother in educaence man has got*to say, that is new,
| tion, although he was only ten” Their
about them.”
words troubled nie, and troubled my poor
‘“ Well, the Journal says,”
replied
mother, toe, I could plainly see. Yet,by
| Jennie turning toher magazine, “thatants
way of encouragement, she patted me on
| sometimes undertake the dairy business!”
[~- «Nonsense ! Sis,” ejaculated Tom. * I the back, saying, ‘Never mind; "Charlie
-hope you will - confine. yourself to the will make as good a man as any ef you.’

Soon the sun-lit sands, with spray-drops wet,
* Isat, and earnest prayers rose thick and
fast.
:
:
:

He let me-help to chant the triumph song,

_

Whatever

complete

casuistry

hand,

“With those dear, encouraging words,
I went on the platform; my voice trem-

and, pointing to'me, said, ¢ Poor Charlie!

will he ‘manage

by the

recitedas ‘well 48 you can.’ *

quoted from which to select our orations.
My brothers Will and Harry spoke with

round him and drag him into their pit,

book and not draw upon that vivid

he

saying, “Walk boldly up, Charlie; you'll
do it beautifully ; none of the boys have

day was
astonish-' chief features'of the examination

and I would never see him again.
I
declare they are curious creatures, after

inationof yours.”

ee

ned

operation
upon 4 living animal, during

hardly three months ago, when he accepted
from the hands of the queen for the second

mname was called out. ‘ Don't go, Charlie,’ dread tribunal which awaited him within: his
own bosom; and that, his intellect being subtle
.and the following June theré was to be a said my mother, ‘if you feel frightened.’ and microscopic, and delighting in

never prolonged his enforced visit beyond the time that it took him to get away.
-But somtimes the black ants would sur-

I could not cast the heavy fisher net;
:
Thad not strength or wisdom for the task;

And spoils were homeward

;

“

sn

which by recognized anesthetics it is din comple
tely insengi.
ble to pain, should

he made his maiden speech as a candidate
for
parliamentary
honors, down to the time,

you down for two recitations,

Charlie,’ said my elder brother.

tience and perseverance could do, and
whenever obstacles have appeared in my
path,a gentle voice seems.to say, ‘ Cour-

that ants are exceedingly fond of a milky
father and mother had gone abroad for a,
fluid, which exudes from two tubes. situtime. Though only a little girl of ten.
My brethren toiled upon the wide world seu; “ated on the hind parts of the bodies
of years, she had twice
as much sense as
Or ever that I knew, His smile so fair
certain plant-lice called aphides, and to
any of us boys, could read and write well,
. #- Came shedding all its radiancy on me.
procure it they resort
to
measures could recite
poetry like a full-grown lady,
| strangely intelligent for even the proverI could not join the glorious soldier band,
and, could stitch and embroider to perfecbially wise ant. They have been known
_ I never heard the ringing‘battle-cry;
tion.
:
>
- The work allotted by the Master's hand
to build mud-stables in which the aphides
. ** She made no comment that evening;
” Kept me at home, while others went to die.
were kept as stalled®milgh-cows.”
<4
but the next morning she. rapped at my
And yet, when victory crowned the struggle
*“ Whew!”
This from Tom, ending in
bed-reom
door “very .early,
4 long,
©
3
: a
saying,
prolonged whistle.
“That's a
-

‘* “What!

pa-

capable of obtaining ohe. It was March

It was rare

sport to witness his own confusion
"ed hosts.

’Tis but things like this

That form our lives, and

:

discussion’;

I. Any experiment’
or.

.
“Yes!” said Mr. Tompkins, reading what you have to recite.’
| THE MIGHT oF RIGHT. Fromyghe writings of
*
¢
Ab
her-dictat
ion
I
bowed,
and
com-,
the inscription for perhaps the thousandth | 4
William Ewart Gladstone.
elected
E.
E. Brown. With an’ introduction ‘by byJohn
time, with as much gratification as when ménced¥ ther nervously, as if I was realD.
Long..
ly
passing
some
Boston:
terrible
D. Lothrop |& Co.
ordeal; but 1
‘it first met his delighted gaze; ‘that
_12mo.
pp. 302.
($1.00). .
prize made 4 man of me: It is now near~ went through my pieces, and was com_ The'title of this volume is peculiarly “applily nine‘and twenty years since it was plimented . by thes assumed examiner. cable to the career of this English statesman,
presented,
and yet it is ever presen to We rehearsed by this ‘way two or three It truthfully expresses the principle Which:
has controled
and guided his public career
amy ‘mind, as well as the circumstancef at- times, and then I felt that I should: have
confiden
from the day when, at the age of twenty-two,
ce
to
face
any
andience
.
tending it. From the moment I gained it

"examinations, but no one thought me —++Poor Charlie; saidmy father as my

active, little red fellow with my thumb
and finger and drop him down suddenly

the evident inhospitality of his

If she had turned her head, or ‘staid her feet,
Life would have altered, love's bright sunny
skies
A

.

June 24, 18502

4

reaches the following conclusions
as a basis for’
future

to_any extent, desired in
“ ‘Some pretty nursery rhymes that| ting the highest politica
Far'more difficultis the
l honor that can be our medical schools.
questi
on
of
painful
experimentation,
Louisa
has
been
teaching him; | suppose,’ held by an Englishman. His integrity is only fortuna
Up. .
age!” ButI must. tell you the whole
tely, itso happens that the most attrac.
Answered ny younger brother.
equaled by his industry. In respect to the tive physiological investigations
Ather retreating form ; he whistled low
are largely °
up to the house-top to see if there was an story,. Willie, the way I have told it to
latter he himself tells us that the only thing upon the nervous. system, involving the cop.
¢{
Never mind
And softly to himself; in deepest thought sciousn
earthquake, or if an enemy was- near. my own little boy so often, and you see ‘my little governes what they are, observed which he ever
ds a requisite to Success,
He whispered, “ Is she vexed?’—then was
menced and did not finish Towardessthisof pain
s.
“He's
goitig to do
class of experiments the State
=
T77
.Pogr, little, blind things!
I ought to he’s'not tired of hearing it.
was
the
choppi
ng
of
a
tree
on
amazed
ame
:
his
estate of Should act with caution and. firmuoess, It
g
:
‘I was considered a dull boy when I his best...
‘Hawarden; from which task he was driven by seems to me that the folowi
have pitied, instead of tormenting them.”
That’twas, in truth, she really ants
ng restrictions
«
AndT.did
"do
iy
best
too.
Father
first
went
to
school.
I
fad
two
brothers,
& tempest; and of the former, Kinglake says, ure only just:
ts
He looked once more, as if igdesd-hesought
- ** Did you ever, try to introduce a’ vis| AIL
was
In
view
there,
mother
of
the
was
there, and Louisa ‘ it was‘believ“that
ed if he were to commit as compared with the great cost in suffering,
To bring her back but on she went that tlay="15tor from.one eamp to the other?” asked one older and the other younger than my- was there.
sli ght profit gained by
A
even a little'sin, or to imagine an evil thought, the student, the repeti
hen he went too—but *twas the other way. %
self,
and
they
had
both
received
prizes
at
tion,, for purposes of
Tom. ‘‘ Sometimes
I used to pick up an
They never met again ; but oft I seé
" The girl, a woman grown, come by this seat,
Andgaze-into the stream with tear<worm eyes !-

‘

Windmouth,

Kiterary Bevicto, =

Tompkins, stand forward, and let us hear

Ac

+i

official air, she said, ‘Now, Charles

* « Presented to ‘Charles Tompkins, as a reward
of merit, by the patrons of St. John’s School,

stroking his moustache and beginning to
So

“
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THE

PRINTING

ESTABLISHMENT

AND
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| terminated,
men will'no longer march to
battle.

An improved

Gatling

fisherman is the noblest

New Haven ‘Register.

gun has

England.

It is capable of

firing

one

| thousand shots per minite, sud killing a
‘man: or a horseiat’a mile range.’
he
gun: has a compact

appearance, can
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Vermont Chronicle: Work, brings burdens, yet is of itself a great burden-bear-

Repository,” a monthly pamphlet

of twenty-four pages, designed to encour--

‘er, so that it really

1 Dw

age and help the Sabbath-school cause in

¥F

allof our churches.

yl

Its patronage did

the load

of

m great peril, in this age, of working

too hard and too unremittingly for mere

subscriptions solicited, but it. met with
less favor than was-expeeted.
After re-peated calls and persistent efforts to bring
up the people to the support of & paper,
the Printing Establishment decided to assume the responsibility, and May the 17th,
1845, was issued the first number of the’
. Myrtle, with less,than one thousand sub-

material ends.

meat, and the body is more than raiment.

done

ourminds grasp

phant. The act

the deed,

ble service. It has been twice enlarged,
and the price changed to thirty-five cents.
for a single copy, twenty-five cents in

-| ble, by devoting

.

The Montreal Witness begins to find
the Canadians agreeing with each other
in the conclusion that the ,only true ulti-

packages of tern or more.

In 1867 was published a Question Book

‘Let

i

aud cails for them are still continued.

Two: years after, another book for child-

which Government desls, and a commercial unien could not be accomplished between two.countrigs without those countries having so far a common ;Governbath-schools, it was ascertained that oth- ment,
those who advocate a commercial
¢r papers were taken, considerably more
with the United States are urging
than half as many, as of the Myrtle, and it aunion
very great step toward complete annex-

ren by the sémeé author was published;

ourselvesto

single

ideas.

spicuous than another it is a disposition
to hurrah for men who have more dash
than solid
sense.
On
this
point a
host of people have a sort of craze. They
shout and throw
up their hats in ad| ance, on the shortest -motice, for. such
men, and
soon find their jubilations to

another paper to

ation. “Aversion to such a consummation is prompting at present very anxious
inquiry into the possibility of the other
alternative, namely, commercial union

with England and her other dependencies.”

then a Sabbatlh-school paper has. been!

been

in connection

with D. Lothrop & Co.
__
!
Messrs. D. Lothrop & Ce. began business in-Dover, N. H., as booksellers, &c.
in 1846, As business increased they ad«led other stores in New England and the
West, in

which

their more

‘The Watch-Tower notes a comparison :
¢ There are points of nienifes religious
similarity between the Empress of
Russia, who has just died, and the ex-Empress Eugenie. The former seems to

*

and

experience

The Boston Journal notes a fact which
has’ a moral: ** The Heathen Chinee has
put the Celt to the blush in Carson, “Nev.

Hi‘Wah recently paid

off a number

his workmen
in Carson. Among

:

referred

to

Brethren

/The New York

Tribune- finds itself

sympathy as .to

ome subject

with

in

Arch-

bishop Taschereau;of Canada : ‘It is ratheran

important fact that the Roman Cath-

olic Archbishop Taschereau,in Quebec, has

the

of

them

The propriety of a co-partnership in th
was an Irishman. HiWah gave hima
publication” of Sabbath-school ‘ bogks be- ‘check for the amount due him, but as the
“gan to be considered in 1867, and ata Irishman could not read he was obliged
special meeting of the Corporators, ip to go to the bank with him and cash the
January following, Mr. Lothrop submit- chéck. The check was drawn payable
ted a proposition that was favorably re- to the Irishman’s order.
‘When the bank
ceived

church and the State are .to be. run. by
wind, and great enterprises consummated

issued a pastoral
condemning trade-unions. He puts in a succinct form a truth
which we have had occasion over and ov.er again to assert, -when he says:
‘A
man’s labors is his own, 'and it 1s his libhave been as much a devotee at the shrine erty to sell it at whatsoever price he pleasof the Greek Church as the latter is at es.” This sets forth the gist of the whole
that of the Roman Catholic. Such a matter. It is announced that any Cathophenomenon
shows that the religious lic who shall attack or conspire to attack
bias, even to the point of being extreme- any person, because such person works at
ly superstitious, does not depend -neces- a price which he thinks fit, shall be exsarily upon church and creed. It has its communicated. As the labor troubles have
own inherent susceptibilities which can been considerable in Canada, and the gross
exist and be nursed as well“in St. Peters- tyranny with which strikes are usually
conducted has been particularly rampant,
.
burgh as in Paris.” “

«clerks were usually given an interest, and
to whom, when circumstances permitted,
they eventually sold their entire interest.
Eighteen such establishments have been
under their control.

ing the birthsof his children in the

family

Day,

clerk handed back the check for indorse-

pronunciamento

of

the

Archbishop

against them is specially timely;. and everybody who in the least respects personal
independence dnd liberty of choice will
be rejoiced that His Grace has thus spokeg
:
en.”
—A Sabbath suggestion
from the idvance:
“A large Egstern corporation dismisses its workmen every Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The company
and the operatives do
as much

prospers
as they

would if they worked the usual hours.
They make up the time by abbreviating
their ‘ noohings.”
If farmers, for example, would adopt the same principle, when-

. Stéwart and Curtis, with discretionary ment the Celt said he could not awrite.
power.
After careful inquiry on the “Hi Wah signed the name for him and
ever practicable, Sabbath morning would
part of the Printing Establishment, Patrick made the sign of the eross.”
not find them and their families so exhaustand equally carefyl
preparation on the
/
ed.
Of course, in haying and harvest, a
part of the gentlemen Lothrops, an agreeA paragraph of business interest from. sudden shower, or an unlooked for presment was entered into between the parties by which they were. to publish cer- the Commercial Bulletin: * The question sure may compel late Saturday night work.
But such events are excepfional, inevitatian books in company, and beyond those is raised in some of the Philadelphia pa- ble,
and thereforegexcusable.
But why
specified publications there was no part- pers as to ‘Whether a salesman has a make an occasional necessity a law of - life
nership whatever.
a
;
from the shep he and labor? Alas, it -is- want of love for
D. Lothrop & Co. commenced the pub, right to draw customers
God’s house and worship, and not necesJéaves
to
another.
Tt
hardly makes a sary
lishing business atthe well known quarweariness that deters those who ladifference
as
to
the
right,
they
will
do-it,
ters of 38 and 40 Cornhill, Boston, the
bor
from the sanctuary and ensures to

and the remedy would be harflto find ;
though we believe action has several

15th of
April, 1868, and opened an extensive bookstore in -connection with it.
After purchasing a few plates of popular.

them a godless

Sabbath.”
Eee

times been brought in the courts, but
such eases have generally been thrown
out as without foundation. The: difficu]-

This was) (Glow

by aul foe $300 phe. aridwepeiauply
This do
b

lh ene pp
ivers in the country
e

Pr

fi

and equal th

forty-four

L:!

oth

voliies,
and in these:

ot

‘foukair

1

| that.

ey fly for” reliégf to intoxicants tothe enfeeble@energies
%
ies and: give

appetite and strength. Is this theory
at
the right end of the trouble? Nay, “Tbe

a joint
rops.8.

drink brings them to the vile surroundings, debases them till they are willing to
live herding like animals, and ; with no.|

only.

The partnership continued from 1868 to
1877, when the ' Establishment . retired
{rom thee business.
2%
:
-. The Messrs. Lothrops ‘& Co. pushed
their own business with
great vigor and
efficiency, and while at
Cornhill, they is-

more regard

to sanitary provision than

the brute, the debased. physique, the besotted intellect, the blunted moral perception, make the human being willing to

submit to a degradation very many de-

sued more thun four hundred different

grees below his natural level.”

and valuable works. They suffered considerably in the great five in Boston by
. the’ loss of stereotype plates and sheet
stock, and when the lark building at the

The Springfield Republican notes the,

fact that Gen. Gurfieldis a believer in av-

«corner of Franklin
Hawley streets -eraging: ‘* Gen. Garfieldis a firmrbeliever
was ‘rebuilt, they leased jt in 1876, and in the law of average. Ata conference

_ transferred their composition, printing
«ind bindery from Cornhill to 30 and 32}
Franklin St., occupying ithe first floor as

a salesroom and

Bible warehonse.

Their

accommodations are now ample and convenient ; the room being 40. by 120 feet;
it is the largest

Jud
receive

and most ‘elegant boek-

store in the country. In their new quar
tors they have extended their publications

his mo

so weakens and enervatés them

stow, Transcript. .
ry
al ‘Says, when

usic

tions aré numerous-and superior to most

and the Boston Book. Bulletin will give a
full description of their books.
:

|

The 4merican. Culhwagor on firearms:
« With a few more imptoyements

infire-

that by bringing two

armies. together they will be simply

ex-

—Michigan,
cal, Comme!
artments,

i

¢

tof religiousin.

Il understand her loyalty

_SPABKS OF SOIENCE.

Engineers

state

that ¥peeds

nes,

8 year.
to
75 conte 8 week. Shot

scientific schools

pasticniues,
g
, Bec.

-We

eorporation

foundation Sa

Berlin

and means. . She was a tender, devoted moth-

Trustees.

i

Me., July 25, 1878.

HIANY

NONE,

Thro forme

Bet your

of

has

France has been lighted by Clamond’s thermoelectric system, the electricity being generated

of a
been

made for thirty years, and the produéts of animal decomposition are found to - be still present,
Prof. Cook believes the Hessian dly- will be
ultimately exterminated by the parasites prey- |

ing

upon it.

He aflirms that the

potato bee-

tle is being greatly rediiced in number
like cause:

from

a

The greatest feat in the way of rapid railway making is said to be that of Sir R. Temple in the late Afghan campaign.
One bundred and thirty miles of the railway was constructed in 101 days.
. The Italian Minister of Agriculture .and
Commerce has decided to present,to Parliament a project for executing a. great geological map of the Kingdom; the expense is ‘tal-

culated at 6,000,900 francs.

of Christian

children

HE

M. Dronier.-has patented in Germany a process for rendering bronze as malleable as copper.
About 1 per cent. of mercury is added
to the tin in a warm state, and this is then
mixed yvith the melted copper.
When a pen
be useless,
it
holding in the
ute; then drop
it clean, and it

maouoa

lets.

or colle;
Forfurther particulars address
Princi or E. 8. Tasker, Secretary.

Northwood Ridge, July 30, 1879.
YNDON
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LITERARY

A

INSTITUTE.—-J. 'S

BROWS, A. M., Principal, with. competent

8!

o

=

»

PP

as-'

/

"Winter term begins December,2; 1879.) X
Spring term
ing March 9, 1830.
all term begins August’ 24, 1880,

and

-

y

*

Terms moderate. Sent forC
8.
:
<
J. 8, GARDNER,
cipal,,
o>
Whitestown,
Oneida Cos, N. Y=

Mgrs. HANNAH
KELLEY, wife of Albert
Kelley, Esq., died at the age of 58 years andr
1 month.
Sister Kelley was born in Dresden,
Me., May 6, 1822, She was converted under

CHOLS LATIN
OOL.—The special work.
of the schoOT'1s to
pFeépare the students for col.
lege, and every effortis made to do this fii'as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moder-

the labors of Rev. Daniel Fuller, in the year

1841, and united with the church of her choice,
the M. E. church. She was distinguished for
her sociul traits and unselfish liberality. Min-.
gled with high natural endowments were noble Christian qualities securing the love and
respect of all who knew her. She was married Oct. 12, 1845, and moved to Bancroft, Me.
and commenced a pioneer’s:life.
She love

ate. ‘Send for a Catalegue.

et

the house of prayer and divine Worship. ‘She
experienced the blessing of perfect love in
A.D.

1870,

Blood, and

under

¥

lived in

t#E

Li

of Rev.

enjoyment

H,

husband and children; ¢‘ noone

P

till her]

death, gaining « perfect
victory through
Lord Jesus Christ.”
She loved her home,

knows

the
her

, which
a light

a

a

Fr

’

TY ow

crewof the" Russian ctoamer. Klheog,

vy

This institution is

now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof.0. G. Augir, A.M, principal. Profi
"Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Thds
wishingto attend this Institution will addres
Rev. D, Powell, Flemington, W. Va,
°*
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volume.
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It is able, literary

communications,
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should
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Series,

printed

for

monthly,

100 copies to one address for $6.00.
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The Psalmody
:
isthe denominational Hymn
“Book, exten.
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1.10; Morocco “Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00,
Postage 9 cents

each.

Small,

Morocco,

85

postage, 2 cents.

cts;

[RE

A
4
A

¢
&

postage 4 cents.
y
a
The Racred Melody
is a small book pf 225 hymns and several.
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30.
cents;

a
E!

i

=

.

The History of the Freewill Baptils

g

covers the first half century of our existence,
from
1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.

$0.75; postage,

10 cents.

Baptists

«give the rise and progress of
Christians in New York, till the
union with the Freewill Baptists.
The Minutes of the General
are'published

in pamphlet.

-

this body ot
time of their
$1.00.
Conference

°

form at the close

Wevery session, and the bound volumes émbrace
the Precedings of the first sixteen sessions. 76
cents
;"pestage, 9-cents.
ii
The Treatise
of
bd
contains a brief statement of the doetrines
held.

by

the

denomination,

and

a

a
3

g

usédges in church-building. It 18. published by atuthority of the General Conference: 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.

et
Eg

:

Butler's Wheology
4
4
5
- discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
SS

Butler's Co

ta

.

>

4

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
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oF Raoul Ae* OCRHRIDGE,
ScituateR. I. |

severe catarrh trouble; and

my. lung

trouble
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It is an
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Church Records
wie
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons,
Clerks, Treasurer
bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and’ Noners,
Retiont Me
J and abant : 200, : 8 of very

fhe records of the ‘ehurch. Price

, including postage.

i
Fr WI

dO.

- D0

Johiisevens,

what it cures, send’ for.

our

Treatise

on

its

‘Nature, Action, and Results. - It will be mailed free. Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111
‘Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The dbove named hooks are sold 74 16 dozen,
the order,
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USTIN AUADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.

Rooms for self-boarding
and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A, M.

nih:
3

'

Treatment all of the same tenor. | If you wish
to. know ‘vhat Compound Oxygen is, and "A

3

Red

excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12.cents,
4
Rules of Osvder.
’
i
those in the Manual, thick

covers,

p:

0

« by the same
#uathor,—Prof.J. J. Butler, cons
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

are

f

nil

The Memorials of the Free

'<_,

]

bi
:

Fu

dred per’ cent. better and is'gainl
Mis Jef Hing was almost consol

p

Alt

ad-

is for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be ai the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Paymen ~ in advance. “Discontinued when time ex-

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classis
cal, Scientific courses of study for both
sexes.
Full board
of teachers, Expenses low.
Fall term
begins Aug. 18, 1879. Winter term begins Nov,

Rioakaron COLLEGE,—Ri0o Grande, Gala
iy Ohio. The jSollege; year tonsists of four
fine of ten weeks each.
rd term
ging Jan. 28,
Writes terms
the shore; he measured over thirty feet in. promises to be a thing of the past.”
courses of study are
e
Normal,
another;
‘I
am
thoroughly
conyinced
that
|
| length,ana seven feet across.”
:| the Compound Oxygenis what we need. in a Qommercial, College Preparatory and two College
viz.:
Classical
and
ScientificWe could
A downtown man went fishing the oth- vast army of Chronic Diseases,”
:
(including rodwm_rent) $2,15 pé
columns.of extractd from our correspond For further information Sppry to A. A. MouLer day, and returned with three small give
ence
With
physicians
who
are
using
this
new
TON,
A.M.
Rio: Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
thestreets
through
trout. He carried them

boldly, and when asked if those

t
A

MYRTLE.
Terms: Jingle copy, each,” 35 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one adZ
dress, each.»
=
- . 85 cents
;
Payment always’in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on money sent.
i
Sample copies sent free.
;
.
Lesson Papers
2
sy

aper

Goncational.

Star.

Postage is paid by the publisher. .
The Little Star and
JMyritle
aré Sabbath-school papers, printed aliernate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE

in 1827.

. CODDINGTON,

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.

This Institution

in advance;
$2.20
if
paid within
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.

At the age of 20, he was converted and ;joined
the church at West Bethany.
He moved to
Ellington in 1827, and two years later joined
the F. Baptist church which was then organized. He was a faithful Christian and ee

gas

INSTITUTE.—Wi--

Co., Towa.

dressed to Nover, N. H. ~
3
*
iki
¢ Terms ;—$2.00
per year, if paid strictly

E. A. G.

born

COLLEGIATE

is a large raligious

fifty-third
gressive.

pathway of the bereaved husbanfl and light the

BRO. JOSEPH SEEKINS was

Lawiston, Me.

ton, Muscatine

. Whe Morning

-sorrowing children to the home’ of the saved,
and her exemplary Christian life, like the mantte of Elijah, fall upon us fathers and mothers
in“Israel, all receiving a sanctifying bepediction with the memory of the departed’ sfster’s

“life.

;

SUA, My JONES, S80

:

“Freewill Baptist_Publications.

how

much I love them,” she would often say.
Another true Christian mother, and beloved
wife, has triumphantly passed from her earth
ly home
to her home in heaven, where her
crown all glittering (which in her last hours
was just in view)-will be given. And may the
light from heaven’s portals through which she
has just entered fall with tender rays upon the

TLTON

VY

3

Ls

:

is in an unusual flosishing condition
with
a muchincreased attendance. Students for Colge, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective
tudies, Music and Drawing, receive special at
ntion.
Religious and - thorough.
on
1ealthful. E
8 moderate. Send for Cataloghie. Address,
D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.

has become so corroded as to
can be made good as new by
flame of a gas jet for half a min
it in cold water, take out, wipe
He died peacefully. on June
will be réady for use again.
: for the church.
4, expressing a bright hope in. the heavenly
Dr. Sandell, of Louisville, is authority for
inheritance.
a
J. SHANNON.
the statement that a mule, now in the Jardin
DEACON F. BARK, of the Royalton church,
d»Acclimatation in Paris,
has brought no
died at his home in Brooklyn, O., June 10, in
fewer than six foals—some by zebras, some by
his 81st year.. This devoted brother was one
an ass and some by a stallion. © This fertility of the organized members of said church
in a hybrid is remarkable.
which has existed some forty years, and he
was chosen one of its deacons, which office he
Prolonged exposure fo very intense cold has
has ever since honorably‘held.
He was truly
nce in destroying the germinmen.”
ating power of seeds.
De Candolle and R. a ““ living epistle read and known of all
He
Pictet subjected the seeds of plants to a tem- He was ready when the summons. ¢ame,
leaves
u
wife
and
eight
children,
and
their:
perature of eighty
dégrees without injuring
.children, and a large circle of relatives to enthem very seriously.
:
a
joy a legacy bequeathed to them by him of
During the year 1879, 10,281 horses, 529
Christian piety, faith and triumph.
He was
asses, and 26 mules, giving 4,135,700 pounds of long a diligent reader of the Morning Star, as
meat, were sold for consumption in Paris; and
well as of his Bible.
i
1
on the 1st of Janyary last, seventy-eight butchSISTER MIRAETTA LOCKWOOD, of the Liver=ers’ shops for the sale of that. article of food
pool church, departed this life, June 4, at the
were in full operation.
age of 38 years,
Sister Lockwood was a con‘It has long been known that fishes return to sistent Christian, who some twenty years age
experienced
religion
under the labors of Réy.
about the same place in the same. rivers each
A. G. Wilder, now deceased, and united with:
yeur to spawn, Dusit bg new discovery that
suid church.
A husband and two little boys,
they go up on the left-biind side of the stream,
and coming down take
oppesite side. Fishz, and relatives mourn but not without hope.
“ O happy day that fixed my choice on thee
erman may
be benefited by remembering
my Saviour and my God,” she has ever sung,
this.
Hen
x
Fi
and in which exultant strain she died in hope.
Mr. M. A.“Vedder finds that water is not
Thus our-§ear brethren and sisters are ’passfreed from
_organic® impurities « in freez- ing away. ' May others come in to~take their
ing, and that the germs of animalculw are
places. ,
;
G. H. DAMON:
present in very much of the ige taken from
JOHN MAINS died-at his residence -in Coldstagiant water. - This being the case, considerable risk must attend the use of such 1cé in water, Mich., April 29; aged 73. He was born
in Georgetown, Me.
He experienced religion
drinking water.
when 17 years old, moved to Ohio when about
~ M. Pasteur proposes inquiring into the disthirty vears<old, and united with the M.
eases and parasites of the phylloxera, with a E. church.
Moved to Burlington, Mich., in
view of. Promoting their increase. - He be- 1853, and united-with “the F, B.chureh, -of
lieves this'to be the most promising plan of which he remained a worthy member until his
exterminating the vineyard pest. Itis a well
death. He leavesa. wife and seven children
Known fact that -mieroscopic parasites often
to mourn their loss, A ‘laughter -of Bro.
prove remarkably destructive to insect life.
Maine is"a successful F. B. preacher.
*

then . illuminated by thd
apparatus,
*caused it to radiate into the aquarium
equal to that of a common candle.

Sa

rig

grand-children proved by their emotion at her A first-class school. Three complete courses of
rave. She was attended in her last moments
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and«
7.2 loving husband and devoted daughter.
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
ns
I.
W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
She considerately left direction as to her dis-Lyndonville, Vt.
posal after death, and then said, “ I am ready,
and tired of waiting; welcome death.”, VW
HITESTOWN
SEMINARY.—This
Institution
3
3
A. T. WORDEN.
is one of the Jargebs and best ‘in the State.

| parmitted te construction of the Siemens
lectrical
Elevated Railway, between Wedding-place and Belle-Alliance-place.
rs
During the past season a large workshop inby the heat used to warm the building.
An analysis has been made of the soil
cemetery in which no interment has

.on-her sympathy

9

adress ive "principal, or ELIHG

Lebanon,

and faith.It is

ak

er, as a large circle

of over sixty

of

:

othe best Gd

INJORTHWOOD SEMINARY —Northwoo

ful, She was closely identified with ‘every
benevolent work of the church, and her name
will be found connected with every ‘education-*
al apd mission work of the denomination she
lovéd. The Harper’s Ferry
school since its

In Prussia one person to every 450 is insane.
A Berlin scientist attributes this laley Jogos
tion to intemperance and educational cramming.
5
J
:
municipal

¥

EBANON ACADEMY.—Puplls fitted for. b

enoughto say that’through it all she was faith-

‘miles an hour are now common with many
the express trains in Great Britian.

i

oe Risin actos

arship for Commereia: comse, unlimited time,
Music $12 and Fafa
$12 a term.
‘For Catalogue address,”
5
“Dv W, C. DURGIN, President,
:
Hillsdale, Mich.

south country drover. Forbye, the factor,
:
§
Eid
born the night the kiln gaed on’ fire, six |
years syne. David was born the night dillaForks in 1816, and was married
to Deacon
o’-the great speat, and three days afore]
Jamie Miller had a lift- frae the fairies.”
ness. in the church extends over a half century
of time am hen we contemplate the chang—Chambers’s Journal.
Radio

i.

frankly * admitted that they
|"Arms there will be rio more battles fought. ‘he caught,
The neighbors gave Lim a surprise
When it is known

SCH

Christian
Baptism
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published every week.
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crowdetl theatres; sweltering throngs. ‘at all its varied interests both for time and :
(From the St. Louis Globe- Democrat.) /
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:
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the circus and a beggarly handful at the for etepnity.”
- Rosetti believes that the temperature of the
sun can not be less than 20,000 degrees C.
prayer-meeting, how 1o reverse the order
and make the first last, and the last first, |- The Western 4Christian Advocate gives
An observer of Vesuvius notes an increasis'the great problem of the hour.
Chris- evidence of a sound head: ¢If there is ed activity in the crater at the time of each
full moon.
| |
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ment three men can do the work of three | was born the
] night my mother broke her

many that are bendifig under it.”

mot meet the expenses, and after the first
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work of

‘The first elephant ever seen in New
England and probably the first ii the
United States was shot in Alfred in 1817,"

lately been exhibited by the inventor in
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The Christian Register lays down the taken to pieces, and easily carried about,
publications. Rev. David Marks preparcan be applied to military or naval use,
ed “A Scriptural Catechism,” to aid ru fe that * always and. ever, the best and the ‘mechanismof it is simplicity
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-A Child’s Narrow Escape.’
A Baltimore dispatch, of June 23, relates the
following: On Thursday of last week the sec-

'ond/Treé eéxcursif for poor mothers and children6 the

Afondale Excursion Grounds took

place, over 1,000 mothers and children going
down on the boat.
Among the number was a

Mrs. Wagner with her six

children..

During

the day a little son of this lady, 4 years

tallas a horse and

turn, in the afternoon,

discover

no trace

him

of the

had been found, and the mother came

child

gs a curative,

back in

great distress. It was suppesed that the child
had been drowned,
but at the earnest solicitation of the parents, the Avondale grounds and
vicinity were carefully
gearched for sevefal

days.
All search, howler, was
. ful. This morning, a gentleman

echmmended are
nounced sucoess,”
To

unsuccesspassing a

marsh adjoining the Avondale grounds,

a singular noise in the rushes,

and,

heard

going

to

see the cause, discovered the little 50y sunk in

the mire above his waist, where he had Jot-

bly been without food or sheltes since
‘Thursday last. The little fellow was much emaciat-

ed, and was taken to the Avondale House,
* where he received medical attention, and it is
thought he will recover.
.
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im-

free

Medicine

package,

packages for 8, ar will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money bY addressing :
THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.

Life of Robert Burns. Former price, $1.25. Large
brevier type,
beautiful "print; price
three
cents.
.
;

Winter wheat Patents have been

A

Serifitures

ards.

eents.

‘
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CONTAINING a full list

Tol

of W ights and

Life of Frederick the Great.
Former price, $1.25.
Large brevier type, beautiful print; price three

Ohio and Michigan at $4 € 45501 infu 3 and.
1s

WERE

WITHOUT

Specific

Reader's Pocket
TREASURY.
of All Proper Names uscd in the

Bible

of the century,”
books, the

we desire to’send

g@ The

great success brings out dangerous imitations, but PEARKLINE is the only safe article.
Always bears the name of J#tmes Pyle, New York

ortant.
Only books of the highest class are pubshed by us, and the prices are low ‘beyond comparison with the cheapest books ever before is-sued. To illustrate and demonstrate these truths,
we send the’ following books, all complete and
+ unabridged, post-paid, at the prices named:

25, but market dull for all’ kinds.

CORN MEAL.

n our pamphlet, which

"ELASTIC TRUSS.

SAVES TIME and LABOR AMAZINGLY,

a

and nerv-AFTER" TAKING.

sold by all druggists at $1 per

By Edwin Arnold. Former price $1.50. Beautiful print, brevier type; price five cents.
.

common

BEFORE TAKING.brain

mail tosevery one.

INVENTION

or soft water,

Indis-

cretion, excess or
~ _ gverwork of the

,Ous system; is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,
and has been extensively used for over thirty
ears with
t success.
“gy-Full particulars

LINIMENT|

without danger to the finest fabric.

Literary -

300, U4 Anjéirican jeaders of

selling at $5 50 § $825 ¥ bbl, including very choice
brands at $7.9 $726. In St Louis winter ‘wheats
the sales
have been at $525 @ $7, and 3 few brands

A servi "Two of the jared’
sed that the endie. Itis
-Over

sea,

successful

OF IMITATIONS, am

and

Weakness,

result of

;

TRADE MARK

dy, will prompt.
ly and radically
and
any
cure
of
case
eve
Nervous Debility
and

ARNICAD OIL

MEDICINE.

Reme-

glish

& $oq

FOR WASHING, AND CLEANSING

the fact that it
It is, Ptherefore,

in
some
instances
are
contracted . By Oliver Goldsmith. = Brevier type,
print, price tive cents,
before
arrival. . Low
grades,
. in-

cluding

cars followed it down ‘a five feet embankment, killing one
y and injuring
quit
arail

white powder—has

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

The most

tp

. railfoad, three miles wist of Sargent, Kansas,
. *hesmoking car left the track and the two last.
a oid
will probably

and

The

very much depressed and can be purchased at reduced prices; and winter wheats of all kinds are
.- ‘have occurred on Saturday. While a passen- in very linfited demand, and sales are difficult to
«|. make even at low figures, The market is, in fact,
ger train was running ubout 20 miles an very much depressed
for all kinds of Flour, If we
‘hour
on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe except the choice brands previously noticed, and
advices from abroad dre not favorable for any im-

*

GREAT

SELTZER

Grocers ; but beware of vile counterfeits.

brands that are worth from
$8 @ $8 25, ane some
favorite brands as high as $8 50 are taken
as fast

fur-

Mass.

SPECIFIC

MARKThe Great En

* Em

TEITS

elers on land

13t4leow

. FLOUR. There continues to be a very dull feeling
or all kinds of Flour.it we except choice Patent
spring wheats. The demand for leading brands of
this description is fully equal to the receipts, and

¥

A

:

Quincy Market, Boston. BOSTON, Saturday, June 26, 1880,

don will give him an opportunity of demanding

Boston,

DiTsoN

THER

and is rapidly coming into general use.

=]

by mail

erchants and dealers: in. butter, cheese
and
8,
beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3,
eggs,

-& court-martial in his caseif he is desirous of
vindicating himself. Should dismissal occur

Orivir

¢GRAY'S

TRADE

“HENRY & JOHNSON'S

Lowell, Mass.

the most admirable preparation; not only for trav-

this
paper,
Rochester,

Reported by HILTON BROS & 'CO., Commission

demic Board
that Cadet Whittaker be dropped”
__.on ] account of ficiency in his studies has been
suspended by the Secretary of War. This decis-

:

Sent

ng
Blbck,

dry,

bright, fresh, sparkling alterative
and it is always ready.

Boston Produce Report.

of

The recommendation of the West Point Aca-

3 ther heird.

by

THE MARKETS.

deter-

Being

Actuated

fl

.

for

Ameri-

not only damages, but also the
punishment
the officers perpetrating them. -

of

make

x PCINE

BEWARE

mined, if the outrages are repeated, to demand

‘now,le would have no chance

to

Sold by all Druggists. Price25 cents.

:

Gen, Fairchild, United States minister to.
Spain, has been instructed to protest vigorously against armed Spanish vessels interfering

Or

GW

| ALWAYS READY!
APERIENT—being

has received the:
test number of unquestionably reliable endorsements that any external
remedy ever received from physicians,druggists,
.J the press and the public. All praise them asa
t improvement on the ordinajy porous plasters and all other external remedies.
.
B0O0O0 Physicians and Druggists of good standing, voluntarily endorse them as a great improve.
ment on all other plasters.

-~ and Vermont have been held, the former at
Augusta and the Iatier at Burlington. Both
nominations

BOOK.

BOOK +

Price, 30¢C. $3.00 perdoz,
CENTRAL Book CONCERN,

»

POROUS PLASTERS;

wi

the

via

pp Ll

for

ments 8, £, Tilden, and favors|a tariff for reve-

conventions were characterized

EPHRAIM BROWN,

‘new and popular tunes. Sure
to please. Sample pages free,
Chicago,lll.,or Cincinnati,O,

Polishing,

JAMESPYLES

ALL

Revolutior
IRCVOILUIION.

i it then nominated William H. Eng-°
Tish
for Vice-President
on the first ballot; the
platform assails the Administration; compli-

perfect harmony, and

fellows.

rections for preparing and: usju

on

ing.

<

The Democratic Convention, nominated

ing,

Sold everywhere at 35 cts. per bottle. |’

end

C. Goodwin

the
en-

tailing a loss of $350,000.

Ft st ane Tn

Boring,

England."

many natural mineral waters, is
never becomes vapid or stale.

Teledo,

move yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

ings, Anniversaries
and
General Exercise, 1s full of

MUSIC

Y
J
News for Boys and Girls!
ol
and Qld!!
A NEW INVENTION just patented for them,
for Home use!
Y
:

Bruises,

cure

Co.;

Are a symptom of Jaundice,

For.Man and Beast.

thi motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will send free to all who desire it, this recipe, in German, French, or English, with full" di-

The property loss will reach $75,000.
:
The Steamer City of New York, of the Hava-

nue only.

radical

Clark &

Dyspepsia, Constipation, Biliousness,and LiverComplaint.

Ad sure cure for Wounds,

and all Nervous Complaints,
its wonderful curative powers

it known to his suffering

injured.

Dna line, was burned to the water’s edge in
East river, off Brooklyn, N. Y., Thursday,

and

in thousands of cases, has felt it his duty

; garry New York and the country in'“NovemT.
;
: The
corduge storehouse and ropewalk- at
Elizabeth, N. J., were burned, Friday, and
badly

positive

Iigham,

“the leading Boookseller, only
LANE & CO., DOVER, N. H.

IN, WATCHES
.L8IN

BEST [oor ime

*

1yl

/=

One of the advantages that TARRANT’S

York.

Cincinnati, Robert Clarke & Co.;

Clinton

SAMUEL HOGORBQN.

Affections, alsoa

EXCHANGE,

28teow3?

»

By R. G. STAPLES, (Author of Gospel Echoes) now ready,
Bells of Pure, Copper'n 1d Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete.
WARRANTED.
Catalogue seid Free,

zr, $2.50.

Lung

1cock’s nomination is not an especially
stron
one, and believes that’ General Garfield wi

four men were fatally and two

tronial
i

Blymyer Manufacturing

Boston: D. Lothrop & Co., Publishers.

|

7

Fractions of one dollar poy

FOUNT« BLESSING BITTERS

Church, School, Fire-alarm, Fine-

ed.

’

Screw Cutting.
ice $0 to $50.
Send Stamp and address

GUIDE

sent free on request.’

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

Edited by GEO. B. BARTLETT.
“
8q. 16m0. Filly Illustrated. Cloth $1. Paper 50c.

An old physician, retired from. practice, having
had Jiaced in his hands by an East India missionary
e formula of a simple e vegetable remedy for
the speedy and permanent cure for‘ Consumption
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and all Throat and

$19,-

Geerge William Curtis thinks General

CONCORD

Consumption Cured

;

to

FOR

to New

bou
I by mk
8 are also publish.
Ae
fine bindings, at higher

8.
:
Descriptive Cataloguesand Terms to Cluby'

Send stamp for Catalogue.
Rifles, Shot Guus, Revolvers, seat c. 6. 4, for examination.

*

like it. A
wa Wanted. Send for cirenlars and terms.«
R & CO., 1000 Arch 8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
P. W.F. 21 5G

Red, Bro

amounting

BOOK

e above are
postage extra. Most
ja fine editions.and

.

a
another11 in one day, another10 in a few hours.
Evervbody wants it. Saved'ten timesits cost. No other

>

It now appears that there is a cash deficiency in the accopnts of the late 'Collector Free-

oud of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

THE

ng

- Great success. One agent
1d 500in one town, another 152in 36 days, another 75 in

%

been rejected by a vote of 101 to 90.

:

A

EA Re Raofna
ar
the To r

& Chromo

f Catatoguslo STANDARD
:
ICAN WATCH.
CO., PITTSBURGH,
Py.
GREAT WESTERN
u Pa

EL)

fe

Visitors

Gold, Crystal, Lace, Perfumed

.

| Library Magazine, 10 cents a number, $1 a year.
| Library Magazine, bound volumes, 60 cents.

2 oe

YOUR OWN aT a

There has béen a firmer feeling

ADVERTISEMENTS
,

illus.,’ 90 cts.

a
ealth by Bes
Exercise,Ihe,
Dr.
. 82.H. Taylor
raslo cvs
Health for women, Dr. Geo. H. Taylor, 3540db hia

Tribune Building, New

Cards, name ih Gold and Jet, 16c.

)

:

Western

Western at 8c.

*

Pages.

HOW TO BE [Polo i Paves

817

for Hams, with sales of Boston and Western at 10
@ 10%;0.¢ Ib, as to size and "some- fancy command
ile.
£
’
LARD.
The market is firmer, with sales of Bos.
ton and Western at 7 @ 7%c¥ Ib, and some fancy

2t26

860

Send for circulars to

& CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

:

- Continues

Fa

Manager.

Bros.; Clintonville, Ct.

H

J, C. McCURDY

mess and extra mess at $9 50 @ $10 50; and extra
plate at 11 50 @ $12% bbl.
=

Springfield,

TELLS

140 Illustrations.

PORK. The market continues very firm, under
the influence of the rise in Chicago, and the advance quoted early in the week is well maintained.
Sales of mess at $13; extra prime at $11 50 @ $12 ;
long cut ¢lear at $16 @ 216 50; short cut clear at
~$1650 @ $16 75; and backs at $17 ¥ bbl. —
‘BEEF.

cents.

Boston, H. I. Hasting ; Philadelphia. Leary & Co. ;
’
a GENCIES
Indianapolis, Bowen, Stewart
Co.; Cleveland,
Brown,
Eager & Co.; Chicago, Alden & Chadwick ; In smaller towns,
one in a place.
:
: a
;
[)
~ E.J.

5

i

2 dents

Heman’s Poetical

| Smith’s

/

JOHN B. ALDEN,

75

60 cents.
Kito’s Cyclopediaof Bib. Works,
Literature,2 vols. $2:
Dictionary of the Bible

80 cents.

AMERICAN BOOK

cf with sales of Western

hb.

eddy

Remit by bank draft, money order, registered letter, or by Express.
be sent in postage stamps, Address
re

DITSON & CO., Boston.

-Bvery Farmer should have a copy.

Hat Straw 18 quiet at $9 @ $11 -

Fat Hogs advanced

(81).By W. O.PERKINS.’

Cultivate all the red
Feed

@ $38 ¥ head, and some extra milkers at $40 @ $30
¥ head, with calves.
Veal Calves sold at 3 @ 5X%c¢
# 1, and good stock is firm.
We notice a decline
of 4c #1 in Sheep and Lambs,
with
sales ol
Sheen at 3 @ 5);¢, and spring Lambs at 61; @ 8c #
at hl

= Mrs.

of ; Biography, y 50 cents
nts.

Works of Dante, translated by Cary, 40 cents.
Works of Virgil, translated by Dryden, 40 cents.
The Koran of Mohammed, trauslated by Sale, 35¢.
Adventures of-Don Quixote, 1llus., 50 cents,
fabian Phe illus. 30 sens,
»
upyan’s
Pilgrim’s Progress,
illus., 50 cents.
Bo
Crusoe, iltus., 50 cents.
:
Munehsusen and Gulliver's Travels, illus:;50 cents.
Stories and Ballads, by E.T, Alden. illus.. 50 cts.
Acme Library of Modern Classics, 50 cents.

FARMING FORPHOFIT

a $5 122; ¥ 100 Ibs, live weight,» with some premium lots at $5 25 @ $5 40.
Receipts root up 6,014
head, of which about 2.000 head will
probably be
shipped to England. Demand for Milch Cows has
. been quite m
erate, with sales ranging from $20

In

nie Fairictiom. 12 sonia

Milton’s Complete Poetical Works, 50 cents.

For Amateur Performers.
{
Sorcerer, (31). Bells of Corneville, (81.50).
Pinaforte, (500), and many other Operas and
Cantatas.
<r
.‘Any book sent, post-free, for the retail price. 7

are

at

IT

" Shakespeare’s Complete Works, 75

Singing Classes.

BOOKS.

$10.50.

Exaraine for your Fall Classes,

Rye Straw is a shade-egsier, with sales

Sales of good to choice have besn

ACT

Book of Fables, Esop,

Very popular.

Conventiops,

Temple.

The

has

market

Choirs;

:.STANDARD

Chambers’s Cyclo;
iaof Eng. Literature,4 vols., 82
ne’s
History
ol
sh
Literature,
Plutarch’s lives of Illustrio®s Men, 3 vols., $1.50,
Cecil’s Book
of N:
I Pistons po
Geikie’s Life and Words of Christ,50 cents.
Pictorial Handy Lexicon,25 cents.
Young’s Bible Concordance, 311,00 references
|

($2.00).
Or one
MS. of
0 other
Vo. |

G

Voice of Worship.(i;t-> =

vas and Fanc y

has

legalsister

>

English Song.

By ABBEY & MUNGER

ion.
5
LIVE STOCK. Prices of Beef Cattle are off 1; @
3c ¢ Bb, which is more than the advance of last

abled, a ballot, taken in person and by’ proxy,
resulted in form by a unanimous vote in favor

Sa

©

Library of Universal Knowledge, 20 vols.,

Ro

White

« Its Eftect like a Miracle.”

. In the British House of Lords the bill
izing marnage with a deceased wife’s

A specimen volume in cloth will be sent, postpaid, for 50 certs, or
in half Russla; gilt top, for
$1.00, and may be returned at ones if not satisfactory. :
*
~The * CHAMBERS’S ENCYCLOPEDIA” comprises. the first15 volumes of our “ Library of Universal
JEnowledge,” and the remaining volumes, coniplete in themselves, will be sold
separately when. paib.
shed.
»

Just out.
i

of

: of
Cl uster
9

prices

A large quantity of Canada

at $2¢ @ $25 ¥ ton.

;
HIGHGATE, V t, Sept. 16th. .
A year ago last March I was taken with
severe rheumatic pains, which, changing from
one place to another. finally settled in my
loins,
the disease constantly increasing in
no one was hurt is a fortunate circumstance, as
Past midsummer all my efforts to
much so for the officers as for anybody else, | severity.
bat it scarcely mitigates.the blame. resting up- |. obtain relief had failed—my appetite gone, my
flesh
wasting
away and not able to walk a
on the pilots for their
recklessness.—
New
step but with the greatest difficulty.
Itold my
ork Times.
friends that I should not live to see the snow
>
Miscellaneous.
fly again.
In this condition I was persuaded
John Beverly Robinson has been appointed
by a
ngighbor to try one more medicine—the
Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario.
KidneyxWort.
Its effect was like a miracle.
I soon began to recoverthe use of. my limbs,
King John of Abyssinia has concluded a
my appetite and Strength geturned, and on the
* treaty of peace.with the Egyptian government.
fifth day “(the last: of June) with ‘less than
Fifty-six persons lost their lives by the rehalf a package of Kidney-Wort used, I went
“cent floods in eastern Prussia, and upward of a
into my hay-field to work; and continued to
hundred houses were swept away. labor fed Jo the season. "I will add that as
"Thirty-one buildingsat Tanport, near Brada tonic, my wife and self have found the Kidford, Pa., were destroyed, in consequence of a
ney-Wort to be very useful, and I take great
fire which raged in that place the other afterpleasure in commending the medicine us “iq-

noon.

to

re-

Principal.

For Seashore or Mountains.

easier on alt kinds Soot choice coarse Eastern.
whieh still commands $19 ¢ $20 ¥ ton.
Ordinary
grades range from $15 @ $17, and poor from $12 @

so often

»

By W. 8. TILDEN.

& Wh

les

.
Potatoes

old

regular

Rose and Prolifics, but some

111, the following: “ Among the sick and disof Warner’s Safe Remedies.

are

The Welcome Chorus.
s:.o

can be given. Exceptsome very choice
Eastern
Rose and Prolifics,it has been difficult to get a bid,
and receivers are entirely at the mercy of -buyers.
We quote 40 @ 45¢ ¥ bu as the highest range for

invalids troubled with liver, bowel and stomach
complaints, derive great and speedy-relief from
this pure vegetable remedy.
o
mo

but

education

+ N. LEAVENWORTH,

Eastern : have | For

of

$1 40 @ $150 ¥ bu,
POTATOES. Tiié market for

Ladies afflicted with those functional irregularities peculiar to their sex, as well as that class of

whichever was at fault in the matter of giving
or regarding signals, there is no excuse for the
« one who kept on his headway even after an ob-

The sales

‘been demoralized, and

any

LIVER-AID.

liberal

2c

$170 @ $1 90 ¥ bu, the outside for choice Northern,
Mediums continue quiet at $130 @ $140 ¥ bu.
Yellow lives are higher, selling at $225 @ $2 40
¥ bu, and well gold up. Red Kidneys are dull at

relief afforded

wr
VOTE TAKEN.
Is cut from the State Journal,

@

in Western ladle packed, with

with a goodsupply.

dyspeptic subjects who

GROSVENOR’S

a

i

and ihe remaining volumes when completed.

been at 13 @ 13%c; New York and Vermont st 13 @
13%c; and Western at 11 @ 12c ¥ dozen.
.
EANS. Pea have ryled firmer, with sales at

.

bilious

2m23

mg off for further developments.
EGGS.
There has been a quiet market for Eggs,

Unnecessary Misery
endured®y

19

HAY AND STRAW. There have been hberal
receipts of Hay, and the tone of the market is

* Wilbor's

men wanting.

volumes,

The more widely and rapidly these volumes are scattered, the greater is their influence
in ind ucing
other purchasers of this and our many standard publications. Accordingl
y we give special te) rms
early subscribers.
i
0 all, whose order and money are received d uring the month of J uly, we will supply
the 15 vol.
umes in cloth, for $6.25, and in half Russia, gilt top, for $12.50. To "any one
senc Hl
fim any
lace, where we have no special agent (usually the leading bookseller
of the town), a club of five oy.
ders, we will allow 4 commission
of ten Jo cent, The volumes issued will be seat'at-opee-b
y CXPress,

quested, whatever their circumstances, to apply to

has been a market decline, and shippers are hold-

Cod-Liver Oil and Lime,” a safe and sure remedy. This is no quack preparation, but is
larly prescribed by the medical faculty. Manufactured only by A. B. WILBOR, - Chemist, Boston.
Sold

sales are made at

Suffering
or

Young

beautiful

$6.25. An Amazing Offer. $6.25.

supphed

and pro- 226

Bronchitis,

It so, use.

well

ed stock is on the market, but no- buyers.
The
market closes with a little better tone for best lots,
but poor varieties are unsalable. New Southern
are in liberal supply, and selling at $1 50 @ $2 50 ¥

[3

dt isa verbatim reprint of the last English edition, in 15

cal or Instrumen
ound Yelumes of Sheet Mu..
CHEESE. There has been a stéady. ‘decline
1 sic.- All the same price.
prices, and the market closes demoralized, thé
ing but few buyers at any price. We quote ,
For, Sunday- School Conventions.
choice factory at 8 @ 83;¢ ¥ 1b, but it would be dii-;
ficult to force off much at ¥¢. In Liverpool, there
cents)
bes.

many obstinate cases it- may be necessaryto projong the remedy, but that it will do its remedial
work thoroughly is beyond: all peradventure.

peaple can feel entirely secure on these gay
and reckless craft. It is buta few days since
- one of these vessels heedlessly ran over a small
* beat and left two of its occupants to drown.
Still more recently two of them dashed together, and the weaker was sent to the bottom a
wreck because the pildt of each obstinately insisted on its right of sway, and. attempted to
drive the other from its track. . Of course, each
attempts to throw the blame on the other, and

signals

All.—Are

by the use of DR.

ply-

ipg about the Harbor of New York: will. have
to be punished for manslaughter before the

claims that his

and

neglect to avail themseN®€s of the

captains. or

pilots of the numerous excursion steamers

One

Ameng the jyonderful thifigs Which have been accomplished for

Furnishing the best of instruction in two departments—Classical and English.
Expenses $150 a
year. Aid varying frem $30 to $50 may be had according to need, merit and order of apphcation.

sidered a full selling Junge,
although one
4
ne ad or 2
brands are held hig
Bl,
nA

for which

aff ‘unqualified
=

from a Cough,

is

Navigation.

.... There is danger that one or two

for specific diseases

‘Life

week’s

erjes have eased off to 20 @ 22c ¥ Bb, which

UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS,
The Deniocrat, Columbus, Ohio, in speaking
of Warner's Safe Remedies, says:
Testi-ands, are in-the hands of H. H. Warner & Co.,
all furnishing ample corroborate évidence that

to

of.last

thenti

Worcaster Academy, Worcester,+ Ma

at 15@ 17c ¥ 1b, but at the close only the very best
brands command 13¢. Western dairy packed is in
small receipt, with sales at 17 @ 19¢ # hb. Cream.

mich larger birds are seen in these trees.

proved futile, and when the boat started to re-

was missed, and: all efforts

On Thursday,

fajr movement

branches in, flocks for the seed, and sometimes

monials, not numbered by hundreds, but thous-

cents

the complete

Wanjed! Agents} wine Gicicat

¥ I for New York and Vermont dairy lots, but few
buyers were willing to give over 21¢. Yesterday
receipts were sold slowly at 19 @ 2l¢ # b..the ouiside for strictly fine Franklin
County, Vt., but it
was difficult to get over 20¢. There has, been. a’

Its stem is about one inch thick. * Small birds,
such as goldfinches and liunéts, settle among the

old,

lots at within two

For

|H

:

Exporters-have stopped operating forthe

present, as the markets abroad are

its rider.

14.

21eow .

and easier, and prices here are above the shipping

the valley of the Jordan is often ten foft high.

Sometimes‘it is as

-

clear non pareil type,
handsomgly bound in cloth, for $7.505
e same.printed on finer, heavier paper, wide 4 margi
n
bound in half Russia, gilt top, price 3 $15.00.
The first ten volumes are rea y for delivery. ng, ‘a; 1d
Vo).
will be‘ready July 10. The remaining volumes will be completed by October next.

rates.

VOTGDEANLL orig ater one sand those born ‘after May he
markets are run by wealthy ol_the
stock companies
kilis as soon as this can be done with safety to the
and worked by steam.
They have large capital to support them if the grasshopper ‘or the <we’s udder. © “ The reason why they are wogthdrought or the wind does sweep away a year’s
less is not very clear, but the fact is well estabcrop; when the individual rancher may,
be
lished, so far as the South is concerned.”
.
having a hard time of it to keep from oH rvaThe mustard plant, so small in this country, id

;

675 bu. The market is quite’ dull for Oats, and
class in every particular. Address B. B. RUSSFLL,
prices have eased off 2 @ 3c ¥ bn from the sales
& Co,, Publishers, Boston, Mass.
4126
early in the week.
The sales of No 1 ‘and extra |
white have beegat
42 @ 45¢; No 2 white at 40c;

of some

pound, or $8.40 a head, aggregating $5,040.
Col. Richard Peters, of Atlanta, Ga., tells the
Southern Enterprise that he prefers. a December

a)

lovers of 0d books by the « Ii.
ery Revolution, perhaps the most wonderful is th e repraduction of this
great
Encyclopaedia ata merely
.
ve
- norminal cost.

point.

Mich.,
$2.50'to
apiece,
he sold
cents a

N. J.

\

and.

|

99,-

and No 2 mixed and No 3 white at 38 @ 39¢ ¥ bu.

giving special

:

Washington,

[]

0 of GEN.

53% @ bic ¥ bu.
:
iH
OATS. The receipts of the week have been

nest after che

attention to the industry.
Last fall Jerry Spaulding, of Ionia,
bought alarge number of sheep, paying
$4 a head, the flock averaging less than £3
and fed them through the winter.
April 1
600 fat sheep, averaging:
140 pounds, at six

corpo-

-cattle

to

_this year, and. a larger area. of this valuable pro:
duct has been plafited than ‘ever before. The,

and their influence is:ready to bumanizé and
refine his children;
in the West he must face
the hed-rock of savage Nature, and "build up
from that himself with what success he can.
To many a father (even the poorest) these considerations outweigh the mere advantages of

making mofiey.

said

¥. Beatty,

. 'EEED. The market is firmer for Shorts and
000,000 pounds, werth $700,000, or about ansaver-- “Fine Feed, with sales at $1450 @ $15 # ton; and
Middlings have béen sold at'$16 @ $17 & ton.
age allowance of thirty pourds for “each inhabiBUTTER. There has heen-a light trade during
tant.
;
;
>
the.week, and the/market has experienced a decided reaction.
Our quotations are about. one
The culture of the castor bean is attgacing considerable attention in Los Angeles County, Cal, | cent a pound lower, and it is difficultto make sales

ers, or the finer fruits, will yield ‘as much to
the
groweras would a hundred acres in grain
in
ansas. Another point is,that the emigrant

West must compete now with

is

Sub-bass & Oct. Coupler, boxed afid shipped: only
$907,795.
New Pianos $1935 to $1,600.
Before

you buy an instrument be sure to see my Mid-summer offer, illustrated, free. Address, Paniel

RYE. The market is quiet and the sales have
“Vermpnt is the greatest maple sugar préducing’| "been
small at $1 @ ¥105 # bu.
:
State in the Union.
Its annual yield is about,”

the older States;
a small patch of teg acres, if

"in the older States he remains within the lmits of kindly neighborhood; roads, schools,
churches, society, ‘all are
affeady established,

of wormwood

hen had heen sitting a week, and in due time it
gave a chicken as sprightly as any of the brood.

¢! Nearnessto the.great markets is’
lement in1

main; itis the lion’s den where all footsteps-go
in-and from which none return:A third-is;that-

ial

terover an egg found broken in the

the strong argtiment in favor of*se

.

for those

more profitabi§than peppermint. Several Wayne
County, New Ygtk, farmers.fre raising the shrub,
A chicken fancier says that he stuck courtplas-

money and a good deal of pluck, yec the New
York Tribune presents strong points in favor

the Western

of oleomar-

*| who sell the stuff as butter at butter prices.

‘While adinitting that the West is a field of
unlimited promise to young men with some

of qirieting to a degree.

numbers

| garine swindlers—that’s the right name

Advice to Intending Colonists.

moderate, and sgles at $5 @ $6 0
bbl for common and cooice Western,
ig
,. CORN.
Thereceipts of the week have been 549;
150 bu, and the exporis
for the same time have
been 325.872 bu. There has been very little change
m Corn since our last, with a tair demand for export and consumption, an$ supplies continueato
e taken as fast as received.
The sales of mixed
and yellow have been at 54 @ 57c # bu. -To arrive
high mixed Corn is a shade easiep, with sales at

to be

Very promising.

Philadelphia is arresting

17-Stop ORGANS.

wid

FACTS FOR FARMERS.
The grain crops

-

,

days, and

Igri

Instructions

ven at theNew Hamp-

n Commercial College

" N. H. Send for circulars

MORNING

TERMS:
$2.00 per
advance ; ls if ua!

.

STAR

+

year, if paid strictlyin
within the first thirty

2.50 if not..

:

,

or 26 cents receivedswe will send the Star

three months on. trial.

|

’

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on thelabel of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not discontinued when

;

the time

expires fot whieh it is paid unless feseons re=
quest it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more than one fear in afrears, after due

notice and time shall have been given.

REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in 8
stered

letter

and at our risk and expense.

In writing to this office, persons will please:
designate thei STATR, as well as town, anc
give
both the c(d and new address: when they
order a change tr the direction of their paper.
»

"The Star
and comm
ere on

goes.
to press Tuesday niOME,
cations a insertion ought to be-

Saturday

Address, Be
-

:

previous, .

Bev CR LD
0
gen:

0

i

Tot
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